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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT,

BHATNAGAR R11): I6rsonality and Other fitotOrs in.edholastic
performarice a review. Edudational 'Tend 's 1969; 4(b; '7-13.
22 ref; '

:

Presente,a,reVie* of the ::literisture -.on the role of variOus
factors dontribUting-tb academic adhittesient. It -hat been

t hit the genera/. 'belief Of the teache'r that inte 111-
gerice-lind past achievenient ii-one detenline 'the amount at
.itaademic siehieftment of "student:Mid not totirebt: ItUeiber of
nOn-iinteIledttiaI factOrs such is age' ;2)
leardiii4sathodi and stud* habits r. 3) biogriphibil data and
isOcto-edoMic -"statue; and 4) 'Pereettality -thafacteristids
operate iii'abademic sitUatiozif''Oad deteriiiiiie together-how
Mudb a' sch00.-boy or a girl cén sidhietre It iii-important,
therefore- to -take intO,cOnsideration-all these factors mthene-

r a "probtal 'Of 'academic prediction, adademid: evaltitat ion or
:IiromotiOn-61 academic achievetaent '16"p:toed with by Ilia 'school
teachers,'

; .

MALTUMDAR P K: On aptitude testing interaction and
.-thaiigie in grOuP testing. Indian Journal Of Experimental
PlychOliogy"1969; 59-e4i,,:16.ket4

"NInety.studente of a retidential'ilahbol were divided" into 3
grOute on the -bitSi6 of" theii" seholastid aptitude test.4cores:

' 'the lOsktdhieireit (L) -the -midd16;adhiefrers (M) and :the. high
'adhieVera';'00::' Each Off tbeie troupe' Wag. further, subdivided
to 3'-alatehed sub"-giotips 'LI, 12,13; Ml, I M341] ; H2;.:H3

"-reepedtively. Roteètingwiedorae in 6.different-grOups't
-1) ,LI- alone; 2) M1 alone; 3)' Httaitinel 4)..L2-And m2; S), 13
-end' 113; -6)19, and H2-. Fediêi tivri.witY analysis of Variance
with the subagroOpit of the lOW.46hievet's under 3 different
boflditicns og'tt ing i.e. LI alone,, L2, with- If2 and- L3' 'with
M3 sbowed"'Xe significant -at -401 level. For other grips i.e.
middle -and- high-adhieritisl no Significant 6hange Of rank
values after retesting was noticed. .Furthei,' it has been
observed that greater the divergence between the groups, tlup



greater is the group influence on members of either group. It

has been noted that the less gifted children produced better
results when they are tested in their own group.

302 MERTA P: Achievement motive in high school boys (in
Mehta P. Achievement motive in high school boysfDelhi,
National Council of Educational Research and Training, 1969.
1.152).

The survey was undertaken with the following objectives: 1)
to determine the level of achievement motive In high school
boys; 2) to study the relationship of the achievement motive
.With school performance. Nine hundred and seventyfive boys
of IX.class ..re -selected from 32 Delhi schools. The schools
were selected on the basis of their socio-economic and achieve-
ment statug MIS and AS). The boys were administered a thematic
apperceptive measure, the Achievement Motivation Inventory
(AMI) = a second instrument developed for obtaining data on
achievement motivation, a verbal group test of intelligence
(Mehta, 196? and. a sociooeconomic status scale (Kuppuswamy,
1962). A random sample of.. 200 boys were interviewed with the
he-lp of an interview schedule developed to..study the pup114s
'scheme of the expectations of father, teachers.:,ind :peers for
bis., success in school. .3the.following results were. obtained:1 The
ni Achievement (n Ach), level in Delhi school Akays seemed to
compare well with that found in certain studies, ;with German
and US boys. 2. The rural and urban boys shaved no differencle
in n Ach levels. The boys studying in low :SEC and low AS

schools .showed an n Ach level equal to thatphown, by boye
of ..high SES and N. schools, and higher than the level shown
by boys of middle SES and AS schools. The composite SES
and the father's income showed no difference in the n Ach
levels. 3. The n ACh level showed positive correlation with
the performance at the school annual examination. The high
SES boys showed no relationship between n Ach and school
performance whereas the low SES boys showed a positive re.
lationship. The low SES and SES boys Ahowed no.-difference

14 their school performance as such. Both showed a higher
level of school performance than that shown by boys in schools
with middle MS. It appeals. -that the need for achievement
tended to show positive, relationship with the school performance

under-certain conditions and.,no relationshipiunder others.
.4., Thee hypothesis that boys with high n-Achishcre perception of

high expectations, from -them by fathers, teachers and .peers

was- rejected.. -Theself,.expectency of School success showed
positive correlation- with actual. success in. the annual exami-

.nation. 0.. The AMI was found to provide. two distinct ;measures

-one on an achieVement, related motive Similar to the motive to

avoid failure and the .other on achievementi-related values.
The two showed negative *correlation with each>.other. It is

suggested that further research is needed on several questions

raised. by the results, of the survey. . ;-
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303 MEHTA P: Experimenting with motivation training for edu-

cational growth (j Mehta P. Achievement motive in high
school boys. Delhi, National Council of Educational Research
and Training, 1969. 155-202).

The study was undertaken to test the effects of the classroom
programmes designed to enhance concern for achievement and to
boost aspirations which were carried out by teachers who were
trained earlier for this purpose. 5 schools (E2, E3, E4, E5,
E8) were used as experimental schools and 2 were retained as
control schools. Total number of boys involved was 200. Boys

in E2 received training in achievement motivation from their
teachers. The boys in E5' and E6 received a programme designed
to boost their expectations. Boys in E3 and E4 received both
the trainings. The students were given a pre-test consisting
of a test of insight (TAT type pictures), a verbal group test
of intelligence and semi-standardised achievement tests in
chemistry, mathematics and physics. The post-test consisted
of the test of insight and the achievement tests in 'the same
subjects. The subsequent annual examination results wore
utilised as the second post-test for the purpose of analyses.
The important findings of the study are that: 1) the teachers'
level of achievement motivation can be raised by suitable
training and that the teachers find this training 'very useful;
2) the students under these teachers seem to improve their
performance. However the second finding is not conclusive and.
the study, it is suggested should be replicated.

304 SINGHAL 8: Environmental variants and intellectual per-
formance of young children. Indian Journal of Applied Psychology
1969:6(2), 74-81. 23 ref.

Two hundred and seventy six children were selected by systematic
sampling method and split into 3 groups (high, middle, low)
once on the basis of parents' education and again on the basis
of socio-economic status. A test battery of general ability
consisting of picture completion, reversed similarities, similar
opposities and classification .was administered. The results
showed that differences in socio-economic and educational
levels of parents are likely to result in differences in the
intellectual performance of children. Differences were signi--
ficant between the performances of children of low socio-economic
status and middle socio-economic status. However, there was no
significanct difference between the performances of children
of middle and high socio-economic status. Differences in the
educational background of parents contributed to differences
in the performance of children at all the three levels.
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305 SRIVASTAVA D N, AGARWAL MC: Smoking in relation to
.academic attainment. Indian Journal of Applied Psychology 1969,
.8(2), 51-4. 8 ref.

Two hundred and seventy male students. (120 Intermediate and 150
M.A. stu4ent5) were given a short interview schedule to complete.
Items included on the schedule were introductory information,
examination results, number of cigarettes smoked per' day, etc.
The subjects were divided into 3 groups: a) heavy smokers,
b) light smokers and c) nonsmokers. Each group consisted of
40 Intermediate students and 50 M.A. students. The study
revealed the following: 1) heavy smokers from Intermediate
classes received poor average grade points (AGIU); 2) light
smokers received better AGEU than heavy smokers and nonsmokers
received better AGPa than light smokers and heavy smokers;
3) heavy smokers achieved poor AGEU mainly because of their
truancy lebits and not because of smoking; 4) at the post.
graduate level, heavy smokers received better AGPs than light
smokers and non-smokers. Smoking appears to help these
students to reduce tension, relax in social situations and
concentrate on aoademi: work.

306 TANDAN R K, SHANKHDHAR S C, SATISH CHANDRA: Comparative
study of the self concepts of high and low achievers. Edu-
cational Trends 1989, 4(1) 2 1-6.. 19 ref.

Attempts to test the following hypotheses: 1) the more inte-
grated a:self-concept, the higher will be the achievements;
2) the less integra.ed a self concept, the lower will be the
achievements; 3) significant differences exist between high
and low achievers. Samoohik Mans ik Yoiyat a Parikcha'4/51t
a verbal group test of intelligence constructed and standardized
by Dr. Jalota and a self-concept inventory, SwatvaSambodh Soochi
developed by the NCHRT have been administered to 440 students
(boys and girls) of VII fihd VIII classes. Only real and self.
camel* inventories were used. Scoring of Olt conCert
inventories was made on a three point scale, and scoring of
lintelligence test was done by using the prescribed scoring
keys by the author. For identificatiOn of high and low
achievers the percentage of examination marks of students were
converted into standard scores and were combined with intent-
gence cores. Top 27% of cases were identified as high achievers
and bottbm 21% of cases as low achievers. The following are
the findings: 1) generally, the high achievers obtained higher
scores both on real and ideal selves in comparison to low
achievers; 2) only little differences exist between:the self-
concept of high and low achievers; 3) no discrepancies between
real and ideal selves are visible in the case of low achievers.
On the other hand high achievers of VII class girls show some
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-discrepancy' between their real and ideal selves. Besides

these two groups, other groups of high and low achievers do
not show much discrepanCies in their real and ideal selves.
The first hypothesis has been partially proved.

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION

307 BHANDARKAR S S: University bodies, and their role,
Pdblishers' Monthly 1969, 11(8), 5-11.

.

Reorganization of the present university bodies has been
recommended to deal speedily and in a.business.like manner
with the problems that now confront universities. The court
or senate and the executive council could be merged together
to. form a Smaller body which may be called the board of
governors. Its membership could be about 25 and include 15
'academics and 10 prominent persons including a couple of MLAs.
The vicerchancellor should be given more powers as the board
of governors would. not be able to meet more than once.in
three months. A finance and establishment committee consisting
of the vice-chancellor and five or six members of the board
of governors would ,advise the board on all ,matters dealing
with the various items of expenditure, sanctioning the budget,
re-allocation of funds from one head to another, periodical
promotions, payment of allowances, etc, Similarly the faculties
could be abolished as the academic matters would be looked
after more smoothly and efficiently by the boards of studies
and the academic council. The academic council.should be
comprsed entirely of academic people and should be responsible
for 4atermining the contents of the courses of studies and the
standards of the examinations. Thus the number of university
bodies would be reduced from 5 to 3 and much money, time
and energy would also be saved.

308 CHAUDRARI U 8: 'School complex' - a new concept. Edu-
cational India 1969, 36(2), 50-51, 52,

The two main objectives of introducing the concept of.school
complex are: 1) to break the isolation of schools; and 2) to
build up a cooperative, commonwealth-of neighbourhood- schools
to share and exchange ideas and facilities. Improvement of
teaching of science and languages should be the first. task
of every school complex.
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309 deSOUZA A: Academic freedom - freedom in an envirmment of
security. Social I.ction 1969, 19(3), 236-4A, 15 ref.

The f9llowing obstacles to academic freedom are mentioneds
1) the teacher's family and social commitments; 2) lack of
opportunity for him to participate in the educational
decisions; 3) the hierarchical set up of the department where
free exchange of ideas is absent:' The need for a professional
organization (similar to American Association of university
professors) to promote intellectual freedom is stressed. The
dilemmas involved in the actual functioning of academic frees.
dom are discussed and it is suggested that educational insti-
tutions should have written personnel policies, clearly
enunciating the rights and obligations. Such policies,
concerned as they are with personal and professional develop..
ment of the faculty member, must elbtinate sources of insecurity,'
confusion and conflict. The following guidelines are given
to adMinistrators of colleges: 1) the faculty should be given
clear assurance of the institutional support in their pm.
fessional activities; 2) the administration should encourage
faculty criticism of the policies and act ions of administrative
officers; 3) the faculty members should be encouraged to parti.
cipate in the discussion of important public issues; 4) the
faculty members should be reminded, that while civil liberty
qualifies them to speak on any controversial issue, academic
freedom operates only within the field their professional
competence. The .administration should take a 'broad view in
adjudging the action of my faculty member; 5). the pressures
from the public, board of goVernors'orthe alumni should be
resisted xn order to. protect academic freedorn; 6) a healthy
intellectual climate should be encouraged within the various
departments.

310 GADGIL A V: Changes .in school Managements. Maharashtra
Educational Journal 1969, 17(11), 293-5.

154

Any reform in school management should start with the appoint..
ment of the right type of headmaster. *Because of his key
position as a link between the management of the school and
the school, the headmaster should be well qualified and trained in
administration and management. In all schools which are not
reckoned as good, the government should appoint headmasters
from the waiting list prepared by the State Public Seryice Commi.

The headmaster would follow all provisions of the
secondary schools .code and work independently but in cooperation
with the .management as far as finances are concerned. He would

be held responsible 'for any lap3es in the school,
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311 GAJENDRAGADKAR PB: Concept of university autonomy, Amrita
Bazar Patrika 26 August 1969, p.6, Cols. 4-6. 900 words.

The important facets of the university autonomy are: 1) absence
of restraint, interference or constraints from political power;
2) recognition by executive organs of the university adminis-
tration of the need for full freedom to the faculties in
their respective sptheres; 3) full freedom of discussion to
all faculty members in all matters pertaining. to the faculties
and absence of bossism; 4) freedom from fear of public opinion
in respect of expression of views and opinions by the acade-
micians; 5) cooperation between the students and the teachers
in academic and .non=academic matters.

312 GOSWAMJ, H: Sviiyatta vidyilay (= Autonomous school)
Naya Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1989, 11(4), 72-7,

The functions of the Directorate of PUblic Instruction, School
Inspectorate, and the Secondary Examination Board have been

outlined, Though to some extent State control is inevitable
in school siministration, autonomy can be granted in some of
the spheres of internal administration, such as admission,
examination, promotion etc. Full autonomy in these spheres
has been advocated for the smooth functioning of the school,
as it will be thspiring and conducive to independent working
and experimentation and will.help.ln removing some of the
deficiencies of existing examination system4 reducing wastage
and stagnation and in rightly judging merits of students.
.Autonomous school examinations should be recogdised,ai equi-
valent to nonautonomous school examinations, .so that Btu.
dents passing out from autonomous schools do not face any
difficulty in getting admisiion in other sahools, The
relationdhip.between autonomous schools and Secondary -Examti-
natian Board has to be decided after proper deliberations taking
all relevant factors into account.

313 JHA R N: Vice-chencellorst appointment - their tenure and
age Unit. Searchlight 13 July 1969, p.4, Cols. 4 -6;. p.5,
Co1..8.2000 words,-

There LI no uniform procedure- for appointment of Vice-chancellors.
It Varies from one state' to another and also froM.university to
Ustiversity.- The redoiranendations of the Radhakrishnan Commission
(1948'449) end.Kothari Commission (196446) retearing the method
of appointment of vice-chancellors have been 'given': The following
suggestions have been made: 1) the chancellor !should appoint the
vice-chancellor after consulting the university concerned; 2) the
term of office of vice - chancellor should not be less than four
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years; 3) no retired person should be appointed as vice-
chancellor.

314 JOHN V V: Choosing a vice-chancellor, looking for a leader
or a scapegoat? Times of India 24 July 1969, p.8, Cols. 3-5, 7.
1750 words.

Two methods of choosittg a vice-ehancellor namely election by
the senate of the university or selection by a committee of
persons not connected with the university, are discussed. It

is suggested that the selection committee should study the
campus and consult informally different sections of the faculty
and students and even the public before making a choice. If

such a careful study reveals that there is need for reorgani-
zation of the university, the government should be advised
so. The myth of the prestigious position and unsuitable persons
occupying the position are the reasons attributed for many
of the ills connected with vice-chancellorship. It is suggested
that young persons capable of preserving independence of action
should be appointed as vice-chancellors and they should be
able to return to teaching after their tenure of ;Mee.

315 JULKA G L: School complex 4:Theory and practicej. Progress
of Education 1969, 44(2), 49-52. 7 ref.

The school complex as visualized by the Education Commission'
has been described. The advantages of the system of school
complex are that it 1) promotes educational advancement at a
low cost; 2) encourages cooperation among institutions of
various levels; 3) encourages planning from the bottom; 4)
provides better facilities ar.a equipment to those schools which
cannot afford them; 5) helps in providing freedom to educational
institutions in various respects without any danger of its
being misused; 6) helps to remove the weaknesses in teaching;
7) facilitates better supervision. The risks involved in
introducing this system as viewed by B.G. Tiwari, in his
article elsewhere have been summarized as follo(vs: 1. Teachers
working in higher institutions may not be able to provide
guidance to lower institutions. 2. Constant contract with tea-
chers'of higher institutions might create inferiority complex
in, the minds of the teachers of the lower institutions. 3.
Teachers' might .normally devote all their attention to their
own schools rather than to other schools. 4. The work load on
teacher and students might increase, thereby affecting the
efficiency.
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316 SHARMA R Ds Rajastifin mei pirivyavecth;_midhyamik evam
ucca midhyamik vidyalayoi ki prahasanik samasOem our unka
sam5dhin ek anusandhBnamak adhyayan (1967-68) (=Shift
system in Rajasthan - the problems of secondary and higher
secondary_schools_and their solutions . an investigative
study) Naya Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1969, 12(1),

The heads of the institutions: supervisOrs, deputy supervisors
etc, of Reiasthan were requested. through a questionnaire to
suggest solutions for the problems of the shift system. Major
problems in the order. of diminishing intensity are: 1) period
of 43.. minutes duration; 24 seasonal changing of timing; 3) wear
and tear and misplacement of furniture; 4) arrangement of co-
curricularactivities; 5) keeping Ilp personal relationship with
teachers and students of the other shift; 6) paucity of extra
class rooms; 7) cleaning of classrooms; 8) unequal opportunity
to students for taking part in games; 9) supervision of class-
teaching by head-master; 10) conducting of staff meeting; 11)
completion of courses; 12) indisciplinein--...;2 tureen first
and second shift; 13) inadequate 'library facilities; 14) dissatill-
faction of students and teachers'over shift.system; 15) arrang-
ing a substitute for an absent teacher.. Problems related to
physical factors, though small in number rank higher than
those of human factors, Government schools are facing more
problems than the private schools. Both girls' and boys' schools
are facing almost equal number Of problems, Supervisors and
beadmasterS are almost equally aware of the problems. Re-
garding solution of problems, supervisors offered better
suggestions for five problems and headmasters for seventeen.
Need for one gazetted officer of thd rank Of secondary school
headmasters; extra allowance and power for headmadters;
staff quarters within the 'school compound; hostels; more

class rooms and porsonnel;playgroundsj adeqtate furniture
and other accessories; fund for cfit.ct expenditurejhave been

stressed for the ix provemanT of the situation.

317 SRINIVASACNAR1 G: Equal educational opportunities. Hindu
1 August 1989, p06, Cols. 6-3. 1050 words,

At the elementary stage inequality generally means quantity;
at the secondary stage it Implies diversity and at the uni-
versity, quality. The Kothari Commissiont while suggesting
some measures to reduce inequalities, observed that perfect
equality of educational opportunity is probably unattainable.
The concept of equalization should be interpreted on the principle
that education is the most effective tool which can minimise the
exploitation Of the weak and ensure social justice. Endeavour
should be- made to provide free and compulsory education to all
children of the age group 6-14. The Kothari Commiss ion's
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recommendation of the neighbourhood school system as a solution
to the problem of educational inequality in tpe form of disparity
in the educational standards of schools, is rather impracticable,
and does not bear scrutiny. The reasons for the unfavourable
attitude of the educated elite and the discerning section of
the public towards the present-day secondary schools are:
1) formulation of educational policies mostly on the basis
of the subjective opinion of a few, leading to sect oral
prejudices; and 2) the un-accountable aversion to the intro-
duction of work-experience, The following suggestions have
been made: 1) starting Job - oriented multi-purpose schools to
prevent the swelling of the unemployed and the uneinployables;
2) exposing good students to good influences so that with
each succeeding generation oestudents there will be greater
and greater improvement of standards; 3) conducting a systematic
search for talent in the secondary schools and providing the
poor among the talented with scholarships, books and stationery,.
free school meals/ uniforms and a favourable environment
for concentrated study; 4) tocatInuous.and coseloue-deepening
of the content of education.

Student

113 NAGAPPA S: Student evaluation of teaching. Educational
India 1969, 36(1), 1642,

The suggestion of the all-India conference of students'
representatives held at Delhi in May 1969, to devise a pro.
forma or questionnaire to elicit student response on the
performance of teachers, though fraught with danger,
cannot be dismissed as 111-conceived. However, in using it,
care should be taken to see that 1) the emphasis is on built-
in devices of self-correction and on the creation of conditions
which would eliminate unhealthy rivalry; 2) the academic image
of the teachers is preserved; 3) tbsrw is no polarization of
forces i.e. teachers versus students; 4) the standard of
education is maintained.

319 VENKATRAMIAH Ks Participation in university affairs - a
students' view, University News 1969, 7(7), 3.5.

It has been observed that student participation in academic bodies....
should be limited and in bodies of finance, organizational set-
up and in bodies appointing teachers and examiners, *student
participation is undesirable. The following suggestions have been
made: 1) forming student adhoc bodies whose views may be elicited

[
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/IP

320'

for the purpose of syllabus and curriculum construction;
.

.
2), allowing student representation in a) bodies which look
after, the co-curricular activities of students, and b) commit-
tees for award of scholarships; 3) forming g-a consultative body
ofStudents and teachers to deal with matters affecting
discipline in the campus; 4) forming a committee of students
h&aded by the hostel warden to look after the hostel manage-
neilt; 5) permitting students in research institutes to partici-
pate in all affairs, both academic and non-academic in view
of the maturity of students and of their prospective role
as members of the academic bodies of the country.

ADULT EDUCIi'ION

MAW G P: Adult education. in Gujarat. Indian Journal
of Adult Education 1960, 30(9) , 10.12,

Some of the approaches tried by Gujarat to eradicate illi-
teracy arei 1) individual approach; 2) selected area approach;
3) village ai*pach; 4) socio-economic approach; 5) group
aiTioach; mass approach. Of all. these approaches the
literacy drivesi,e., group and the mass approach have been
kc;und micet'intible. Besides these drives, regular classes had
Also been conducted for the last 18 years. The total number
of'persoms.nade literate in the whole -of Gujarat is :about

. .

8,22.000 and the total expenditure including establishment
"charges is about 111610 per adult made literate, A pilot pro-

ject foithe. Fourth plan was started in which 3320 teachers
and 235 worke'ra took up literacy work without remunerations
The Gujarat. State' Social EducatiOn Committeelis in search
of a method *hich can be helpful to. new learners for self
study. Many voluntary agencies like Gujarat Vidya Peeth,
Ahmedabad, City Social Education Committee, Ahmedabad, Servo-
daya Ashram, Shamlaji have also been doing pioneering work
in the field of adult education.

S.

321 BEOLA HS: Correspondence courses for adult education.
Education Quarterly 1968, 20(2), 357, 45.

An analysis of the socto-technological context of correspondence
education has been made. A. tabular model has been presented,
to show how much of classroom interaction can be put into
correspondence courses ond what support.can.be provided by
educational technology. Tkmever, it is observed that the pre-
sent state of educational technology in the. country is very
bright. The following areas of adult education have been die.
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cussed along with the possibilities.of correspondence courses
in theseareas: 1. College education. Suitable portions of
the content of courses shoilld be programmed and radio foci«
lit ies should be used in an integral way. 2, Aiddle'and high
schoorlevel education for neo-literates:: The content of the
courses should be programmed and handled by district4size
buireaux. ,Instead.of the state boards bt.high and higher
secondaky.educationi some kind of local responsibility may
have to emerge.-3. Vocational and ocCupetional education for
pare- engineering personnel* technicians etc. Since practical
imek and supervision are necessary* the right to offer education
and certification should be judiciously decentralised, 4. Liberal
education for the elite. 5, Farmers' and workers' education*
Suitable curricula for correspondence course have to be
developed.

322 DurrA s C: Role of schools in the eradication of illiteracy.
Education Quarterly 1068* 20(2)*

The following suggestions have been made to be adopted by the
....schoolps.1) appointing in each school a staff member

. designated for adult-literacy; 2) disigning the curridulum
of the- primary and secondary schools in each community in a
-may As to suit the needs of .children and-adul*in.that
community and to establish a link-betiven the school= and life
in the community ;- 3) evolving-a conce0t-of education Which

not separate elementary* secondary* higher secondary*
.-uplversliy and adult education, but makes them' part of a

continuous and inter - related pattern of 'growth and,change;

4) organising literacy classes for adults in the neighbourhood;
5) taking leading role in respect of provision of personnel
and physical Planning. It has been urged that the political
leaders and educational administrators should take the lead in
overhauling the educational system to convert all schools to
community schools.

323 . KCOHY T A: Problem of illiteracy in India. Education
Quarterly 1068* 20(2)* 1114.

The following:problems of illiteracy are discuSsed: 1) 22,2% of
children of the age group 6-11 do not attent the school at all and
they grow up as illiterates; 2) there is heavy drop-out in the
first 5 years of schooling (614)-; 3) 62.9% of the literate
population are,without-anyeducational level; 4). the adult illi-
teracy will be reduced:by about 26 only by 1981" almost entirely
due to the'expansion of primary education; the yoUng illiterates
of today will remain illiterates-thrOughout their working life;
5) there is a greater' concentration of illiteracy in the rural
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areas, among women and among scheduled tribes. Rapid quanti-
tative expansion of primary school education and adult literacy
programmes constitute the two-pronged effort at eradication of
illiteracy. Apart from the effort of government agencies,
there are a number of non-governmental agencies in adult
literacy work. 'Gram Shikshan Mohim' of Maharashtra state -
the effort to make an entire village literate in about an
year or two has been specially commended. However, in view
of the correlation between literacy and economic development,
a third approach called the 'selective approach' aimed at
providing functional literacy to the motivated farmers,
industrial workers etc. would be preferable.

324 MAIM S: Adult literary - a case for voluntary movement*
Education Quarterly 1908, 20(2), 23-5.

Discusses the role that voluntary agencies can play in the
field of adult literacy. Voluntary organizations 'must acquire
professional outlook towards their work. The dependence of
these agencies on government help and assistance lad to
their loss of freedom of planning and action, whereas the
final purpose of such help should be to engender self-impelled
and self-sustained forces. The first task of these agencies
should be to mobilise the youth for taking up the task of
adult literacy. Given prior training, students can play an
important role in literacy programmes as teachers, trainers
and supervisors. Citizens in general can help to develop
the movement against illiteracy. Gram Shikshan Mohim, the
popular literacy campaign started in Mabarashtra has been
discussed in this context.

325 MAJUMDER HB: Vitalising literacy drive in the Gandhi
A centenary -year. Indian Journal of Adult Education 1969, 30(7),

9.11, ower III.

The slow progress in the field of eradication of illiteracy
has been attributed to the following factors: 1) lack of
conviction on the part of the national leadership that eradi.
cation of illiteracy has a direct bearing on economic and sod al
progress; 2) absence of a direct, systematic and planned attack

on mass illiteracy; 3) failure in introducing universal primary
education; 4) the methods and materials developed being unsuit-
able for adult literacy. The suggest ions are: 1) .launching a

well planned movement for eradication of illiteracy; 2) drawing
a realistic Master Plan with well defined targets of achievement;

3) both institutionalized and informal approaches should be followed
by action programmes; 4) making it obligatory by legislation that
each industrial unit and production centre should provide at least
three hours of literacy instruction per week to its workers;
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5) pooling all the available resources for a resolute drive
for introducing universal primary education for children upto
the age of fourteen. Eradication of adult illiteracy should
be taken up on a voluntary basis and teachers and students
should be involved in the task.

326 MCA M S: Development of adult education. Indian Journal
of Adult Education 1969, 30(9)12-4, 13.

Apart from the need for enlightening the human spirit and
broadening the mind of man, the concept of adult education
has' special value for India for three reasons: 1) country's
commitment to a policy of planned and coordinated schemes of
social and economic devel.vment in which active participation
of people is of immense importance; 2) the new significance and
urgency of the training of leadership arising out of the
principle of self-government reaching down to the village with
the advent of political independence and the adoption of a
liberal democratic constitution; 3) the problem of mass illi-
teracy which retards economic progress; hence the need for
functional literacy.

327 NAGAPPA T R: fteparation of reading cards for adult literacy
instruction, Indian Journal of Adult Education 1969, 30(8),
7-8, 15.

The need for providing suitable follow-up reading materials
for neo-literates has been stressed Tri9 Third National
Seminar on Literature for Neoliterates classified the literature
for neoliterates into three grades i.e, 1) single card,
folder, miscellany; 2) a miscellany, & connected narrative with
a single focus; 3) focus on a single subject. The alms of
all these three grades of literature are: 1) to. provide scope
for proficiency in writing; 2) to increase knowledge and 3) to
provide recreation. The reading cards should contain topics of
adUlt interest and the language should be simple and the words
chosen, familiar and frequently used by the readers. Adequate
illustrations of local background should be printed in double
colours. The following grades of reading cards have been
devised by Mysore State Adult Education Council for adults under-
going primary literacy course: 1) first stage reading cards for
those who have completed the recognition of simple letters of the
alphabets; 2) second stage reading cards for those who have com-
pleted the recognition of simple letteri and vowel formations;
3) supplementary reading booklets for those who have completed
the recognition of alphabets, vowel formations, conjuncts and
aspirates. Two literacy workshops, one conducted in Mysore in
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1967 and another at Basava Kalyan in 1968, to prepare reading

cards etc. have been desCribed,

328 SINGH T R: ay-testing reading materials for neo-literates.
Indian Journal of Adult Education 1969, 30(7), 7-8.

Pre - testing is employed to ascertain communication potential
of some reading material for neo.- literates. The following
steps are suggested in pre-testing a reading material: 1.
Selection of the reading material. The pre-test matter is
selected from the reading material so that it is meaningful
and representative'of the whole reading material. 2. Pre-
paration of pre-test instruments. Selected matter is worked
out into word-count list and word meaning list. Multiple
copies of tha pre-test matter for readability test are made
with provision for recording observations. Comprehension
test is devised to elicit the communication potential of
the material. Systematic and objective eligibility test is
devised to select the sample of persons on whom the pre-
test is to be conduCted, 3. Drawing sample for pre.-testing
_through random and quota sampling methods. 4. establishing
rapport with sample readers and administering the pre-test,
5. Analysis of the results. Information obtained may be
organised in terms of what percentage of respondents have
high, medium and low reading and comprehension abilities.

BASIC BDUCATIalf

329 MUKBERJEE L: Educational views of Mahatma Gandhi and
their relevance today. Education 1969, 48(9), 5.10.

The main features of basic education as propounded by Gandhi
have been discussed. The following modified programme of
basic education has been recommended with a view to adopting
the scheme in the changed situation. There is no need for
having self- sufficient schools where the child's labour
should support the education, Hence at the primary or junior
basic-stage instead of sticking to a single.crafts,a larger
number may be introduced to give children better and wider
chance of correlation with other subjects, Three "periods

for crafts and four for allied subjects may be provided and
these may be taught by different teachers, At secondary level
a two ladder system. of terminal and preparatory-secondary schools
may be evolved so that overcrowding in higher educational
institutions can be avoided. Part time schools of general
education and of simple crafts which do not need either
costly machinery or much labour may be provided for the termi.
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nal type. The students would be given wages for their labour
but in a lumpaum at the end of the course, thus providing a
capital incentive to start the it own business instead of flood-
ing the job market.

330 SEW K N: Mahatma Gandhi's ideas on education. Bulletin
of the Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture 1969, 20(4),
99-104:

Gandhi's interest lay primgfily in the field of elementary
education. His scheme of Basic Education revealed his concern
for solving the problems of mass illiteracy and mass poverty,
and ha gave low priority to higher education. He proposed
that. 1) educatiol should be compulsory and free for children
of ages 7-14; 2) education was to be made independent of
government aid; and 3) it should be self-supporting, being
based on the training in some useful handicraft. He wanted
that the whOlo scheme of education should evolve out of the
practical training given in the basic craft instead of teach-
ing the craft together with liberal education. At 'the age of
14, he wanted the children to reach the level of the then
Matriculation standard minus English. The Basic National
Education Committee'(Zakir Husain Committee) appointed by the
Wardha Conference to give practical shape to its resolutions
drewup a syllabus of subjects for basic education, each with
definite course objectives. However, the present scheme of
'Basic Education' has made important deviations from its
prototype formulated at Wardha of which the most noteworthy
has been the exclusion of the self-financing aspect of the
Wardha scheme. Further Gandhi's thinking had left unsolved
the question of integration of basic with higher education both
general and technological. A revision of the curriculum of
the senior basic schools or the whole" basic school system may
perhaps provide the answer.

COURSES OF STUDY (HIGHER EDUCATICN)

331 AIRAN J Teaching of natural sciences. (jai Shah AB.
Modernization of University teaching, teaching of natural and
social sciences in India. Bombay, Nachiketa Pdblications, 1969,
27-35.

164

The following aspects are stressed: 1. Encouraging study of natural
sciences at the primary level. 2. Providing science education (at
the college level) to all who desire a science degree to secure a
lucrative job. 3. Providing science education in depth separately
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to those who are preparing for professional courses and for
those preparing for a scientific. career. Rigorous demands
should be imposed for these groups of students. 4. Radical
revision of undergraduate course and laboratory practice.
The present deductive.approach followed shodli be supplemented
by an intensive inductive approach which will lead students
to fabricate their ow instruments and apparatus to satisfy
their own curiosity. The work done in the laboratory should
be related to the teaching of theory and the syllabus in
laboratory work should be reduced, Laboratory work should
be supervised by senior teachers, At the B.Sc. stage the
laboratory exercises should be related to the actual research
work done in the college or the university.or based on
research methods reported in reputed journals, 5. Making
all post-graduate training research-oriented. 6. Better
laboratory facilities for-individual teachers.

332 ANAND KAPOOR I: Teaching of infectious-disease$.
Indian Journal of Medical Education 19697 8(4), 187-91..
3 ref.

333

An evaluation has been made of the pattern of teaching of
infectious diseases in the medical colleges in India through
a questionnaire study. This included the ,hours spent on this
subject, type of integration with other departments and
institutions like infectious .diseases hospital and also the
nature of the assessment done at the end of the posting.`
The following recommendations are node: 1) recognising the
teaching of infectious diseases to the undergraduates as
a sub-speciality; 2) placing this sub-speciality in the
curriculum of department of Social and Preventive Medicine;
3) providing this sub-speciality with resources for carrying
out field investigation as and when there is an outbreak
of an infectious disease; 4) setting up an isolation ward
in every medical college under the responsibility of the
department of Social and Preventive Medicine; 5) evaluation
of the students for their understanding of communicable
diseases by the Department of Social and Preventive Medicine.

BOAZ...MALIK G: Note on the teaching of immunology to stu-
dents of medicine, Indian Journal of Medical Education 1969,

8(3), 156-6. 4 ref.

Though, immunology cannot be introduced at present as a separate
subject in the undergraduate level, a limited amount Of teaching
of allergy and immunology with emphasis on present day trends
is necessary, At the post-graduate level, however, it would
be desirable to introduce post - graduate courses in immunology
in some selected medical institutions. Alternatively, short
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intensive courses in the subject can be offered on a regular
basis. The multidisciplinary nature of the subject demands
interdepartmental participation in teaching of the subject.
The subject should be taught only by those who are actively
engaged in research in this subject. Universities and colleges
where training in medical laboratory techniques is imparted,
students should be encouraged to take up techniques in
16munology as a special subject.

334 LINGAMURTY V: New approaches to civics. Educational
India 1969, 35(11.12), 370-4.

. The over-emphasis in the current syllabus of civics on the
political aspect of citizenship ignoring the impact of the
social and economic institutions on citizenship has been
criticized. In teaching civics emphasis should be on the
applied rather than the theoretical aspects of citizenship.
Civics should be treated primarly as an empirical science
which deals with the conflicting loyalties of a citizen to
the political, social and economic organizations. Tie
following topics along with the number of periods of study
have been suggested for th6 proposed Intermediate course:
1) nature, scope and. value ofCivics(10 periods); 2) problems
of citizenship (4 periods); 3) religion and language (6 periods);
4) duties and rights of citizens (8 periods); '5) law and the
citizens (4 reriods); 0 citizen and political institutions
the State and Government (40 periods); 7) democracy versus
dictatorship (12 periods); 8) relations between the State
and the citizen (12 periods).; 9) the economic systems (10
periods); 10) social institutions (12 periods); 11) citizen-
ship and national integration (12 periods); 12) towards world
citizenship (10 periods).

335 MIER F J Wt Desirable developments in paediatric edu-

cation. Indian Journal of Medical Education 1969, 8(5),
238.41. 3 ref.

Suggests some improvements in paediatric education which would
be practicable with the existing staff and the predent structure
of the medical curriculum. A block period of three months for
teaching the subject could be made available and a quarter of
the total number of students, numbering 30-50, could be cons i..

dered as a unit and the course could be planned to cover the
available time. If teaching in child health comes in the
fourth year, then the didactic lectures should also come in
that year, and the material for the lectures should be .related

to the clinical teaching of the paediatric appointment. The
basic. concepts of child health should be introduced by: 1)
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explaining growth and its variation from conception to adole-
scence; 2) displaying to the student the common causes of death
and illness in children in the locality in which the college
operates; 3) demonstrating the signs/symptoms, diagnosis and
methods of prevention of the diseases of children; 4) teaching
practical and simple therapy of illness and the elements of
child rearing within the local community; 5) training students
in recognizing danger signs and indications for referral to
hospital. Co-operation of other departments like obstetrics
and preventibe end social medicine would be necessary for
teaching certain aspects. (One possible design for a three-
months course is set out in the Appendix) Paediatrics need
not be a separate and independent paper for examination.
However, paediatricians could be incorporated as internal
examiners in the department of medicine (and obstetrics) and
child patients could be used as examination cases. Similarly=
two questions in child health, set and- marked by paediatricians,
could be incorporated in one of the papers in medicine.

336 NAYAR D P: Approach to medical education in India. Man-
power Journal 1969, 4(4), 7-26.

It is pointed out that it would be unrealistic to think of a
. country-wide coverage by fully qualified doctors of modern
medicine within a reasonable period of time. It is suggested
that a plan for such a coverage must take into account the
prevailing indigenous systeis of medicine, in regard to which
data should be collected at an early date. Even with regard
to the modern medicine, it is advocated that a two-tier system

ought to be thought of and the emphasis should be on large-
Battle production of the lower type qualified doctors who
would be supervised by fully qualified doctors. Pending the
formulation of such a plan, it is suggested that too much
importance cannot be attached to the doctor .population ratio*
on which has been dependent the planning of health personnel.

337 RAMLINGASWAIII V: Duration and content of pre-medical

education. School Science 1969, 7(1), 31-5. 9 ref.

Pre-medical education in India at present ie for one year after
a student passes the Higher Secondary or the Pre-university
Course. If accepted, the Education Commission's proposals would
provide two years of continuous and integrated study of pre.
medical sciences after 10 years of school a"d this should result
in a better and a more closely integrated pre-medical education:.
The teaching of biology should mainly include basic concepts
of the structure and function of living organisms, etbryogenesis*
evolution, comparative anatomy and physical anthropology, cytology,
fertilization, growth development and ageingb The study of
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physics should include electrical phenomena, mechanics, hydro-
dynarics, thermodynamics, optics, nuclear physics, radio-
activity and the nature and biological effects of ionising
radiations. Chemistry is an experimental science and must be
treated as such. Students must be encouraged to make obser-
vations on problems .rather than observe set demonstrations,
Physical and organic chemistry are the important branches
to be taught for a proper appreciation of biological and
pathological chemistry. Liberal education in humanities and
behavioural sciences should also be initiated in the pre-
edical period and it should continue throughout the medical
course,

338 SEMINAR OF EXPERTS ON UNIVERSITY TEACHING FOR EDUCATIONAL
PLANNING IN THE *S IAN REGION, NEW DELHI, 5-12 August, 1969.

L Eecommendations,_/. University News 1969, 7(9), 15-17e

168

The recommendations are: 1) introduction of university courses
in educational planning for a) the personnel actually engaged
in educational administration and planning, b) teachers under
training, c) teacher-educators, d) post-graduate students
in fields like education, economics, statistics, sociology,
e) doctoral students in fields contributory to educational
planning; 2) constituting the faculty which offers educational
planning in. such a way that personnel with necessary back-
ground in the contributory disciplines and educational
planning are includedin it; 3) establishment, where feasible,
of departments of educational planning in universities with
concurrent appointment of academic personnel from contributing
disciplines; 4) associating personnel from government agencies
in the teaching of educational planning in the universities;
5) greater reliance on methods like the project method, the
syndicate =Clod, case studies etc. for the purpose of teaching;
6) giving precedence to institutional schemes and inter .
disciplinary projects involving members of the faculty,
educational administrators and post-graduate students in
undertaking research; 7) conducting orientation programmes
for university teachers wits regard to contents of course,
methods of teaching and evaluation of student performance;
8) mutual cooperation between a) different faculties in the
university, b) between universities; planning agencies in and
outside the region; 9) action on the part of the Asian Insti-
tute on the following lines a) organizing orientation programmes

for university teachers, b) providing assistance to member-
States in organizing in-service training for personnel engaged
in educational planning and administration, c) operating a
documentation service, d) reviewing the progress of the teaching

of educational planning periodically,
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339 VARMA K C: Teaching of Pharmacognosy in India. Indian
Journal of Pharmaceutical Education 1969, 3(2), 14-17.

340

It is suggested that there is an urgent need for revision
of nig Pharmacognosy courses, specially at the undergraduate
level. The teaching, it is proposed, should be done according
to either biochemical or physiological classification of
drugs so that the subject becomes more coherent and interesting.
In the practical c lasses, however, the work could be done
according to the morphological classification. At the
postgraduate level, it is advocated that the courses should
be so organised that the student can acquire adequate
fundamental knowledge about some of tbe recent developments.
These courses, it is pointed out, could even be governed
by the area of .interest of the teachers themselves. The
outline of the courses --undergraduate and postgraduate-

.. to be adopted by the university of Saugar are given.

VENKATESWARLU D: Some observations on teaching design
Chemical Age of India 1969, 20(7), 588-9.

It is pointed out that the majority of the project reports
submitted by design students are not of much use. The
following suggestions are given for improvement of the
standards of teaching in design: 1. Modernisation of the
contents of design courses. 2. Periodic training of faculty
members in industry.63. Cooperation of design engineers from
industry for giving design courses in universities. 4. Assign-
ment of small but specific design problems which should be
worked out in full incliding mechanical details, shop drawings
etc. according to standards and codes. 5. Proper works training
of students in industiles.

CURRICULUM

341 DEVRJRA R C: Kgrygnubhav punarvieir ( = Work-experience .

reconsideration) 4:Bindi./. Rajasthan Board Journal of Edu-

cation 1969, 5(2), 57-61.

The programme of basic education, industrial education, social
service, earn and learn, labour education etc. has met with
little success, since students have a general tendency to
shirk physical labour. To make the programme of work-experience
successful teachers should get themselves involved in these pro
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jects first and set an example before the students, so that
the students can emulate them.

342 DQA1SWAMI SI GALUSHIN .1/11, METER G R: Main principles
of the biology syllabus for the middle and senior high school.
School Science 1969, 7(1) 26-30.

The main objectives of the biology course taught in the
secondary schools (classes 6.11) of Delhi under the Second-
ary School Science Teaching Project undertaken by the NCERT
in collaboration with a team of experts from the ftesco are:
.1) to give a compreherlsive and systematic knowledge of
the world of living things and of man, on a scientific basis;
2) to discover the basic. principles of modern biology, The
syllabus for the middle strige-stresses the relationships
of biology to agriculture, human nutrition, health, medicine,
problems of family planning and economy. The course on
General Biology for senior high school stage is built on the
basis of the following principles: 1) modern scientific ideas
at the levels of biological organization of living substance -
a) molecules .and cells, b) the educational principle of gradual
elaboration of the materials studied. Main topics of the
course and the number of periods of study .for each topic have
been given in the appendix.

343 0-1131% 8 P: School improvement through curriculum develop-
ment. Teacher Education 1969, 3(3), 12-144, .

The suggestions are: 1) revision of curricula and courses
to orientate education to national needs; 2) adoption of
improved methods of teaching and evaluation; 3) undertaking
book development programmes which include the following:
a) production of text.books oriented to Indian conditions
and the needs of the Indian students, b) further development
of the programmes of text.boOk production by the National
Council of Educational Research and Training; c) establishment
of autonomous organizations for production of school textbooks
in, the states.; d) development of research in curriculum and

text book production; e) preparation and publication of children'
books with a view to promoting national integration; 4) supplying
free textbooks and stationery to poor children at the lower
primary stage and building adequate textbook libraries to
ensure access for every student to all the textbooks: improvement
of curriculum requires also the following: 1) creation of a
feeling for the need for improving the curriculum; 2) a compre.
henilve organizational structure for curriculum improvement;
3) a general design of the curriculum; 4) proper resource materials
for instruction; 5) a working principle for dealing with child
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and adolescent development and learning; 6) a comprehensive

evaluation programme.

344 KMASNAVIS P K: Comparative analysis of social studies
prograis in the secondary schools of India and the United
States. Social Studies Teacher 1969, 6(2), 13-15.

The following observations are made: 1. In the objectives of
teaching social studies, both India and the United States
emphasize human relationships, promotion of a secular democratic
society, national and world citizenship and the understanding
of other cultures. India stresses more on international
goodwill while the United States emphasises on preservation
American way of life. 2. In India, social studies generally
includes hisctorylgeography, civics and in some states also
economics, sociology and current events. In the United States
it regularly includes history, geography, civics, economics,
sociology, anthropology and psychology. 3. In India social
studies is dominated by memorization whereas in the United
States, experiments in team teaching, large group instruction,
individual projects, teaching machines and research programs
are conducted. 4. There are not many curriculum guides in
India and the recommendations of different commissions are
not implemented rapidly. In the United States, there- are curri-
culum guides for social studies in the local school districts and
efforts are made to implement the recommendations of the
committees. Sdmbe of the suggestions made for the improvement
of social studies in the secondary schools of India are:
1) formulating the objectives with a view to improving unity
among the states; 2)'including history, geography, civics,
sociology, anthropology and economics and some comprehensive
social studies courses such as 'problems in Indian democracy'
and 'world civilization; 3) emphasizing the study of citizen-
ship; 4) evaluation of students also on_ the basis of the
day. to-day work by the teachers.

345 IULLA B P: Concept.of social studies. Social Studies
Teacher 1969, 6(2), 1.12. 9 ref.

The considerable divergence with regard to the concept of social
studies and its syllabus organization in the country is pointed
out. An attempt is made to clarify the concept of social studies
on some logical framework based on the relationship of goals of
the nation and the roles of educational systems or programmes
of studies. Five types of educational programmes prevailing in
different countries with different social ordeis have been pointed
out. An integrated approach is advocated in teaching social
studies in schools. The curriculum core, it is suggested, should
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consist of language studies, social stuaies, science studies,
nature and art stuaies upto bighschool stage before any speciali-
zation begins.. The main features of the concept of social
studies have been listed as follows:. 1) it is an interdiscipli-
nary course; 2) it is placed in school curriculum to develop
proper social attitudes, sensibilities and skills in future
citizens; 3) its scope iscontinuously growing; 4) its approach
in teaching is based on a pragmatic philosophy; 5) it covers
the study of communities at all levels - local, regional,
national and international with focus on man and his social
environment; 6) its emphasis rests more on the contemporary
human life; 7) its materials are useful as a media for general
education at school level.

346 NEHTA J S: Comprehensive work experience programme.
Naya Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1969, 11(4), 45 -71.

The following objectives of work experience programme in
education axe mentioned: a) to help solve the problems of
national development; b) to help build human resources; c) to
help introduce to the world of work and employment; d) to
halp students to 'earn while learning'. It is also mentioned
that the educational pattern in Rajasthan provides ample
scope for work experience. 'Earn while you learn' project
introduced in Rajasthan by the author when he was director
of primary and secondary education is described elaborately.

347 VARMA S C: Agriculture education at secondary stage -
its new dtmensionsCA few observation.Y. Progress of
Education 1969, 44(2), 46-8.'

It is pointed out that the following aspects have to be consi-
dered with regard to agricultural education in middle schools
and high schools: 1) the class level at which it will be most
suitable to introduce agriculture; 2) should the teaching
prepare students for actual farming or should it be concerned
with a general understanding and appreciation only; 3) how
should it be related to the total curriculum; 4) how to keep
the teachers acquainted with modern developments in agri-
culture; 5) what teaching materials, facilities and equipment
are needed; 6) whet relationship should be maintained with
other agencies concerned with agricultural education.
Instruction in agriculture and practical education in farming,
closely related to local community problems and situations
have been suggested to prepare young men for scientific farming.
The syllabus should be flexible which can be developed around
a series of concepts that are considered to be taportant in the
secondary school programme of agricultural education. The concepts
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may be grouped under the major areas like crops and soils,
livestock products, soil conservation and horticulture.

EC ON` OF EDUCATION

348 HALDAR S K: PUblic expenditure on education. Yojana
1969, 13(14), 20-1.

Expenditure on education shows some special characteristics.
They are: 1. The benefits from the investment in education
do not accrue immediately beCause of long gestation period.
2, Decisions once implemented in this field cannot be reversed
without very grave costs. 3. The recurrent expenditure
generated by the capital investment constitute a severe
budgetary strain on the country's resources. 4. Many of the
benefits of educational investment are vague and difficult
to identify. The various factors involved in computing
'the costs of education and benefits accruing therefrom are
discussed. It is pointed out that, in principle it is
possible to divide the costs and returns, between their
public and private components. For the public expenditure
and returns, may be used the rate on public funds as the
nearest approximation to the social time preference rate.
The major part of the costs is likely to be public wheteas
the major part of the identifiable benefits is likely to
be private. The benefit-cost relations are. liable to
distortion by the use of different discount functions to
determine the present value of the costs and benefits.
The chief drawbacks of this method of benefit-cost analysis
as a" guide to investment in education are that only the direct

. .

benefits can be quantified and the social or indirect bene-
'fits fssubject to imputations. However, in the absence of
any better alternative, the benefit-cost approach only can serve
as a rough indicator. This is better than the imperatives of
politics as a means of deciding the pattern of expenditure.

EDUCATION : C2NERAL

349 DAVE V G: Tagore's concept of education. Naya Shikshak
(Teacher Today) 1969, 11(4),

The basic principles of Tagore's philosophy of education are:
1) harmony with nature; 2) harmony with human surroundings;
3) harmony in international relationships. According to Tagore,

the following are the aims of education: 1) physical aim -
healthy physical development of children. 2) intellectual aim -
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the power of acquiring ideas through independent efforts and of
critically appraising and assimilating them; cultivation of
intellect in order to counter-balance emotional immaturity
and instability; 3) moral and spiritual aim - making religion
and morality an intimate part of life; 4) general aim - utili-
tarian and vocational education is necessary. The curriculum,
as Tagore conceived it, Must pkovide fulness of experience in
terms of certain subjects as well as certain activities.
The pupils should be made, economically self-reliant. The method,

he advocated, should be based as far as possible on real life
situations as well as on the concrete facts of nature and
social life. The process of education should be joyous
and lively. Tagore was opposed to any form of rigid and
harsh discipline. He believed that discipline should come
from within. He advocated mothertongue.as the medium of
instruction and suggested residential educational institutions.
Tagore stood for synthesis of ancient and modern culture.

350 DUBEY R 3: Vidyirthi vidyilay ke kiryom men ruci
kaise lent ? (= How should students be made to take interest
in school activities?) L-Eindi.I. Rajasthan Board Journal
of Education 1969, 5(2), 51-6.

The meaning of interest has been explained and the ,physical,
social and educational causes that hinder the desired develop-
ment of interest in students have been highlighted. The
interest of students in school activities can be roused by
1) making school work purposive in the eyes of students;
-2) giving students freedom of physical and intellectual work;
3) utilising students' natural tendencies, such as curiosity,
exploration, self-importance etc.. and 4) awarding prizes
to motivate students to do their best.

351 KANUNGO S: Some thoughts on education. Bihar Information
1969, 17(13), 19-23, 32.

The prevalence of different types of educational systems, like
public schools, basic schools, sainik schools, ashram schools
has been criticized as it encourages class consetImsnessand
students of basic and traditional schools, etc. are at disadvantage
in the competetive examinations. Some of the other problems

of the educational system which need consideration are: 1)
multiplicity of schools and colleges resulting in low educational
standards; 2) corruption in the university administration; 3)
high cost of the text-books; 4) the language. of instruction;
sy craze for foreign degrees; 6) students' school dress; 7) tea -
chers' financial and social status. Some of the major suggestions
are: 1) appointment of a University Service Commission by the U.G.C.
which will be responsible for appointing all the teaching and
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administrative staff of the .universities excepting the ministerial
and menial staff; .2) vocationalizing secondary education;
3) appointment of a Standing Selection Committee in every State
consisting of the Chief Justice of the State High Court,
Chairman of the State Public Service Commission and three persons,
not connected with any university of the States to be elected
by the members of all university senates for selection of
vice-chancellors; 4) radical ref)Srm in the recruitment policy
of the government by a) making secondary education as the
minimum qualificittion for recruitment to all posts including
all -India services and giving intensive training in the job
concerned for .4 .years; b) bringing the public undertakings
and autonomous bodies under the purview of the Union Riblic
Service Commission.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

JOSHI J N: Index of industriousness. Journal of-Psycho lo-
giCal Researches 1969, 13(2), 71.3. 3 ref.

In this study efforts were made to set up the limits of
significant industriousness, indolence and normal' work habits
prebisely by studying the nature of frequency dittiribution of
indices of industriousness. It was hypothesised that 1) in-

:
dices of industriousness demonstrated the normality, of distri.-
-butiOn like other traits such as achievement, intelligence
etc, and 2) there was likelihood of having industfious, normal
and indolent group of students due to inequality in their A
Qs and IQs or T scores in achievement. and intelligence. The
scores of 300 students (age group 14..16) were taken in achieve.
ment and intelligence. The raw scores were converted into T
scores and the indices of industriousness were worked out by
using the formula: index of industriousness = ;11 score It
achievement ':-- T Score in intelligence.
The indices of industriousness thus obtained were tested for
"normality. The results confirmed the first hynothesis. The
following limits were derived: 1) industriousness would be
exhibited by cases having their indices greater than or
equal to 1.05 at .01; 2) similarly .indolence, for cases with
indices less *than .99;. and 3) normal group of students would
have. their indices between .99 and 1.05.
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353 KAUL L: Study of personality adjustment of non-- public school
boys. Educational Trends 1969: 4(1), 32.-5. 7 ref,

Attempts to explore the relationship among 5 areas of personality
adjustment viz. home, school, health, emotional and social
among non-public school boys, and to locate the area in which
non-public schoolboys confront maximum number of adjustment
problems. The sample consisted of 200 boys of 9th class
(age range 12-16) from two government higher secondary schools,
one in Ajmer City and the other in Pushkar,.a*rural area
near Ajmer. The personality inventory, Vyaktitya Prakh
Prashnavali, constructed and standardized by M.S.L.Saxena
was used. The percentage of the boys falling in each grade
of adjustment was calculated to find out the degree of
adjustment problem. The intercorrelations between areas of
adjmstment were found out. The findings are: 1) the adjustment
of non-public school boys on the whole is satisfactory;
2) these schools cause great deal of anxiety to many boys;
3) non - public school boys confront a number, of emotional
problems; 4) adjustment problems in the different areas are
inter-related. Replication of the study with larger samples
and a comparatieva study of the personality adjustment of
public and non - public school boys have been suggested.

354 KRISHNAMURTHY St SOUNDARARAJA, RAO T R: Comparative
investigation of the study habits of suburban and urban
children in some high schools in Coimbatore. Journal of
Educational Research and Extension 1969, 6(1), 32-9.

A spedial study-habit check list and a questionnaire were
administered to 318 students. The analysis of scripts of

300 students (180
urban and 120 suburban) resulted in the following findings:
1) there is no significant difference .between urban and
suburban students in their study habit scores; 2) study
habit scores of boys compare favourably with those of girls;
3) there is high correlation between maintaining a schedule
of work and study habits in the case of urban girli and
suburban boys; 4) there is highly significant correlation
between study habits and external help in the case of urban
students; 5) the economic status of families of students
has significant correlation with the study habits whereas
the educational background of families does not have any;
6) there is significant correlation between the study habits
and academic achievement; 7) excessive playing and poor
economic condition are hindrances to studies; 8) the high
achieving group have the following study habits: a) discussion
with friends and teachers; b) punctuality; c) spreading the
work uniformly throughout the year; d) revision of answers
in examinations. Certain recommendations in keeping with these
findings have been made.
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355 LINGAN N: Motivation development in schools. Tamil
Nadu Education 1969, 3(3), 53-4.

The need for conducting research on the role of motivation in
determining the students' learning capacity, mcnory perception
etc. has been stressed. Low motivation is considered as one
of the significant factors contributing to the problem of low
academic achievement in the educational institutions. The
following suggestions have been.made with regard to motivation
development in schools: 1) developing goal setting behaviour
in the children after conducting creative imagination test
a deep desire must be created in them to achieve this goal and
they should also be helped to overcome the problems like lack
of confidences lack of finance, in achieving the set goal;
2) creation of proper classroom climate by the teachers
through their own behaviour, skilfulness and tactics;
3) encouraging the pupils to form good learning habits like
extra-reading and independent thinking to solve problems;
4) creating a right type of classroom interaction by allowing
students to get their doubts clarified and expi.ess their views on
different problems.

356 MAIOESHA R N: Study of the relationship between n-achieve-
ment, n-affiliation, n-power and socio-economic status.

i. Indian Journal of Experimental Psychology 1969, 3(2), 31-3.

F 3 ref.

;
L
t

Forty male graduates (of ages 20-40) undergoing teacher
training in Karnatak University were administered 6 TAT type
picture test. Each 'picture was projected for a minute
and the subjects were asked to write stories about the plc-
tures. Data on socio-economic status of parents were
collected by means of a questionnaire. The stories were
scored according to the method recommended by Atkinson
(Atkinson J W: Motives in fantasy, action and" society.
Princeton, Nei. Van Nostrand Co.). Kuppuswamyts scale
(Kuppuswamy Bs Manual of socio-economic status scale (urban),
Delhi, Manasayan) was used to calculate the socio-economic
status (SES) of the*subjeCts. Nineteen belonged to middle
SES group-and 21 to the lower SES group. No one belonged
to the high SE8 group. n-- achievement, n-affiliation and n-
power scores were calculated and the means were compared.
The results of the analysis showed that the scores obtained
by the two SES groups did not differ from each other.
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357 "PANDE C G, KANEKAR S V: Item analysis of BPI with data
on Indian sample. Indian Journal of Experimental ttychology
1969, 3(2), 54-8. 6 ref.

:r he need to reexamine Eysenck Personality Inventory.' (E PI)

items for their pdower of discrimination was realised Form
A of EPI was administered to 370 graduate students of Nagpur
University (204 males and 166 females of ages 20-30 years).
The protoCals were.scored following the key 'given by Eysenck
to obtain the extraversion coi neuioticism (N) and lie (L)

..scores for each respondent. Protocals falling in the highest
and lowest 21% of the distribution of these scores were taken
out for item-wise comparison. Proportion of respondents in
the high group (Ph) and low group (PI) endorsing answers in
the keyed manner was found out. From the Ph and Pl, discrimi.
nation index was determined for each item following Harper 's item
analysis chart. Biserial coefficient of correlation for
each JA;em was read from the abac by J C Flanagan adapted by
Guilford. The lie score was ignored. It was decided,
arbitrarily, to retain those items which have a discrimination
index of 18 and above and a biserial r of .28 and above.
Thus exclusion of 2 items from the 'N' scale, 5 from the tE'
scale and 2 from the 'I' scale is suggested. The 'need tc
have mOre.such. item analysis with various Indian samples and
the necessity to obtain more direct evidence of its validity
as a measure of extraversion-dneuroticism ditension are
stressed.

, .

358 PILLAR J K: Creative process. .Teaahing 1969, 42(1),
12.13. 5 rel.

The creative process is conditioned by two factors: 1) the
start which occurs as an intuition or idea, a heightened
sensitivity or an intense excitement which leads to a problem;
2) a period of hard work involving the disciplined application
of learned skills and techniques. To promote creativity, it
is suggested that teachers should provide opportunities for
pupils in the following aspects: 1) formal training of the powers
of obserVation, concentration and the incUloation.of a
respect for accuracy which would lead to inquiry, investigation,
critical thinking, categorization, insight and understanding thus
enabling the child in acquiring a considerable range of skills,
habits and capacities; 2) promoting individual's motivation
and the ability to submit to the disciplined application of
acquired skills and techniques and a capacity for sustained hard
work.
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359 RABINDRADAS L D: Learning and personality rigidity.
Indian Journal of Applied PSychology 1969, 6(2), 89-94. 13
ref.

It 'was hypothesised that there would be an overall difference
among the high,. moderate and low rigid individuals with regard
to their.Sfficiency in learning illogical materials Hundred
and fifty students (age group 14). of X class belonging to 5
schools were the subjects. As friction in learning and
conflict were considered essential in this study, students
were asked to put aside already learnt (correct) material and
learn new (incorrect) material. The Rigidity Picture, Test
(11P1) .was made use of to assess the personality rigidity of
the subjects. The subjects were classed into 3 groups on
the basis of RPT scores: 1) high; 2) moderate and 3) low
rigid groupe, The Standard Progressive Matrices was used as
a test of general intelligence. The results revealed that
there was an overall significant difference among the high,
moderate and low rigid groups in terms of total scores on the
learning test. The high group was superior to the other
two groups. It was confirmed that personality rigidity has
bearing on learning efficiency.

360 RABINDRADAS L D: Rarceptual stability among the rigid
and non-rigid. Indian Journal of Experimental Psychology
1964 3(2), 65 -70. 21 ref.

.-

Hundred and fifty two male students of X standard of age 14
years were administered the Muller -Lyer Illusion task to
study their behaviour in terms of the point of subjective
equality, the mean judgement scores of the ascending series,
and of the descending series. Rigidity Picture Test (RPT)
was used to classify the subjects according to the level

of rigidity.Forty nine were high rigid; fifty nine were
mtderata rigid and forty four were low rigid. The following
results were obtained: 1.A) the high, moderate and low
rigid groups differ in the variability of the points of
subjective equality in the Muller-Lyer situation.; B) the
high group is different from and less varient than the low
group with :respect to points of subjective equality. 2, A)

in the ascending series overall significant difference exists
in the 'variability of the judgement scores given by the
3 groups; B) the high group stands out distinctly different
from and more consistent than the moderate and low groups;
C) there was no overall difference in the variability of the
judgement scores of the 3 groups in the descending series.
Hence, perceptual stability appears to be influented by high
level of rigidity.
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361 RAINA T N: Expllratory study of children's manifest
anxiety scale (CMAS) on Indian children. Indian Jogrnal of
Experimental. Psychology 1969, 3(2), 44-9. 19 ref.

362

It was aimed to study the Indian children's manifest anxiety
as measured by CMAS and its relationship with intelligence
and school achievements. A Hindi translation of ChM was
administered-to 300 students of Vth grade. No sex differences
were found with regard to anxiety and L scores; both the sexes
made significantly higher scores on both the dimensions of the
CMAS in comparison to that of the original authors of the
CMAS (Castaneda et al) . The relationship between intelligence and

anxiety was nagati,31y low but significant for both the
. sexes. No relationship was found to exist between anxiety

and the L scores and.between L zcaie and intelligence. The
relationship between anxiety and achievement for both the
sexes.was negative and significanfbui seemed to be little
influenced by intelligence, The addition of scores
to intelligence test scores: however, resulted in an improve-
ment in the prediction of school achievement for both
the sexes. The small number of the subjects was the limitation
of the study.

SIDDIQI M M, SULTAN AKHTAR S: Quantitative study of n-
achievement, n-affiliation and n-power among disciplined and
indisciplined students, Journal of Psychological Researches
1964, 13(2), 85-9. 11 ref,

-Twenty students. - 10 disciplined and 10 indisciplined - were
selected for-the study. To measure the achievement, affiliation
and power motiveslan Indian adaptation of Symonds' set of
pictufes vas used.. Zureshi's 'cast consisting of 10 plates
measures 6 motives: achievement,aff::liation, power, aggression

and security. The plates which measured n-- achievement, n-

- affiliation and n-power were presented individually to the
members of both the groups and they Were asked.to write stories.
The responses from stories were scored on the basis of Kureshi's
Key. It was evident .that the disciplined and indisciplined
.students differed markedly from each other 3n their n-Achievement,
n-aff iliat ion and n-power. FUrttet, the disciplined group had
a much higher n-achievement than the indisciplined one. But
tte indisciplined group had much higher n-- affiliation as well
as n-power than the discipained group. There was greater vari-
ability in the uisciplined group than the indisciplined one.
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SUKHANI S: Development of study habits inventory for college
students. Education 1969, 48(6), 5-9.

Discusses the following steps adopted in the construction and
development of the inventory: 1) collection of items; 2) pre.
tryout; 3) tryout; 4) scoring; 5) item analysis. The inventory
was tried out on 300 male students of the faculties of
science, commerce and social sciences. The items in statement
form were framed in Hindi under five areas: a) techniques of
study, b) ability, cY interests and attitudes, d) environmental
factors, e) nature and temperament. Each statement we
based on a 3-point scale (yes, sometimes and never) and the
students" were instructed to mark in the appropriate column,
whichever was applicable in their case. Out of 93 items,
15 desirable and 1S widesirable items which possessed the
highest discriminating power were selected for the final
form. The reliability was found to be high. The validity
of the 'inventory, was found to be significant though low.
Suggestiong foefUrtherveiearchhave been given. .- .

TRIPATHI S N: Some errors in history answers - a .psychology

gical interpretation. Rajasthan Board Journal of Education
1969, 5(2), 28-32.

This paper is based upon a study of answers written by higher
secondary students. It is suggested that the .errors and

confusions of students could be explained in terms of the
following psychological processes: 1. Dominance of the unusual,
sharpening and normalizing tendencies. Certain'strikl.ng and

novel details become sharper and other facts recede into
the background. 2. Tendency to interpret history in the
light of one's own experiences. The basis of present day
experiences intrude upon the historical description.! 3.
Retrospective inhibition as seen in confusing one period
with another. This interference is greatest when topics
are partly similar. 4. Errors due to strong associations.
Certain aspects are strongly associated with certain histori-
cal names and similar aspects in association with other names
are ignored. 5. Inadequate understanding of ancient geography.
6. Lack of elementary knowledge of archaeology, The students

are unable to distinguish tentative hypotheses from definite
conclusions. Suitable teaching procedures should be adopted
if these errors are to be eliminated.
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

.

365 AHLUWALIA S P: Some researchable areas in secondary edu-
cation in India. Progress of Education 1969, 44(1), 7-11, 6.
7 r.: f.

The following potential areas of research have been suggested:
1Y comparative studies of the programmes in secondary education
in India with those of some countries of Asia and Europe;
2}! case studies of the internal organization of the schools
which are known for their efficiency, effectiveness and
performance; 3) changes in headmasters' professional and
social status i.e. job responsibilities, role perceptions,
role expectations and role conflicts; 4) trends in selection,
appointment and preparation of administrative personnel;
5) administrator-community relationship, teacher-administrator
relationship, administrator-student relationship; 6) teacher
participation in administration; changes in secondary edu-
cation vis-a-vis changes in educational objectives; 8) impact
of democracy on secondary education; 9) curriculum studies.

366 DOSAJH N L: iducationil research and the teacher. Haryana
Journal of Education 1969, 2(3), 19-20, 25.

182

The following; three levels of educational research have been
discussed: 1. Fundamental or pure research. The main aim is
extension of the existing knowledge and the new knowledge may
find immediate application or may be used at a later stage.
2. Applied research. This is taken up to find out solutions
for certain problems which need immediate attention and it is
generally meant for specialists, who are trained in techniques
of finer research. 3. Action research or problem solving.
This is necessary for all teachers for tackling everydwproblens
in the classroom. The approach of the teacher is more careful,
disciplined and objective. Action research helps in the pro-
fessional growth of teachers and in improving the existing
school practices.
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367 PILLAI N P, VASANTHA RAMKUMAR: Matching teachers in re-
search on teaching. Journal of Educational Research and
Extension 1969, 6(1), 1-6. 34 ref.

It is pointed out that research studies on teaching Usual lly
ignore the important variable - the teacher. It is suggested
that the following details should be kept in mind by experi-
menters: 1) an awareness of the importance of the teacher as
a significant variable in designing experiments on teaching;
2) a say in the choice of teachers; 3) not to,decide before
hand which teacher is to teach in which manner; 4) providing
an opportunity to teachers to discuss their prefexonces; 5)
ensuring maximum cooperation on the part of the teachers; 6)
watching the teachers on measurable qualities as age, sex,
professional qualification, length of service etc; I) watching
as far as possible the subtle qualities of teachers such as
interest, attitude, motivation etc; 8) interpreting the findings
and present conclusions taking into account the contribution
or detraction of the teachers' work.

EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY

368 D'SlUZA A A: Home and school. Rajasthan Board JOurnal
of Education 1969, 5(2), 1-10.

The following reasons are attributed for the lack of rapport
between parents and school authorities: 1. Parents' judgement
of their children are highly subjective whereas the teachers'
judgement tend to be objective. The conflict in judgements
is a source of tension. 2. The values of the school (because
of the middle class origin and outlooks of the majority of
teachers and heads of schools) conflict with the values of
both upper class and working class homes. 3. The exaggerated
self-importance of most of the school authorities and their
indifference to parents' views.. 4. Parents' lack of 'interest
in the schools and their unjust criticism of teachers. It

is pointed out :at real understanding and mutual cooperation
between home and school is important and that schools can
play a significant part in providing for the special needs
of children from poorer and less-privileged strata of society,
thereby contributing to their social mobility and economic

advancement.

D'SOUZA A A: Human factor in education. Bombay, Orient
Longmans, 1969. XIV, 282p,

It is observed that overemphasis on science-based and productive
centred aspect of education has tended to neglect the most
important ideal of education - the moulding of the whole personal.
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370

ity with the fully developed physicals mental, emotional,

'moral and spiritual characteristics. Since education is
essentially the influence of two groups of persons-parents
and teachers, the human factor is emphasised. The following
are the chapter headings: 1)' human factor in educat ion; 2) some
heresies in modern education; 3) education and the individual;
4) some dynamic forces in educating the individual; 5) missing
component in education; 6) neglected factor in education;
7) healthy mind in a healthy body; 8) role of games and athletics
in the school; 9) educat.i.on of character; 10) authority and
freedom in education; 11) challenge of religious education;
12) home, school, society and the State in education; 13) edu-
cation for parenthood; 14) problem of sex education; 15)
Peckham experiment in family education; 16) school and society;
17) democracy and education; 18) education for good citizenship
today; 19) education for national integration; 20) education for

. international understanding; 21) planning an ideal curriculum;
22) basic education - activity education and work-experience;
23) functional social service programme in schools; 24) play-
way in education; 25) child-centred or life-centred school;
26) vocational education for all; 2?) linking learning with
earning; 28) role of student activities in the school; 29) education
for leisure; 30) vitalising the school library; 31) use of
audio-visual aids in education; 32) films and education;
33) education by radio; 34) teacher-centred school; 35) teacher
in the modern world; 36) towards a philosophy of education.

KASTHURI RANGASWAKY T, VISVESVARAN H: Socio-economic
status of students in some long-established high schools in
.Coimbatore before and after independence. Journal of Edu-
cational Research and Extension 1969, 6(1), 12-19.

Data were collected through a questionnaire consisting of
3.parts: Part I sought information regarding socio-economic
status and other details of students who took SSW examination
during the years 1943 -4? and 1963-67. Part 11 sought the same
information for students in standard Xi in 1967-68. Part
111 was the teachers" assessment of pupils. Some of. the

important findings are: 1) there is a vast improvement in
percentage of rural students attending schools, after
independence; 2) there has also been an increase in the
percentage of students from families of lower socic-economic
status. The following recommendations are made: 1) a large
number of polytechnics and collegei may be opened in rural
areas; 2) a liberal system of financial assistance to stu-
dents should be evolved to equalise educational opportunity;
3) provision should be made in schools for remedial programme
to students from families of law socio-economic and educational
status.
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371 KUNDU C L: Social change and education. Quest in Edu-
cation 1969, 6(3), 147-53. 6 ref.

The social change has repercussions on the school system
because the schools functions as agents of innovation and
social control. The following are some areas, where social change
has put new demands on education. 1. The changing techno-
logy necessitates continuous'curriculum revision, Besides,
the fast rate of change requires that individuals should be
imparted basic intellectual skills necessary to readjust
themselves to the changing needs. 2. The growth in population
influences educational policies and procedures at all levels,
3. The joint-family system exerted a socialising and culture
transmitting influence. But the system is disintegrating due
to high mobility of the modern society. This has placed addi-
tional responsibilities on the schools. .4. The growth and
development of metropolitan cities with great cultural diversity
of their populations have forced schools to make special
provisions to enable acculturation of various groups, The
schpols are also likely to find themselves in conflict with
parents with regard to their attempts to influence the social
behaviour of students. The schools, then, will have to
involve themselves in reeducation of parents. .

372 . RAO V K R V: National integration through educat ion.
University News 1969, 7(9), 9-12.

The following steps taken by the Ministry of Education and
Youth Services with a view to promoting national integration
have been discussed: 1) establishment of National Integration
Samitis at university level consisting of teachers and stu-
dents to take effective measures to curb regionalism and
communalism in university life; 2) establishment of the
National Board of School Textbooks which in cooperation with
the Boards at the State level, would continuously review text-
books to ensure that they promote national integration;
3) setting up of committees of writers, educationists and
student leaders which would suggest various measures to pro.
mote national integration; 4) implementation Of the. following
programmes through the National Book Trust - a) translation
of about ten outstanding books from .each Indian linguage
into every other Indian language, b) production of popularly
priced books in the series: National Biographies of important
all. -India figures, c) production of core books in certain
important disciplines at university level, d) production of
series of books which aim at making available to the ordinary
educated person knowledge about all aspects of India in simple
and.readable volumes; 5) launching of a scheme known as, 'Nehru
Sal Pustakalayal to produce cheap supplementary reading material
for children; 6) setting up of a Central Institute of Indian
Languages and Regional Institutes of Languages, The other pro-
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grammes which are a part of the Fourth Plan. of the Ministry
for.national.integration are the exchange of students in camps,
including non- student youth, national service programme, youth
festivals, etc. The following suggestions have been offered:
1) naking attempts to promote entry into each university.
of selected groups of students from other regions and language
groups in the c_ountry: 2) adoption of certain devices .like
social service leagues, literacy work, rural camps by schools,
colleges and universities; 3) providing an opportunity for
every student to take to some field work which would give a
personal glimpse of the reality that constitutes the .masses
of India.

373 RUMLA S P: Social determinants of educability in India.
Delhi, Jain Brothers, 1966. XXVII1.267p.1

SOO.il determinants of educability is the most important aspect
of.Sociological. foundations of education.. The book contains
23 papers. The aim of these papers, it is observed, is to
discover the social factors hindering the educational possi-
bilities Of Indian children. The following.are the-papers:

S /4 Social determinants of educability . the
concept and a review of studies in India. 2. Floud J,,Balsey A EL:

Social determinants of educability. 3. Sarkar S Ns Some
peychological.factdrs underlying educability. 4. Venkatarayappa .

K N: Education and society :in India. -5. Anderson C Ai
Social context of educational planning. 6. Vyas K C: Education
for the gifted. 7. Way Shankar: Social determinants of delinq-
uency. 8,. D': ouzo V S:, Education, social structure and demo»
cracy in India. 9: Goswapii R: School teacher as a-determinant
'of 'educability in India'. 10..Ahiuwalia 'S P: Neighbourhood

school, its importance and implications.711. Oad-.L.K: Demo-
oratic deceritra1ization and its impact on education. 12. Roy
Burman B K: Educational problens of the tribal communities
in India. 13. Suneet War Singh: Teen -agers of today - never
had it so gifod, 14. Chitta.Ranjan 'C N: Thoughts on student
unrest. 15. Jos hi *PC: Our comOltment. 16, Chauhan D S:
Behaviour. of our:youth. 17. Aiyer S P: 8tudents.and.politics
in India, the,dangerS.of stUdentocracy.- 18. Ramji M T:
lducation in vaiues, sOolO.OhilOs4hical perspectives. 19. Joe hi
P C: titera67 and education. 20: John' V V: Language in a
pressure dociker. 21. Ruhelk S-14. Towards'a sociology of the
problems of Indian educatiOil. 22 o Midi 3: Problems,of adjust.
pent .among the gifted children. 23, Goel .B'Sv Caste and class
tenSions In Indian edUcatiod. 24.0 Rubele.S Pt Education of a
noiadic comthunIty a sobiolOgnoal case study.
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374 "SHAMA K D: Socio-economic status of ,parents as determiner
of curricular and occupational choices of school boys. Journal
of Educational Research and Extension 1969, 6(1), 20-31.

A guestionnaike.study was conducted among 100 students,of X
dlas6 (50 of arts group and 50 of science .group) of.,
ages 15-18. Some of the important findings of the study
are: 1) 77%, 67.690 and 25% of students of-the uppero.middle
and lower classes respectively he. offered science. subjects,
This shows that the level of so&t.r-.conomic status influences the
choice of subjects made by the students; 2) 25% of .tudents
from the lower classes and only 2% from ,the middle classes
showed dissatisfaction with their present choice of subjects;
3)'.85% of students of upper class received some help from
their parents in the choice of subjects, whereas An the lower
class only 45% of students did so; 4) teachers .had no say in

the ,curriculum choices of students; 5) the high and middle class
groups 'differed significantly from each other with respect to
their occupational choices. Thus, it is explicit that
curricular and occupational choices are status-ridden. It is

= suggested that efforts should be made in schools to wipe
out status feelings among students,

EXAMINATION AND EVALUATION

375 -BIR SINGH: How schools cause failures - a study.
Rajasthan Board Journal of Education 1969, 5(2), 11.15.

The purpose of the study was to know the important reasons
of stUdentsf failures in examinations. Two hundred and thirty boys

belonging to 107 institutions of Madhya Pradesh and Uttar
Pradesh formed the subjects of the study. Data .were collected
from the students themselves, parents, heads of institutions,
class teachers and subject teachers. The following conclusions
were arrived at with regard to the causes ofiailureq: 1. 67%
of failures were due to the poor teaching skill of teachers.
Poor teaching in English and Mathematics contributed to 20% and
13% offailures respectively. 3. Irresponsible condlict of tea-
chers was responsible for 19% of failures. 'Teachers not being
interested in the welfare of all the pupils equally were responsS
ble for 10% of.failures. 4, Illegible andislow hand,lwriting of
pupa is , unreliable marking iffexaninations and laCk of funds with
educational institutions, pit together were responsible for 8%
of failures.
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376 DAVE R H, SRIVASTAVA H 5: Decade of examination reform
in India. NIE Journal 1969, 3(6), 69-76. 18 ref.

The main focus of the disaussion is on the Central Examination
Unit established by the Ministry of Education (Government of
India) in 1958. The unit now functions as a part of the
Department' of Curriculum and Evaluation of the National
Institute of Education under the National Council of Educational
Research and Training. The two major goals of examination
reform envisaged by the unit were: 1) improvement of
measurement value; 2) enhancement of pedagogical value. A
comprehensive programme of reform was evolved in both academic
and administrative areas. Functional approach was stressed.
The following 'State agencies collaborate in the programme of
reform: Boards of secondary education, departments of edu-
cation, evaluation units, institutes of education, university
departments of education and training institutions.. Annual
conferences of chairmen and secretaries of the boards of
secondary education are held at which all agencies conducting
external exa mination are represented. The following are the

.work arras of reform: 1) research; 2) training programmes; 3)
extension programmes; 4) development programmes; 5) publications.
The achievement in each of these areas is des cribed. The
programmes of reform have made favourable impact on the
educational field.

377 DHARIWAL A. S: Inherent weaknesses of the system of
examination. Statesman 18 August 1969, p.6, Cols. 4.6.
1860 words.

Examination marks are a dependent variable. They should not
be taken as an absolute measure of the knowledge possessed
by the examinee. Besides, ideas about the true assessment
of academic achievements change with the modes and techniques
of reporting examination marks. Evaluation of academic
attainments is amenable only to indirect measurement. A
test is totally valid only when it measures the students on
all the measurable and examinable units which can be done only
by the classroom teacher and not'by any external agency. At

all.stages, from matriculation to post-graduate, purely external
un.ivers ity eiaminations, though should be open to all, are
needed only for the selected few for screening and filtering
purposes. Their frequency should be increased and they should
be.organized on scientific lines and made tougher.' Schools
and colleges should be authorised to issue certificates in terms
of.ranks. High School Leaving Certificates issued by head-
masters should become the minimum qualification for recruitment
to services, including the Central Services. It should be

compulsory for all heads of institutions, at all stages to
send up a fixed quota of best students selected on the basis
of internal examinations.
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378 HARPER A E: Reliability of examinations in India. NIE
Journal 1969, 3(8),. 5 -12. 7 ref. - :

The unreliability of traditional. examinations" is shown:
Reliability of marking.,ranges from about .75 to about .85;
but total examination reliability ramps between .30.tO .70.
These teliabilit les are unacceptable for the purpose for
which examinations are held . The objective exam inat ion is
more reliable .because it is based on a more adequate "sampling
of what the student knows and of what he is able to do with
his knowledge. Hence, it is recommended that objective' type
examinations should be held.

379 1SHWAR R C; What ails the examination system? Searchlight
26 August 1969, p.4, Co 1,3,3-5; p.5, Col. 8. 3700 words:

Any change in the system of examination necessarily implieS
a" .complete transformation in the system of edUcation7itself
External examination constitutes memory test and it cannot be
absolutely done away with. Internal assessment or semester
system, by themselves cannot ensure proper evaluation. The
transformation can be brOught about only if all the relevant
human factors act in a proper manner. The teachers' should
evolve a code of conduct for themselves and develop a sense
of dedication and sacrifice. The cooperation of the guardians
will have to be stipulated. The entry Into educational Insti-
tut:ions of such students who' are detrimental to educational
atmosphere in the campus should' be" restricted or denied as
the case. may "be. However, this can happen' .Only when "academic
institutions are self -supporting or adeqtiately insured. by
the government patronage, The tuitional. proficiency of
'every student should be periodidally.evaluated and "students
Who show no progress :must be forced to "quit the institution

'sand take Up"some suitable vocation. -"It 'ili the responsibility
of the teachers to make the periodical-check up rathei
effective and it should be deeined as' theif -failure if the students

. do not improve. There. should be some. sort 'of" assessment of
teachers and provision of 'incentives to coitipetentr teachers.

380 '- KAKKAR 8 B; -"Mass failtires at higher sdcondeity level.
Educational Review 1969, "75(9) ; 26741 .. .

A study has been made of the restate .of'the higher secondary
Ischriois Of JUllundur district (fOi6 threeYeate1961;- 1962, 1963)
following the izitrOduction'Ofhighet." secondary- school system.
Bes ides examining the results.' of both cbre-atid. e lect ive groups ,..

the .causes of mass failures as indi.Cated by the headmasters and
the: District Education' Officer haAre: been repotted:' Some of them are:
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381 '.

' -2-='1), hasty -implementation of the new scheme; without !making any
prior provision of suitably' qualified staff and. the necessary
equipment; 2) poor achievement, level of students particularly
in English, mathematics and science; 3) faulty split"--up of the
curriculum: the core subjects emphasized in the first two

i- 'years.; leavini only one year Lfar.the heavy course of electives;
,

= 4) indiscr.iminate admissions in the 9th class; 5) wrong selection
'cif elective Subjectil "6)'iiiter-lorowding in;clasies; '7). faulty

: al =lotment. of teaching assignments. to teachers; 8) enhanced
schoOl,:hours .leaying"no time- for self-study; '9) increased
Work-load of teacherii;10) faulty examination systein. The
other :major findings Eire; 1) the over-all results of the
core subjects were not as dismal as that of the electives;
2) the differences among boys' and girls' schools in respect
of a) the results in the core or electives, b) the continuing
decline in these results, and c)the degree of such decline,
were significant; 3) the results of the science group were
lower than.that of the humanities group:: 4) the teacher-pupil
ratio did not seem to be related to the pass percentage, . as -.

quite a few schools with favourable teacher-pupil ratio showed
.poor results.; 5) the number a students on roll and teachers'
qualifications dici not seem to be related: to the results.

. :..... : .
. .

- . ,
. .;: K4gliAN.diaND: "WaSiiSthan ;scheme og internal assessment

: .... Na Journal 19'69, 3(6), '20-44*. . .
,:-:

' 4. i- . : V ' .
., l t. iS. , ,.f

1
7 .....: ..1:;' 4:1; j;

f * .

. I ; The.nefd for evaluationion to. :cover .0,31..iireapit : of '-a:: students'
i *.: ....4growth.iy4eiXeCtual;";Physicalt...Mor40i4.. is 'stressed .

T.he-oaberae'sof'inteiiiiAl'assessment .O.fRijattliazi Board of: . "-.ElecondAryEdittion is des cr ibed ._ It -comprises; in addition
_ eto .t lie. academic area, -the, areas of physical health, character

traits,, interests, :attitudes' and ., 4-ocUrkiCul.iik.". activities
literary., .cUl.i.ural4,and 'outdoor .. . The scope of each area has... been clearly defined 'and' the required .tools of evaluation,; have been ,deirgi.I.O;ed.' The students' behavioUr and .per..
formance:Are; evaluated periodically and' a separate certificate
is- awa,rdect;for. internal evaluation at the end of the .seCondary
or -higher" secondary .stage.. The scheme , .it is contended, is

f neither difficult nor time consuming.

-382. MANN S S: Critique otrinteinal assessment system. Progress
of Education. 1969i 43 (3.2) , 412 -15. :. t

t .." :
i ' .....,

- t . .
4... . r

The: i.folXowing recomMendations have been made to overcome the
shortcoliAge-of the internal -assessment scheme: 1) showing the

tmaiks.,pba4ne0..iii..interfial -assessment and -external examination
separately.; ??..iii0,trUcting.the-schools.and colleges to review

.:their;iiternal tasaessientS and to examine the correct .corre-
..,lation. betWeeri thee internal and "external assessment , and penalis.

, : - : .... .
/
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ing,the. schools which indulge in 'persistent over.;aselessment;
,making it compulsory for every student to pass in internal

and external examination separately

383 MISRA R G, RASTOGI "K "GI Oral examination in language
testing. NIE Journal 1969, 3(6), 31 -7. 4 ref.

The purpose of the oral examination at the secondary -stage is
to test the student's ability to - express himself correctly,
fluently. and The oral test .should be valid,
reliable, objective and practicable . Iii order' to Slid' up
,construct validity, it is necessary to,specify minutely the
aspeCts. of oral expression and to determine the criteria against

. .which these aspects are to be .assessed. (The aspects. of oral
expression, .the criteria for assessment and the weigh:twos/dm
each aspect are given for two languages ....Hindi .and" English).
The oral test may. consist of 3 sections r 'oonversation, a short
speech and quest ions . Topics for" these should .-be selected
from Atudents ' day to day experiences, immediate environment,

*. co- curricular activities and current affairs,. (soie examples
are given). Examiners should he trained in framing test items
which should be.,informal and easily comprehens'ib le and 'should
present specific situations and motivate to' think

; and. speak spontaneously. Assessment of students shotila be based
:.". ;.: 'on adequate; evidence to make the test .valid and reliable.

jTest*.i,tems should be discussed by, a.' panel cif 3inembere to
increase the reliability. The scoring ,should be aone. on a
five-point rating scale. With regard to piactibabilitY.,
educational planners and adMinistrators shoUld:decide whether
the test should be part of 'school examination" or external
examinat ion

384 PATEL S P: Unit tests and the improvement of classroom
instruct ion. HIE Journal 1969, 3(6),. 23 -8.

4

A unit test .may .consist of one or all of the following types of
qttestions essay, short answer, and objective.* It can be used
to Toalure .achievement.,. to,:heWiThprove learning,' or* to assess
mastery over a unit of teachirtg4earning. Unit tests contribute
to the improvement of teaching and learning inthe following ways:
'1) it results in camprehensiven,ess in the, learning, of unit; 2)
it serves as a tool for continuous' evaluat ion; 3) it 'motivates
students for higher achievement; 4) it .pelre the teacher to
locate' the strength zinc!, weakness of the pupils and to plan his
teaching .as as remedial -care accordingly.. A :unit test has
to be :prepared. keeping,.the.following dimensions in view: 1)
objectives to -be tested;.. ) contents. to "he covered.; 3) types and
number of questions to be used; 4) maxima marks and 5) time to
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be alloted. The following aspects with regard to the pra-
paration of the unit test are discussed: a) preparing the"
plan of the test;.h) preparing the questions; c)assembling
the questions; d) preparing question-wise analysis. It is
suggested that each school should build up a test pool and the
pool should be augmented by every teacher.

385 PRABHAKAR MOH:* Testing for critical thinking in social
studies. NIE Journal 1969, 3(6), 53-8. 9 ref.

It is pointed out that critical thinking results in: 1) judging
validity of evidence and 2) drawing contingent conclusions.
The various aspects that are to be kept in view while planning
and constructing a test in critical thinking are discussed.
Procedures for testing critical thinking may include observation
records, oral, practical and written tests. In written tests,
essay type questions can obtain better evidence of critical
thinking. The following salient features of test items on
critical thinking for higher secondary stage are given-with
illustrations: 1) a simple generalization can offer good
testing opportunity; 2) a set of data' can be made the basis
for drawing a variety of inferential test exercises ; 3) a
diagram or any other schathe can be useful for fr'aming
interpretational exercises; 0-a. sustained composition expecting
some original answer can furnish the requisite valid evidence;
5) interlocking item deepen the level of critical thinking;
6) points of disjunction serve as useful testing :s
7) evaluation.ofthe bases of evidence- involves critical
*thinking; 8) a fully inter-locked item needs razor-edge
discrimination and characteristic critical thinking..

,"-

386 SAHA S N: Testing reading comprehension in English.
NIE Journal 1969, 3(6), 13-19.

Reading comprehension is a composite of many sgecific-abilitiwt
which are not innate and automatic gifts. These can be taught,
cultivated and acquired. Unfortunately_th'e nature of present.
dal4examinations fail to exercise- a conducive influence on
reading comprehension." Questions on comprehension, should
stimulate the student to give evidence of abilities higher than
mere recall or recognition of the- plain sense of the passage.
The test constructor should thoroughly analyse- the passage
in terms of its test potentialitieS. The passage -selected
dhou.LC be content-free and culture-free and should not be

abstract. Multiple-choice questions are well suited for the
pUrpbse.. Together with multiplei.choice.questionst very short
answer questions eliciting minimal expression-may be asked.
These questions would- a_ sk about important details, which demand
critibal understanding and inward participation an the part of
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student. A comprehension test.with the correct answers given
separately can be treated both. as a fOrmal pOsiic _test and an
informal classroom test. .Questions on vocabulary, in a compre-
hension test Should be phrased 'so as to test the real under-
standing of the vocabulary rather than dictionary difinitions
and explanations.

387 SHAFIQ HAAN KHAN: Short-answer questions their signi-
ficance and limitations. NE Journal '1969 :, 3(6), 64-8.

Short ansser questions are generally ranked' in between the
essay and the objective type ,questions on the dimensions
of objectivity of scoring, length of the answer. and time
taken to answer the question. Direct.questions and fill-in
form questions are the two categories of short-ansstr questions.
The. following advantages are listed: 1) the questions are
more valid than the objective type questions; 2) they enable
better objectivity in scoring than essay type questions;
3) frequent use of these questions would enable ,pipils to
develop higher abilities like sifting relevant material from
irrelevant and summarizing the thoughts and facts to the
desired end; 4) they have a greater discriminative value than
the essay tyre qUestions; 5) the questions are easy to cons-
truct and can be employed profitably at various stages of the
lesson. The following are the limitations: 1) the question,
if not carefully worded, may evoke a variety of answers;
2) indiscriminate use of these-questions may encourage pupils
to learn bits of information rather than develop a who/asome
understanding of the content; 3) students' ability to develop
sustained arguments or narration cannot be tested by these
quest ices

. '

388 SINGHA H 3: How difficult should be a question parer.
Rajasthan Board Journal of Education 1969,. 5(2), 36.

e
-

The index of difficulty of an item of question paper depends on
. many factors of which the important onesare: 1) the particular

-educational objective tested; 2) the nature of content; 3) the'
ability level of the group; 4) the situation that is either
simple avid familiar or complex and unfmillar;' 5). the teaching
method etc. Assuming that all questions in the test have esti-
mated difficulty indices ranging -between 5 and '95, the following
3 point scp4.6 is givev: level A - diffiCulty indices- lying between
5.and*35; level B - difficulty indices lying between 35 and 65;
10101 C . difficulty indices lying bet Teen 65 and 95. Maximum
discriminating per thrOugitout the entire range of a test can
ordinarily be' obtained by a set of items, a large proportion of
which cluster about the difficulty index of ;50* (difficulty
level - B 70% and difficulty levels MC 15% each) . At times,
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AO it is possible that mime,' distribution of difficulty level
is possible only by including a trivial or less valid questions.
,But, in achievement tests validity is more important than their
difficulty level; hence the need to balance validity and diffi-
culty requirements for optimum efficiency of the test.

389 .... tgUDisOfiNliti- R: Concepts 'of 'testing' and its role in
university research: Journal of the English Language Teaching
1969, 4(3), 82-92, 21 ref.

The following types of language tests, labelled according to
their primary purposes, as 1) prognostic (aptitude)'; 2) diagnostic;
3) prof icienby; and 4) achievement have been discussed in detail
along_ with the design of each type of test which depends on
.1..) the skill* tested; b) the types of questioning, c) the

. types of respOnSes, and d) the types of correction.:or scoring.
In. view of the import'ance of testing' In" the progress. and

Improvement of educational" system, universities have. been
urged: to undertake the task of examination "reform.

I.
. r

FINANCE

..
. .

390 )LATRJR M V: iiniyersitiei and' their" finances". 'University
News 1909,-.7(7`), 10-12.

. . ...
. . : . .

The unsatisfactory grant - in-aid systems and. the.-clusequent

unfavourable financial condition of universities are pointed
out. With regard to maintenance grants, it is suggested the
State governments should make block grants fixed on the
following ,basis:. 1. It should be fixed for a wriod of 5 years
,.and should cover the entire liability of the,university. 2.
Normal increase in expenditure from year to year should be
taken into consideration. 3. It should .include essential
development expenditure which is not covered by U.G.C. grants.
Simplifying the procedures and streamlining the machinery is
suggested to reduce the delay in making. grants. In this regard,
creating a contingence reserve for the university,: it is observed,
would be better. It .is recommended that the State governments
should consult the universities and include in their memoranda"
to the Finance Commission, the financial requirements of uni-
versities and the Finance Cantos ion should separately earmark

the' funds for universities. It is suggested that the development
prOgrannoes should be approved by all the 3 parties - the U G C
i thgguiliversity and the state government - before the commencement

.e of the financial year: To tide over the difficulties arising
out. of tlitdelay, in making the grants, it is advocated this' one

of the following two ways could be adopted: 1) 50% of the grants

. -
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should be released as soon as the scheme is approved and the
rest released on receipt of the progress report; 2) the uni-
versity should be provided with a permanent development advance.
With regard to financial accountability of universities, it
is suggested that the state governments should accept a chartered
accountant's certificates of utilization of grants.

391 PURI R R: University finances and their accountability.
University News 1969, 7(8), 16-18.

It is pointed out that since the government sources contribute
710i of the total educational expenditure the government has to
ensure proper utilization of the public money. Mention.10 made
of the power of the University.Grants Commission (UGC) to carry
out inspections of 'universities or to withhold grants. The
following suggestions are given: The UGC must have larger funds.
The universities should be given block grants.by the state
governments for 5 years instead of on year to year basis.
The block grants should take into consideration the net deficit
of the university, its development expenditure, unanticipated
programmes etc. To minimise delay in allocation of funds for
development projects, the state governments should consider
the UGCts approval of the proj^cts as final instead of themselves
re- scrutinising the projects. A tripartite committee consisting
of the representatives of the state government, the UGC and
the university concerned should fix the block grant.. Similarly.,
a representative from the state government should.be included in the
visiting committee of the UGC . The state governments in their
demands to the Finance Commission, should show separately
the financial needs of their universities and the Finance
Commission should earmark funds exclusively for the universities.
It will be better if these funds are placed at the disposal
of the UGC for direct disbursement to universities: The pre..
sent position of UGC serving as.a bUffer betWeen the govern.
mints and the universities on the one band and the Controller
and Auditor General and other government audit officers (acting
on behalf of the parliament and state legislatures and the
governments) on the other, might be continued- UndiEturbed
However, the Commission can further tighten its systems of
financial control of expenditure. The universities also should
welcome any ex acting conditions which the Commission may impose
on them for the utilization of grants.
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392 .

196

HEALTH CARE

..

JOSHI M G, MORE C Sr KOLPE B A: Extension in other
fields - health education, Maharashtra Educational Journal
1969, '17(11) , "289-92 .

The total school health programie should include the following
six areas: 1) health education . direct .instruction in .health and
hygiene; 2) health preservation - nutritive school meals;
3) health promotion - physical.education, games and activities;
41 health .protection - healthy school environment, sanitation,
immunization; 5).health,00rrection.- a school :clinic; 6) health
.appraisal amedical inspection by experts.-"The new adminis-
trptive set.u: that should be"evolvedat the central, state;
district, village and school levels been described.
.

,

HIGHEREDUCATICN" "-'

Gusting, .J R: Aditdemic milieu:- "studenterAindteichers in
India and the -United States (In Aitbaoh "PGo Vitriol:1 and

transition -"higher education and student P"oliticse:In India:
lialvani Publishing House, 968. "53L.127).: "1.;

-j :

A comparative study is made.of the kelationshirilietWeen faculty
,a10-students in"India"and the United States. "The-folltowing
differences-are identified. 'there exists a= strong youth

. .

-.....Culture in the American university campuses- which iS-a source

o! its solidarity. teer;Aike and family- -like :"relations between

_the-keaCher and the student IS-prevalent iii the'American
4

eqpIPISOse The Indian student's 'hive inherited'a%.tradition of
Intensive political activiim; but- the lick of e.stiong youth
culture weaken:s-the caioicitk of the stddents:14 Continuous
and itegularisedeinfluences on the facUlty members= who are
conscious of age' and authority in'their relationerWrith-students:
The .affluence and job surpluO of thetnited States4tuid'the poverty
.and job-uncertaihty of Indian life, bdth have theit distinct
impact on the faculty- student Thedifferett cultures
of professors in India and in the United States 'have their
distinct influences on the students, The American professor has
a wide latitude in determining the content of courses, the nature
of examinations and the grade given to a student. The Indian
professor has no such discretion which discourages personal
relationships. Thus the American students are far more personali
sed and the Indian students are far more politicized toward their
faculty. It is predicted that the recent changes occuring in"
the American collevs and universities Would result in greater
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politicization of American students and that in the case of
India, the recent expansion of higher educatiOn.woald accentuate
'the already existing characteristics,

394 JOHN V V: Acadetic week -end, use and abuse Of scholarly
leisure, .Times.Of India 4 July 1969, p,10,.Cols 3-5, 1560
words.

395

It.is opined.that flowering of scholarship is to.be sought
in an.environment of freedom and leisure, -It.is pointed
out that most universities prescribe that students should
attend three - fourths of the classes given in their chosen
Subjects, whereas the minimum number of classes that should
be given in any subject has not been prescribed, It is
observed that if the requirements of curriculum and of
attendance could be more clearly defined, then the work of the
colleges could be rationally schechiled providing ample
leisure without which no high quality of education can be
ensured, The leisure can be utilised by students for self study
and by teachers for scholarly work like specialised study
in their own field, development of new interests in other
fields, writing textbooks etc, It is suggested that the
north' Indian universities could follow the pattern of.five-
day week schedule as the southindian universities instead_
of the six-day week schedule--and the academic year -wield be
divided into three terms of ten weeks each with suitable breaks
in-between, In such a system, it is pointed out, it:may be
Possible to devise a fourth termin-the.yeartmore or less to
coincide with the annual examination and thd summer vacation,
"to. provide for -remedial or enrichment cOurSes;" It is observed
that the brief 'weekend programmes Of teachers and ,students
could,lead to- ambitious progratmes ftrintthe long vaCations,

.

4

VAKIL C N: University education must be revamped. Free
*Ftmes Journal 19 July 1969, 144,'Cols,"3-64 12604ords,

.

The need for.restoring uniiersity'eduention.to its proper
position by having the right type of teacherS- as:weli as the
right type of students has been higfilighted. To- this end
"it has been .suggested that university, education should be
available only to thoOe who are intellectually.,and physically
von-endowed for the type of mental and phystC41.diScipline
that university education involves, irresrectime of the financial
capacity of such perscas. This requires the' following - a) public
awareness of the true functions of a university, b) government
sympathy and support for a change in the right direction and
complete autonomy for the universities, c) adequate opportunities
and facilities to attract the best teachers and students.
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396 VARMA R S: Some observations on college education, Modern

Review 1969, 124(7), 525-8.

The drawbacks of the present day college education have been
discussed and the following suggestions offered to rectify.
the 'situation: 1) maintaining the.teacber.student ratio at 1:6;
2) encouraging teachers to seek better opportunftles.whenever
possible; 3) allowing them all freedom to form associations to
raise their academic standard and protect their rights; 4) grant-
ing them representation on the governing council of ,the college;
5) providing in-service training to teachers.; 6) framing the
time-table in a way as.to.leave the students ample tiMe for self-
study; 7) giving teachers full academic freedom in framing the
courses and syllabus; 8) teaching subjects like language,
history and culture, social science and moral_science to
engineering and science students; 9) providing guidance and
assistance to students in solving their problenS.

INS/ECTICK

397 GuvrA L D: Better school supervision. Haryana Journal of
Education 1989, '2(3), 30-5.

The following measures have been recommended by the Conference
of the Directors of Public Imtruction for the improvement of
school supervision: 1, There should be subject specialists
for inspection of schools and the existing inspectors/Supervisors
should be provided remedial courses, The district education
officer (DEO) should coordinate the working of the various subject
specialists. 2, The DEO and other supporting staff should be
provided in-service training to get themselves acquainted with
thelatast trends in education. 3. The supervisors should
arrange regular courses and discussions With .better qualified .

university teachers etc., for the professional growth of the
teachers. 4. The supervisors should draw up improvement plan
for their area in consultation with institutional heads. 5.
The supervisors -must play an important role in the successful
fUnCtioning of -*school complexes*. 6. The supervisors may adopt

. a few schools.and try out. some experiments on..topies. like
improvement of handwriting and speed in reading, reduction of
wastage and stagnation etc. 7) Additional supervisory staff should

be appointed.
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398 SHARMA R C: Dilemma of a district education officer.
Naya Shikshak "(Teacher Today) 19699 12(1) 3 2845. 7 ref.

It is suggested that the district educational officer who is
mainly an administx:aor should not .play,tii:.;.supervisory role
also for the following reasons: I) the administrativerole puts
a person in a position of authority whereas the supervisory
role ,delnands an uninhibited two-way .communication between
the supervisor and.the teahcer; 2) educational. supervision
is such.that,no single person can hold supervisory .role in
all areas of curriculum; 3) the profession expects ,the
administrative role to be rigidly functioning within.a.given
framework whereas it expects the supervisory role to promote
experimentation and innovation, It is reminded that the
Education Commission (1964-66) has suggested that the district
educational administrative officer should have a lower status
than the officer incharge of supervision. However, the author
advocates that the supervisory role should be held by subject
supervisors who should assist the district educational officer
and should report to him.

INSTRUCTIONAL 1011141AL PaID AM

399 INDIA. UNIVERSITY GRANTS CONIMOSION; -fiv4410.visual aids"ir:
higbir ethioatio1 -, report of the Cammitteg oh Audiovisual

Aids - for Higher Education. Delhi, t he .Comiss ion, 1909. np.

The follositing observations and recommendations are ;bade by the. :committee: 1. The university film council should be transferred
to the Inter-university Board of India 131.- Ceylon.. The film
'Council should survey tho availability and use of filinsl
filmstrips and Slides in India and other countries and should
prepare educational films directly related to course contents
in various subjects.. 2. The All India Radio should increase
the duration of university prograirmest coordinate the working
of various stations in this regard; tape-records of the broadcasts
and prints of the scripts of lectures should be circulated to
universities. 3, lhe. open circuit television at Delhi could he used .

-mare fully for educational purposes. The projected internal and
global satellite would play an important role in expand:Lon of
educational faicilities at all levels. The possibility of setting
up closed circuit television in one or two universities may be
explored in case indefinite delay is anticipated in the setting
up of the satellite project. 4, Sane. of the area in which instruct .
ion can be developed through programmed learning are given. The
need for research in and proper training in the techniques of
programmed learning should be stressed.- There should he colla-
boration between subject specialists, and the psychologists in the pre»
parat ion of 'programires. This schools of education proposed to be
supported by the Univeity Grants CaTalliSS i011 would devote their
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attention to the various programmes of audio-visual education
and programmed instruction. 5. Language laboratories should
be set up in as many universities as possible and in at least
one university in each Stpte. Careful' planning is necessary
and it should be ensured that strong language teaching pro-
grammes already exist in the concerned universities. 6. There
is .need to create an awareness among the teachers with regard
to the advantages of educational technology. steps _should be

taken to set .up immediately 3 or 4 centres of educational
technology in selected universities. The depavtment.of audio-
visual education of the NCERT may be strengthened and its functions
broadbised to enable it to extend its activities to the

universities and colleges.

LANGUAGR PROBIEM

400 JANGIRA N K: Introduction of regional languages as the
media of instruction - tasks ahead. Quest in Education 1969,
6(3), 142.6.

O't A 3i1444"Of Att42k J2 .

In order to plan effective programmes for introducing ,regional
languages as media of instructions.the following steps are
stiggegp#A6,40Wpwledge ofthe pastAperspective..2. Study of

pliychologyAriffesswestior retaining Epglish as the medium
of instruction. 3. Development of criteria for.measuriag the
efficiency of the languages to be used as the media of
instruction. 4. Enrichment of the languages through the
adoption of common terminology. Adoption of a common script
also may be considered. 5. Provision for the auxiliary medium
of education. Hindi is more appropriate for'this"purpose. 6.
Identification of theloptiato le' s of attainmentsof.ohildren
at various stages of education in the language of instruction.
7. Development of the instructional satprialg in the regional
languages. S. Orientation of thelpeadhers to the new task.

s.

401. SATTANATHAN A. N:4 Bilinvolism at9Wlege level -*AWN approach
to teaching. Mail. 19.4u1s-1969s p.6, Cols. 3.7; p.7, Col.l.
2000 words. gi 410-10.4

11m) suggestion4 are: 1) gathering a nucleus of senior lecturers
Proficient in lecturingArkiAndian languages to guide junior
leOurers and research scholars in developing bilingual 'scholar.
ship; 2) organising Central Refresher.SChools for_young.scholars
to:develOp their skill in expressing scientific and .other modern
ideas in Indian languages, on the model of the schdols pi. teaching
Khglish now sponsored by the ,British Council; 3) making a concerted
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attempt to lengthen the pre-university course (P.U.C) so that

more time can be devoted to the study of English and in the
"Meanwhile giving high priority to the study of English at the
school leaving stage and at the.P.U.C.; 4) giving freedom to
all college teachers including those in technical colleges to
talk in a mixed jargon so that the students understand their
.subject properly; 5) permitting students to write their examinations,
either in English or in an Indian language or in a mixed

jargon.

MORAL EDUCATION

402 SATTANArHAN.A R: Secularism and education - practices in
U.K. U.S.A., vis-a-vie India. .Mail 10 September 1969,.p.4,
Cols. 2-5. 2400 words.

InstitUtions run by minorities are llowed to impirt.religious
instruction, whereas the majority of government -ruR insti-

"tutions, whiahare attended. by Hindu, boys, and girls, are not
illowed"to impart: 'religious instruction. Since. independence,

only the number of institutions has been.increasing
where education is entirely secular and non-religious. As ,a

result, the 'younger generations .are completely bereft. of
religious education while the elders are still steeped in the
traditional faith. This is in .contrast to-the situation in
England, where all Statd schools .:are conducted as Christian
schoolstin spite of the separation of the Church and the State.
There is compulsory religious instruction. Though there is
no religious compulsion in the State schools in America

''because of its secular policy, the population seems..to be
more .religious than its .British, counterpart« .There:is a strong
feeling among Indians that secularism should not be equated with
irreligion. Religious neutrality of the State should not be a
bar to a comparative and sympathetic study of all religions and
"thejiVes of their founders. However, it is very, difficult to
deVise a curriculum of such religious instruction. Tberefore,
Ole natIonal educetion policy' adopted by the Central .government
about a year ago &ids not say anything about religim.wor moral
education. HoWever, It is doubtful if a non-religious educational
base will Idad-to.the-cultivation of a scientific and-modernistic
outlook among Indians«

.f :
. . -
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

403 CHOPDE S D: Organisational problems of varsity sports.
University News 1969, 7(9), 18-19.

The general problems of .organising sports in universities and
collegeit have been discussed along with suggestions for,improve-
ment : 1; Lack of a sound pattern of organisation for sports.
The universities and colleges should have departments of
health, physical education and recreation and advisory boards
to decide policy matters regarding facilities and finance.
2. Lack of qualified Staff of physical education and coaches
in adequate numbers. The department of health, physical ed4
cation and recreation in an affiliating university .should have
a head Of the department equal in qualification and status to

other heads of departments. There must be.assistants.in the
ratio of 1 for 20 colleges affiliated to the university.. In.

the case of teaching universities, the assistants should be in
ratio of 1:250 students; 3. Lack of student interest in sports
mainly dUe to a) pressure of academic work, b) Absence of
satisfactory sports background, c) b:lack of instruction under
qualified staff, d) general apathy and inclitferencetb,sports
in, universities and national life; 4,3tnrolling professional
sportsmen in universities and colleges who do' attend
clisses, but participate in the sports and tournaments.; This
practice must. be stopped; 5. Labk of facilities and* .financial
Support; 6. lack of supervisory service. Supervision should be

.

undertaken by the vicea.chancelIorl. exeoutive offider of the
.' university incrthe college principal.

404 'D'SOUZA D: Survey of physical education programmes of the
Girls' Secondary SchoOls of Tamil Nadu. Vyayam 1969, August,
39.41.

The survey revealed the following: a) the large deficiency of.
the'physical education teachers; b) lack of recognition and

'ificentivd for higher training*in physical education.; c) pre-
teienCe fbr bifocal physidal education, teachers; d).large
dlasses; e) soft syllabus devoid, of activities and
those callingfor creative and super ior..work ; and f) .incomplete
implementation of the syllabi prescribed. The fc4lowing re.r
commendations have been made: 1) preparing a work book for con-
ducting physical education programmes; 2) examining the plan
of each school on the soundness of educational principles
and feasibility for the purposes of approval and making grants;
3) modifying the syllabus in the light of the needs and interests
of students and the opinions of teachers; 4) making a separate
survey as to the effectiveness of participation periods; 5) making
a job analysis of teachers and modifying the training programmes
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405

..

on the basis -6f the -competencies :and :skills expected of tea-.

chers; 6) not limiting the physical education programmes to
the amount available through games fees alone; 7) evolving
norms for capita expenditure inphysical education to serve
as criteria for evaluating schools. in terms of 'adequacy for
physical education programmes; 8) evolving policies and
procedures .of planning and utilization of facilities available
in the community for purposes of physical recreation on a state«.

'Wide basis; 9) making efforts to bring into light the identity
of physical education as a specialized field of preparation;
10) conducting orientation.programme in physical education
for non-physical education teachers required to supervise
physical education classes; 11) making a similar survey
exclusively for boys $ schools and co-educational schools;
12) making a survey of articulation of physical education
programmes in elementary schools with those in. schools for girls and
thode in secondary schools with thcse" in higher education:

POLICY AND PLANNING

Age, limit goes --admission to engineering colleges L news
item./ Times of India 24. September 1969, p.14, Cols. 6-7:
660 words .

.

..

lbe All India Council for Technical Education took the following
decisions in its 20th meeting (23-September .1969) at Delhi:
1) the lower age limit of 16 years: fOr admission to. engineering

..colleges will be done away with; 2) a high power committee cone
siSting of experts in technical. education: and -indus,try would

Abe Net up to examine..the entire. system of polytechnic edu-
cation; 3)- an -expert group would Study the complementary roles

, of engineering institutions and research laboratories- in a
-coherent and integrated system of science and engineering;

:. 4)' 60. or.70In-service training centres would be provided
for engineering teachers of degree and diploma courses;,
5) as an integral part of the total process of technical train-

polytechnics' and industry located near each.othee-would
Cooperate in organizing sand-mich courses to train the right
type of technicians; 6) the council suggested the' holding of
seminars, and conferences in which, young engineering graduates

:.- seeking Self-employment can meet and discuss with- representatives

small scale industries,, State industries and financial insti.

tutions,
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408 DYMELLO R G: Dispossessed. ..Seminar t969, No.,120, 24-7.

The unemployment problem among different categories of, eat!.

cated persons over Oe.last few.years.has been discussed.
The political,* psychological and socio-econqmic implications
of mass unemployment have been presented. The remedial mea-
sures suggested are: 1) applying cost benefit analysii to

.educatian; 2) adopting a- planned manpower programme.

409 Gan B 8: Towards realistic educational planning in India.
Napa Shikshak (Teacher.Today) 1969, 11(4), 6-15.

Educational planning related wit). 1) purely educational
goals; 2) economic goals; 3) social goals and 4) political
goals are the four dimensions mentioned. It is pleaded that
educational planning should be, realistic_ instead of toeing
over-ambitioue. For realistic planning, it is suggested,
the folluming instruments are needed: 1) knowledge of the .

histO6 of the'countryis education; 2) knowledge of comparative
education; 3) knOwledge of the economic- feasibility of the
proposed plan; 4)' k oOowled: f the backing that would be given
by the.political setAll to the proposed plan; 5) knowledge
of the current soCio-cultural set -up,; 6) knowledge.whether the
plan would'be.carried out by the concerned educational and
other personnel. It is suggested that planning at the national

- level should "be discontinued, that the quantitative ,planning
should be done area -wise on-the Weis of similarity and that
qualitative improvement should be left to individual institutions
although planning in teacher training,. textbook* etc. can be
done at the 'State or Central level.

410 TOM A: Science policy - economic, sociological aspects.
Economic TiMes 22. August 1969, p. ?, Cols. 3-6; p.11, Col. 8
2660 words.

Against the present social,and econqmic background of India, the
3 basic functions of science are.: a) socioldgicai functions,, b)
to help economic progress, c) intellectual advancement. A.
Basic science education at the primary and secondary levels and
functional education_ to the masses are the social functions of
science. It has two implications: 1) sociological and.2)
economical. 1) with the help of simple scientific knowledge many
of the social evils like untouchability and superstitions could
be eradicated; Wealth and hygiene can be improved, 2) the
economic aspect is that .an individual can improve his-earning
capacity through improved . knowledge and use of machinery.. In
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411

this regard more attention should be given to rural population.
The primary requirements.for.this programme are adequate supply
of traAned.teachers and .well written textboOks.
science policy should have two aspects to.help the economic
progress; 1) industrialization by training of competent techni-

.

caA persona; 2) organizing fruitful scientific_ and technological'
research. Spientific.and.technological research are of 3

. kinds,; 01.13Pre en4"i)441A.rsSearch;.b).41444ed research; e) .

05...develowiental research. Ills:pure and basic research. should
060ie in the universities; this contributes to the intellectual
10angeMeni,the third. function of science. Applied and
develdpmeptal research should be done in government sponsored
institutions,

*DkR 41 X4 How not to tackleihepioblen of educated
unemployed. Statesman 10 July 19691 p.6, Cols,'4.4. 1700
words,

argued .that the.atispiiitikons.:ofstidentsi*their occu.
Rational Choices are determinedby !actors . outside the- control

.of.s0hools.and that i t s inmft_toassume.thsi yoostionl
104411O4P and reorientation of Aclioa#0;41 q7110busfs.W0111.4
establish alth)eul.. 144. between e*VEtt*O4 as d. employment.

ipaividuaAts aspirations.ars deteimined by his perception

Of oPtortV4tiOs within the exchange sector of .

'.4t is suggested that the vocational Oucetion should. be

1414tOd to **ea@ .whqre demand .ekr 04UP is 13,g141114g to shoot
Ios4r.vocitional skills- should be learnt in factories

tI1V(41. illirthe-400tr44#11., _ It is P0.14**1 out .tbat.ttsa most
Importaacnt .cause .Of .e4u.ctAieit41 mr*Plonine.0.113_,t4e- lack Og. .

CApiterl ..006 slow grOwt4.0-.the economy,. Creation of more
capital raises the. questiOn of a: chop* _between capitalintensive

.,and labour-intensive- deirelopneats and within .labour7intensilie
development, between. different combinations of ,and low-
levels skills and iiowlar education can be used as a substitute
for physical capitals It is suggested that multiplicity of-
small.scaie experiments rather than massive reforms in the entire
system of education would enable development to proceed from
the roots. of the national economy. -

412 INOTriols:or.Appgil:mmpowlikumeARcs, NiffDELNI: Indian
scientists in the: United States.. a stock Study. New Delhi,
the Institute, 1969. 30p. 13 ref.

":

The report is based on the data made ayailabis by the National
Science Foundation otthe.US from, their National. regiitsr of

- scientific- and technical personnel,- Out of 202,763 persons
.-registered till the end of 1966, barely 1316 (0454%) were
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Indians. The distribution of Indian scientific and tecinical
personnel /8 as follows: 1. PhysicAl and life sciences . 1137
(86.4%), 2. Social sciences..122 (9.31)., 3. All others - 57
(4.3%). The following characteristics have been analysed: a)
sex, b) selected age-groups, c) highest degree, d) work activity,
e) employment sectors. An analysis of thee' Indian registiants by
their citizenship or visa-status indidates that 314 of the 1316
have 'taken over or were likely to take over American citizenship.
It is.the rest of them - over 1000 -- who should be given priority
consideration while formulating incentives to brine them to
India.

413 JOHN V V: Attitudes. Seminar 1969, No. 120, 19-23.

Though unemployment is an economic problem it should be recognized
as an educational prOhlem since only a radical change in:Abe.
goals, methods, and quality of the education can cure the,ills
of-the economy. The meagre allocations made for education in the
Plans and the manner in whicbtheyare wasted,in implementing
thelPlans, lack of correlation-between educational' planning and
the needs'of the country, emphasis.on.quantitqtive expOnsign_of
education, and the failure of realistic :education programmes
(like. basic education, Janata -collegess liultipavose .schbolst
Rural Institutes), recruitment of graduates ass: clerks: have all
been stated as responsible for the present uneMployment.among
the-educated. Laying an embargo on'the appOintment of 'graduates
as' clerks, a radical..change.of attitudes of students towards_
productive.work4 Modification. of institutional programmes
according to the needs of the community.introduction of new
techniques and .skills by institutions for creating job- opportuni-
tient adoption of educational improvement programmes of manage-
able dimension have been recommended as remedial measures;

414 JOHN. V V: Man with a: third education and quality .control.
Times of India 23 September 1969, p.6, Cols.- 3-51 3,72 Col, 1.
2000 words.

No policy of Selective admission -could be just unless it is
ensured that these not selected-are equipped with the minimum
proficiencdes required for a reasonable range of Profestions.
It may also be necessary to reverse the present practice of
employing university graduates in jobs for which no university
education is necessary. The present proposal to extend the
duration of elementary and secondary school to a total of twelve
years is futile unless a clear decision is taken on the standards.
The merit of the univeisity should largely be judged not by the
brilliance of the few, but the quality of its minimum product -
third class graduates. The practicable course new would be to
arrange continuing education courses as a remedial attention to
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. the defective 'Products. Meanwhile., Sub-standard production
shoOld cease. The suggestions "are:.11 determining t4e. minimum
standatd0 for' the various .levels in education ,on the' basis of
internationally accepted norms and not.on the basis'.of:tbe

. size of the enrolment or the poor equipment with Which the
:students arrive from.the.next_loweestagej 2) evolyinca

. system under which every student is allowed and encouraged to
proceed at his own pace; 3) universities,s1lould developflgreater
sensitivity to the mental calibre_og thelr. students and ,the
final result should also take into consideration- the conti-
nuous evaluation of the students' work throughout the period
of the .courses.

415 .KANNAPpAN 4: Realistic pricing. Seminar 1969, No.120, 17-
19. . .

, With.regard.to conta*ning the.problem of, educated unemployment,
it is 'shown that the .case for raising the private costs of

.education.to.nore realistic levels is more compalling,than.
the cask for aggr4gative equilibrium between the. deMand.ancl.
the Fr-i5pay of educated workers. Some of the points put fOrth
in support fif the argument are: 1) the returns on. investment in
education are not as attractive.as other options (A4C4"Barberger
and Nana Counden) and the returns to the individuil exceed the
returns to "{Mark Plaug); 2) a necessary pre-requisite
for achieving equilibrium between demand and supply.is that
decisicn-making at all levels be increasingly guided by the
social costs of providing a given unit of education; 3) there
are .not enough-retiources to `met the demands of all those who
want education and the demand is greater.if the cost is ,lower;
4) even.if-it can be demonstrated that there is a demand for
some categories of the output of schools and colleges, the
argument remains unchanged; for, this demand is at the lower
price made possible by the subsidization of educational cost and
all that it implies is that employers are encouraged to use
this type of manpower even at low marginal productivity. The
argument that realistic pricing will deprive many of education
is only partially valli. for, the present methods of rationing

. educational opportunity tend to do the same. A policy of
realistic pricing accompanied-by a policy aimed at removing
the disadvantages faced by the poor would adequitely meet the
situation,

4
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416 NAIK J P: Eiducated unemployed./ - the problem. Seminar
1969, No.120, 10-12.

Although the government should strive to secure fulleiployment
for all whether educated or uneducated-, an over-riO.ng priority
should be given to problems of educated' UneMploymen'4.

been regretted that no genuine efforts have .been made:Wimple.
imenting either the long -term solutions ,viz. population Control,
and accelerated economic growth or the dikect and effective
programmes like selective admissions-to.bighor secondary and
university education because it is not soCially,acceptOblek
The bold alternative of utilising all available manpower by
accelerating development is not undektaien eg**, it.' does not
seem- to be politically and financially feasible. .Eden the
academic debate on the subject is desultory, often lacking in
depth and unsdppOrted by meaningful. research. , T4q expans ion
Of .secondary and higher education in' :an -Unplanned- manner against
such .background of inaction and, drift bag- been stated' to be

responsible for the decreaSing educational:standarda and:.
the *creaking unemployment and its effects.

.

417 S INHA R Ps Manpower crisis, Seminar 1969,-.1.1{0..PQ 43446
10 ref..

The consequences of;persistent unemployment among the educated
persons have been shown to. be of economic, human and socio-poli.
tidal nature. The problem has been attributed to the
following: 1) imbalance in supply - demand relations; 2) the
highly structured labour market; 3) geOgraphical immobility;
4) social prestige attached: to certain jobs; 13POP*0 the
corrective measures that can be taken. to reduce fhe.rate'of
UnemplOyMent to an acceptable level are: 1) ralOing. the private
cost of financing the childrentat educattOm at secondary -and
.higher levels; 2) vocationalizing the-saibndary school.cUrricula;
.3) tailoring educational policy to the manpower needs of the
economy; 4) encouraging brain drain has a short.term solution);
5) accelerating the rate of economic -growth; .) applying well..
knoWn tools of fiscal and monetary policy effectively, if
unemployment is due to a slack in business activity; 7) "dia.
pensatiOn of organized information about. job opportunities else.»
where, iii' case of frictional employment 03) iOcOoning-the

, highly structured labour market by increases in Wage*.rafes geared
to productivity and freedom .to-'managerial dediaid144kiilg;

v9) adOpting short term measuies to improve mobility between
Areas and fotmulating_ a long-term policy to.develoil-dpe national
language to.overcome.the%linguistic harriers w*th the country;
10Y making efforts to educate' .people to ;alter Oeir:yailmis with
respect =to job status.
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418 S1 AR K R: For development. Seminar,1989, No.

120, 2831.

419

210

Deals., ,with the problem of utilization of manpower for .national

development with. reference to the .growing number Of educated
persons seeking jp4s,apd the capApity of .the economy to ,gainfully

absorb. their ,services The only long-term solution to ,the

problem of unemployment is economic growth, which .demands

on .the extent to which population explosion is reetralned. An
analysis of the pattern of job seekers and employment structure
reveals- thatbecause'of their wage-employment-oriented education.
'and of social values, the edlicated,rerscns from both, urban and rural

areas converge in the urban areas for jobs in'the Modern sector.
High priority should be given in the future to expansion of'
cilitsit and employment in the intermediate and.tradition4 sectors
in the .rural areas .which will have to 'absorb near/4 three-
.fourthS of the Country's laboUr. force during, the next decade.
The edlicatiOnal iMpligations..oi such a_rural trarisfOrmation
would be toe 'l)' build up an Organized body of knowledge;relating
to the entire field of development economics relating tor.
rural areas; 2) diversify and vocationalise the educational
system to meet' the manpower requirements for rural deielopmentl
3) promote appropriate values among the students at all stages
of education; 4) create in students the spirit of entrepreneurship
and leadership and the urge and confidence for self- employment.

:
SCIENCE EDUCATI9N

JOSH' A. CI Scientific and technical education at the
elementary end secondary le'jls (In Shah A B. Modernization.
of university teaching, of natural and social sciences
in India.. Bombay, Naohiketa Publications, l989; 946)

The main objective of science teaching at the elementary level
is to orient the students in the scientific method _of problem-
solving which implies systematic' observation and carrying out
some simple experiments* For this the primar7 teacher training
institutions must provide both content and methodology courses.
:The teacher trainees must also be trained in improvisation of
instruments necessary for elementary experiments. The teaching
of general science Attie secondary Stage should give greater
iMPOrtante to the'uudersteinding of the impact of Science on
Satiety'. The syllabUs should be Closely related to the everyday

"hew* Oft* community as well as t9 the local environment.
NethodeiOgyOf science, developbent Of the scientific attitude
and proter perspective Of history of science shoUld be emphasised.
Students opting for elective science should study all branches
of science and mathematics. Workshop practice shovld be stressed
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for all. As -a Arerequisite, the number. Of 'seats in- sCience
classeS in universities should. be increased., to meet the

'"demands for science' teachers..` Teacher straining can t.ie, of 4-yea
infegka,ted courses after higher secondary and.one,yPar
courses after graduation. Regular refresher courses .are needed
for working teachers. Organizing district level service to
repair damaged school laboratory equipment, production of
good text .-gooks arAd other reading material , instituting
.science club in everi, high school are other.matters which
reqaire attention.

..
420 IClitteHANIA W 13;"" Study rooms, for" science .subjects.:_ 'School

.301e-rice 1980,. t(1) 22.-5 "- .;*. ,.,:..

421

Equipping the schools with theoiy cum practical 47"ooms..,:called
study rboms which house both the -lectute room andlthe...laboratory
has been .suggested with 'a view to solving. the ,difficulties
faced 'in the organization of Separatel,S.cience 3,4PorAttOies
the study roomsshould be so .equipped as to enable -teacher
to eXplandtiOn of the material: to be tizoParect_tty the

. demonstration 4 experiments and 4iPple,:_laboratory work by the
'pupils:** `These ro oms *40, also 1.44,11, for i"nd:iyithial: class and

'61-clOs pwaCtical studies..-Of the pupils At. -fP,.xecommended
that each elementary sehO61: ShoUld'.haie` a. stucty::rctosik,:ao in
secondary schoold there should, be separate stUdx.roOMs- for
Physics ,ChsmiStrrt and pic;1260;, Detaird of the lay,.. -out, general
equipment and general. get-up of the study Toprilp,.ha..tie.$en
given. Besides being economical and sound. on.."psdagogical
grounds, the study rooms are -more useful on hygienic grounds.

RAINA- M K, SWAMI i?eVeloping creativity through investi-
:tatOry pwOjedts. Teaching 1969, 42(1), 2-8. 15 ref:. -

Overcrowded syllabus, unimaginative teaching, -stress. -on examin-
ations, lack of proper amenities eta., are ,various reasons which
Stifle creativity.. It is suggested thqt .Scienct:.?educators must

-,develop systematic procedures, scientific.. Siituations And per- .

sonalties, and the type of learning ciimate that Will make
studentt use scientific knowledge creatively.. 'The' investigatory
project. apProach is advocated .as it conforms to the:220 principles
listed by. Torrance for deveLSPing .creative thinking" ability.
Through investigatory projects, students will develop' an appre-
ciation and understanding of the nature of discovery. The
investigations will provide the necessary experience which
enable them to develop an independent spirit and to value irate 11...
ectual pursuit. Examples of investigatory projects are given in
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4

1) chemistry, 2)physics,* 3) bielOgy, 4) geograPhy, 5)

.archaeology etc. It is.suggested*that the investigation should
be done by individUal students rather than by-a .group.of stu-
dents,

SAX*41A IC Science education., fostering of scientific
talents, Naya Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1969, 11(4)1, 671*

. . .

Rich laboratory facilitiest.rnaterials and individual
projectwork have to be specially tailored to the academically
bright students so that they may derive maximum benefits..
The advantagoi derived from recent-scientific-4)nd teOpological.
advances could be made use of to plan such courses, Mention
is ate of the programme of identifying and nurturing scientftic

.talents introduced by the NatiotAl Council of AducatiOna1
-.1Matearch and Training.. The following problems pre.enwerated with

regard to fostering of science talents: -1) asseSSMeilt %the

phiial requiretents of the country With regard to scientific
and tenhnical meinpoWer who had an.opportuniti-of.deMonstrating
theirl4eCific aptitUde and then.trainsd.in a specific: way,
tbrilugh Accelerated- and intensive Programmes;: '2) identifying
the different advancements-im psychology,, sOciolgal. education,
science and technolOgy.which can be-mode use-of in-the.accerl
:accelerated programmes': 2).finding out the .various.maas.communi..
,citiOri Media to create a scientific awareness andiproylde
requisite motivation.to students; 4).locating:tbe' (*apses that.
Should be brought about in traditional adUcational mqthods;

finding out the different methods -to-identify the, rilliant
:Students; etc.

.
VERMA11Cv Plea for standardisation of Instruments and

equipment for science education. Instruments India 1969, 4(7),
2364

-Areview Of the activities-of international andmational bodies
Seized With the problem of teaching science in schools has been
given4 The-urgent need for initiating activity by. Indian Standards
InStitutiOn in this field of science educationls" stressed, A
pled is-made for coordinating, the work of various instrument
comaittees and'sub--.0onmittees already existing4 'The. need for

Setting up a separate division council for standardization of
inatrumentat ion and instrument technology is also emThaelsed.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION

.

424 Await c T:,ch problems of .sconCiax.y.-eduoationi:Andteachers,
Prachya Prabha 1969, 41(7) , 19.22,

4267 I f-t

Some of the suggestiOne are 1) pt4scribing the same sylla-
bus for higher secondary courses and pre-university courses;
abolishing the pre - university courses ultimately; 2) abolition
of diversification of courses upto class X; providing technical,
Vocational, agricultural schools' atWo. levels Jodi; after the
primary stage and after the lower seconitary..itage; p) restrict.

.ing the opening of new schools; 4) payment of teachers' salaries
be the Sole responsibility of the goVernAent.;, 5.), evolving a
rat paysiont 'of grants toschbolort:

pay.iidaleiii as tia,te-gorieiV EithoOl.ealplititeeet;
establishing an autonomous Board of Secondary' Education with
separate goat ions. for different piirpotteel'.8.), eitfahlgghing a
JUdiCial: Arbitration BOar.d.'to 'War' ittiSiaie.:Ot.teaChers;
9) establisting a code ,Of.. cOndUCt-*TOfitpaCheisic-WhiCh.ehould
be ettforbed thrOugti't he teachtire*:;atieodiatitiq: 10Y -eittiiiing

larit.that 'teachers'
iteeobiatiql ihe;. 4:4dteratiee
of state' and district ithite- time Workers of
the- flee oci.atitiiiiPird the associatiion' will bef tee ponii itile for
their ikarariesit the'ir abteriCe from sthOblst 'the
'PrOfesitiOnia ffiCteitcy of: tikaCherite.:ivill:' be, the iibig-pOniAbility
of the "0016exafider: .

ft

. *.

30C-I EDUCATION:.

.
30 fOr.jkleitinink traiiiiiitgourses;$1.

'Adult EdudiAlOW.I.9"69'; .86(0);_i5-19.

- , .

The main suggestions are i .1) Collecting information:regarding
a). educational background, b) age, c) rural vs urban residence,
d) membership of community groups, and e.) occuliational.experi
ence of the prospective trainees; 2) seeking the help of local
officers in departments like agriculture and aniisal husbandry,
teachers, local leader etc, for training piirposes; 3) preparing
a comprehensive list of tasks that the trainees will have to
perform as part of their day-todday work; 4) analysing the types
of learning expected and providing for each of those if the
objectives of training should so demand; 5) selecting the content
material to be taught in the classroom in accordance with the
information, attitude and performance objectives to be achieVed
as previously decided upon; 6) formulating training objectives
in the light of available time; 7) using appropriate audio-
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visual aids and developing suitable reading material; 8) adopting
objective procedure:it to find out the amount of learning and to

get .sOme feedback from the trainees about the content of the
course. and the methods of training tollowedi and making pro
vision for follow-up training which may take the form of on.
the .job training.

4.

te

SOCIAL.SERVICR

426 . VARKI IC Vs National and social "service for Oudents Vyayam
-1969,. August, .945;,..

.

.

The Importance of National and social service (Mq8):.or students
is stressed.. The grogram, should be introduced_ on voluntary

..,bas it "and-.. as far as. possible; be related to.tb9.. teaching work.

of the- institutione* The. programme can, be. organized throughout

. the: yearf..Mfter-;study.totirs or on..holiday;s., and .during vacations
,and intensive vr.ogramThe for month. m. 40 can be. undertaken.
Various aat.ivit ie$, that .could be undertaken:during the
day!' well!.as during the.. long vacations ar.e,.enumer.ated. The
;toklowing.measUres have been:. suggested. for egirryiing...out the

. :programme in, educational- institutiOns4,11. deciding 11-:project

on the ,bas is of: genuine needs of thee...pvmunity.,and: the interests
andf competence of the. pe.pticipants.; 4.). mobilising the energies
*of youth tc, participate in. the programme; ;. 3) a. clear ,statement
of objectives to enable the students to set .goals and work
towards their achievement; 4) associating students with the
planning and organization of the programme at all stages.;
5) personal influence of staff by exemplifying in their life
the values which..:t4ey...advocAtet 6) maintaining co-ordination
with various service agencies in the fields like community
development, social welfare and cooperation; 7). a close
liaison between :government: ag.enciest:..zilia fifirisbadskt Panchayats
and ,voluntary agencies. like 8hsirat Say* 30m41, y.s.(.A. and
Y.W.C.A.; 8) concentrating on a select number of pilot ,projects

. in those institutions which have,..tbe experience, leadership and
resOuroeS., .

4'

.!

-tom
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80CIO-BCONCNIC STATUS

427 GAUR S D, WARMAN 8 M: Socio-econbmic aspects of medical
students at Varanasi. Indian Journal, of Medical Education 1969,
8(4), 210.14. 7 ref.

An analysis has been made of the following socio-econgmic aspects
of 193 male .and 52 female medical students at Varanasi: 1)
place of- origin and religion; 2) age and sex distribution;
3) marital.status; 4) occupation of ?arent/guardian; .5)- family
size; 6) gar capita monthly income; 7). monthly expenditure;
R) freeshire and scholarships; 9) addictive habits; 10)

hobbies. The major findings -are': 1) majority of the students

belonged to large-sized families with poor socio-economic status;
2) most c2 the students were from U.P. though the university
is a central university with all -India admissions; 3) most of
the students wero. unmarried; -4) comparatively the females were
younger than the males and they came from better class families;
5) male students were poorer academically than females; 6) addi-
ctive habits were very negligible f 7) the students had quite
a few hobbies in spite of economic stress; 8) the average expendi-
ture of a student is much DICA:a than the average per capita family
income. A reasonable financial help to needy students would
be essential for raising the standards of medical education.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

428 - INDIA. ccastriorm ON UNTOUCHABILITY, ECOWNIC AND EDUCATIMAL
DEVELOrMENT OF THE SCIEDUIED CASTES AND CONNECTal DCCUMMNT8:

Report. Delhi; Manager of Publications, 1969, XICIV;;,4d1p.

.

Part III of the report deals with education. to 1961
census, the percentage of liteiracy among the general. population
and that among the scheduled castes are 24 and 10.27 irespectively..

. -

The 'committee has.urged that this wide gap should.. be narrowed down..
At the -primary stage, the CaMmittee has recommended piovision
of mid-day meals, free supply of books; stationery and dress,
adequate schooling facilities, making teachers responsible to
Watch over the' attendance, enlisting the services of gram sevakss
panchayat presidents etc to increase the exeolment. The problem
identified with regard to 'Addl.: .and secondary education are:
1) lack of schooling facilities ani hostel facilities; ,2) absence
or inadequacy and delay in payment of stipendti; 3) poverty,
ignorance and apathy of parents. The .Committee has recommended
suitable measures. Some of the recommendations made with regard
to postmatric education are: 1) income limit of parents/guardians
shoylkbe raised to Its.1000/. p.m. for grant of scholarships; 2)
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the rate of scholarship prescribed by the central government
should be followed by all State governments and delay in payment
should be avoided; 3) one failure in the case of general
education and two failures in the case of technical education
should be condoned for grant of .scholarships; 4) scheduled
.caste students should be permitted to .take .up additional
vocational training, such as typing; stenography etc., to
provide them additional employitent .opPortunities; 5) special
coaching as a remedy for.the low standard of kchedUled caste
students; 6) medical aid; 7) State governments should
implement the central.rovernment6reconmendations in regard to
reservation of seats, relaxation of :age limit etc. for
technical education. The Committee also has recommended,several
measures with regard to the following areas: 1) overseas
scholarships, sainik schools, public, schools, ashram schools,
hostels and* girls: education...

.:ifiaiance

429 . .NINIORT CW *meg NH:. liduCation in -universities in
India, .1963-64 a.titatisticat survey:. Delhi, Manager of
Publications,. .-1969. ii t. 1:96.P

a

a a a

g..Chaptors 1 & 2 present general irarvey and statistical survey
respectively of the progress of university education. 47
statistical,..tab/es are presented under the following heads:
1) .Universities in India - jurisdiction, type, faculties and
medium of .instruction; 2) number of university teaching
departtnents and .colleges; 3) number of university teaching
departnients by type of education.; 4) number of .colleges by
type:-of education; 5) coll,egea for general and professional
_educatipo by coursel; 6) enrolment in university teaching
departments and colleges; 7) enrolment by Jive Of education;
8) enrolment by standard (14 tables); .9) intake capacity' in
professional courses- in universities and colleges; 10) number
of foreign_ students .14..Indiatcountry-wise and subject raise
(2 tables)l 11) number of. teachers in university teaching depart

and colleges; 12) number of teachers by :typ6 of education;
-13) pay scales for teaChei4 in university teachin- departments;
-14). .number, of teachers in'university-teaching,depaAments and

- -.Colleges.by salary grW130; 15) etamination resats-standard-wise
and detailed break -up. (12 tables); -16) ificqsa_ e of the universities
and their Colleges; 17) expenditure of the universities and colleges;
18) -.statistics of "evening colleges/courses;.19) enrolment and
number- .of teachers in evening.collegei/courses (2. tables).

."-
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STUDSNT INDISCIPLINE

430 ALTBACH i G: Student politics and higher education in
India. (In Aitbach P G. Turmoil and. transition -.higher
education and student politics in India. Bombay, La lvani
Publishing House, 1968. 17.73)

The history of student movement in India, is .iraCed and it is

pointed Pout that student, movements and -organizatiens. have
shifted from the valve orientation which as very strong
during the independence struggle to norm orientation aimed
at redress of specific grievances inthe post- independence
period. It is also pointed out that students. active in direct
action campaigns .(especially in the post - independence period)

are more frequently from lower social classes.. An analysis
of 280 student strikes and demonstrations revealed that demands
relating -to examinations, grievances against administration of
educational institutions, protest against the police and other
government .functiOnaries are some of the direct causes for
student unrest. Regional and institutional differences have
been identified in:the patterns of. these. student upheavals.
The other underlying causes of student indiscipline perceived
are: 1) declining standards and dissatisfaction with campus
conditions; 2) the economic uncertainty and bleak employment
prospects; 3) imlaturity of students. The significance of the
-Indian student politics to other_ developing nations is dis.
Cussed..

431 BHATTACHARYYA N. C: Student unrest, Bulletin of the West
Befigal Hbadmasters' Association 1969, 18{64 187924,

StUdent -indiscipline may arise out of genuine student, grievances

or it may be politically motivated and engineered_ by political
parties to achiev their own ends. Sympathetic understanding
of students' problems: with a- view to solving them. engaging

in social and. creative activities may be:.useful in
-tackling the 'first category of student indiscipline.. In. dealing

with the second type of indiscipline. where -students-turn violent
indulging' in .destruction of -property,. the. :police should. be given
freedom to take. adequate measures in defence of .public law.
The poor moral standards have also been stated to be responsible
for the student indiscipline.-
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432 MATHAI P: Why student unrest. Christian Education 1969,
19(2), 1416.

The factors contributing to student unrest are ,1? lack of
proper leadership;. 2) ditainishing employment opportunities;
3) a sense of.frustration among_students; .4) general, loes
of Idealism. The remedial measures suggested are: 1) restoring
the leadership of teachers; 2) upgrading the .teaching pro-,
fession and ensuring a reasonable:teacher-student ratio in
the classroom; 3.) ensuring adequate employment opportunities,
4) depoliticization of the educational institutions amid
strengthening the academic atmosphere; 5) improvement of ameni-
ties in educational institutions; 6)..creating.a spirit of
idealism among the youth through moral and religious instruct-
ion; 7) 'developing closer mutual contacts between teachers,
'pupils and parents.

.. .

433 SHIXS Students., 'politics and .universities: in India.
(Iri -Altbaoh P G. Turmoil and- transition;higher education and
student politictitin India. Bombay, Laivani Publishing House,
1968. 1.13).

A similarity is identified betiveen the:students' participation
in the Indian nationalist movement and the post-independence
student upheavals, namely hostility against existing authority.
However, the present student agitations it is pointed outt
fail to become a movement seeking reforms or changes of the
existing systems; they seek correction of particular grievances.
Since- many- of the underlying factors of student agitations
are still unknown; it is observed' that dispassionate and'
meticulous reconstruction of disruptive actions shortly after
they have occurred would be very valuable. The following suggest
ions are given to minimise the. student ;unrest:, 1) tile- improve-
ment and strengthening of the police:1n the prevention, con-
finement and repression .of .student-31isorders; 2.) improvement
Of material. amenities and. -facilities, improvement of. quality
of. teaching and intellectual environment ,as suggested: by the
Education Cousissioci, 3): patience. and tact. on. the -part-,of
senior administrators and .academic staff'; _4) continuous scrutiny

-by vice-chancelior anarnistrar over their administrative staff
and a firm.insistence pm-courtesy an4`donsideration.:t,owards
'students,
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STUDENT UNICAI

434 JOHN V V: Student unions, the anatomy of futility.
Times of India 2 September 1969, p.6, Cols. 3-5, 7. 1800
words,

The important role that students' unions could Play.as a source
of intellectual stimulation and as a traiging.in.responsibility
is out.' Instead of, entering into agitation, students'
unions, it.is urged, should debate regularly public. issues,
Ancluding the functioning of the educational institutions of
which the unions are a part, It is observed that until 1942
there was a debating tradition in colleges and universities,
that students' unions entered into independence struggle after
1942, and that the debating tradition has not been revived
after independence. It is suggested that the debating tradi-
tion could now be revived by closely associating it to pro-

'17ammes of student participation in decision-making.
following suggestions are also made: 1. All students should
be obliged to become members of the students' union because
unions could be an effective agency of self-education..2.
Those students who have remained in the university' for more
than 4 years should be debarred from becomong office...bearers
of the .unions.

TEACHER STATUS

435 SINGH L C: Study of status of elementary school teachers..
que4t in Education 1969, 6(3), 131-7.

A study of.the status of elementary school teachers was under.»
taken through a questionnaire covering the following aspects:
1) general information; 2) professional status; 3) social
Status; 4) economic status; 5) conditions of work. The
questionnaire returns from .725 male and female teachers from
both rural and urban areas were analysed. Thee findings are

given under each of the above mentioned areas of statUs. About
half of the teachers parceiVed their over: -all btatut,ih the
society as satisfactory. The following common suggestions were
given by teachers for raising their-etatus: 1) better emoluments
paid in time; 23 nationalisation of the elenentary.edUcation;.
3) posting of teachers near their homes; 4) piviision of
in-service education facilities; 5) free school education and
more scholarships Or higher education for the children' of
teachers; 6) all ftciiities which the central government
employees get should also be provided Or teaohers; 7) pro-.
motions should be according to ability; 8) gOoa-jibraries and
reading room facilities for' teachers; 9) tixed wOrkload of

e
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teachers;,10) mid -day meals for pupils of schools; 11) con-
crete measures by the gOvernment for the improvement of
teacher status.

:t

TEAbliERS

436 SHARMA R SioQik kraut i ka agradiit Madhya:41k vidyilay ka
usla_prabh3votadikte, (=#ffectivenesi.Of the -

depondary, school teacher, the' pioneer of social. revolution)
L Rajasthan Board Journal of Education 1969, 5(2),
42-50. 13 ref.

The role of the secondary "school teaCher. *es the pioneer of
social revolution is Important for raising the coiintry to the
level of the. developed countries. In order to fulfil this

successfully the teacher should understand the expectations
.otsioCi4y, in general and students in paiticular and h'il$ responsi.

thein. The effectiveness of 6,-tea4eir; with
regard. to 'his: rOle.has..beeri discuseed and scaler,. designed
by (B.iddle Jt Ellena !I 3: Contemporary
research .en teacher effectiVeliess New York, Holt Rinehart and
Winston.' 1964) to asses's the success of his .PerformanC-ehas
been presented.. All attempts to assess the success of teachers'
effort in this direction hive not yet been fully successful
because of subjective elements; since students are also in-
fluenced by factors other than the school, it is difficult
to" assess exactly the' part played by the teacher..

437 SRIVISTAVA 8: PriifeSsional gltoith among teachers*.
Haryana Journal of Education 1969, 2(3), 53-9.

220

The history of professional growth of" teacher.din India has
been outlined. The pi4eetkional groith of teachdr is reflected
,in his improved classroom practice's, hie willingness' to
change; his workine'relatiiniship with his coileagudd and
ciiildien- and hid overall efficiency as a successful teacher.
tie /*ago:1st:Ina efficiency of thd teacher must be adjudged on
tile three basic aspects of life i.e. professional, social and
-.PerSonal adjustments.,.Professional

-
adjustment-can be. achieved,

a) continuous systematid aftsi the :iOrmal
t" course le, over; 11) self appraisal 'iirith the help of:teailqiques

/ike rating scale,, check .11st stu4entii periormatiee or :Opinion
or qtiestionnaire surveys, c) expetim enta. l ,pio jecte, and action
research (careful try -out of new apgroaehed; deVelipment pro-

institutional planning etc.), d) profess*On4"ieedings,
andiii4eririceeactivities. The most impbitant aspeit making

social soiviiment."Is to develop' ill:Toyed- inter-psi-04a 'relation.
. . . ,
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ship .with, the head of the institution, fellow teachers, stu-
dents and the community. The teacher should develop emotional
stability since mental health: is an integral part of the job
itself,

TEACHING ISTHODS

438 8411 SINGH: English teaching, students' reading in the
classroom. Naya Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1969, 11(4), 88.41,

The College of Educat ion, Gwalior organised a programme of
criticism lessons in December 1968. During the programme
the following difficulties were encountered with regard to
teaching reading in English language: 1. If the teacher asked
all the boys to read, some of them piesented very bad models
which might be copied by other students. It suggested
that weak students should not be allowed to read aloud during
the regular class periods,, bUt they should be given additional
coaching. Another suggestion was that the clots should be
divided into many grouts and each, group should bet given
practice by a good reader. 2. The practice of giving drill
for the whole.class with regard to difficult Words and
patterns did not yield the desired effect; besides, the
adjacent classrooms were disturbed. It was suggested. that
individual drill be given to "3 or 4 students after which all
would join together for"a group drill. 3. While.praotiting,
it was observed that students were unable to reproduce the
complete sentence at a stretch when it was long. it *to
suggested that students should firtt be given drill in the
last word or phrase and then it should be gradually extended
until the whole sentence was complete.

439 GUPTA 13 D: Teching of sociology (11: Shah A B.
ModerniZation of university teaching, teaching of natural and
social sciences in India. Bombay, Nachiketa Publidations,
1969. 101.15)

The following aspects are considered: 1) structure and the
ganeral importance of the study of sociology; 2) institutional
background and the place _of the teaching of sociology at the
university level; 3) organization of the teaching Of sociology in
India; 4) analysis of curricula; 5) methods of teaching; 6) handi-
cap of the teicheiis; 6) examinations; 7) researati-- The following
recolmendations are made: 1) sociology teaching. should be value.
oriented instead of merely fact-oriented; 2) teaching and research
should be integrated; 3) instead of neuttal.techniquee suitable
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for synchronic studies, diachronic methods should be utilised
in Indian sociology; 4) in the courses in sociology, various
aspects of the country's social structures should be considered
andfcompared with those of other countries; 5) teaching load
of the -teachers should be reduced and more emphasis should be
placed on their research work; 6) close cooperation between
universities and government and semi-governbent research
organizations should be developed.

440 jOHRI TANDON S L: Role of basic researches in biology'
and new trends in biology teaching. School Sdience 1969,
7(1), 36-46, 16 ref.

The importande of basic researches in the teaching of biology
at the. school level has been discuAsed. The teachingiethods
as well as the revision of curriculum should' be based on basic
researches. The various communication channels for transmission
of recent findings and their impact to the teachers and pupils

. have been pointed out. In the development of iew curricula
and the keeping.of existing ones up to date, there is a need

, for identifying the organisMs which-are most suitable for
teaching biology in any particular geographical region. Some
of the suggestions are: 1) teaching biology by .inquiry and
investigative. methods; 2) adopting, a broad-based syllabus which
Itsy-include.both the modern' and traditional topics; 3) conducting
the course in biology by actual experimentation and co-ordinating
the lecture and laboratory work; 4) making use. of teaching
aidslike.Smm silent,films and sound films And production of
amratus.by.commercial firms in consultation ivith biology
.teachers; :5) using objective and. thought-provoking type of

questions for the evalliation of students; 6) arranging in-
service .refresher courses for teachers.

441 PARSIIA6 K: Other side of the medal teaching inglish
through structural approach. Haryana Joutnal of Education 1969,
20 60-5, 69,

The structural approadh to teiching.of.English is based on the
belief that the student needs a command of some 275 structures
and a controlled vocabulary of some 2,500 methodically selected
words to acquire a working knowledge of English. The drawbacks
of the structural method have been discussedl 1. The teaching
process is not real and natural since it is an improvised teach-

.

ing,situation-with *premised material, 2. It is nOt a powerful
tool- to evoke thoughts and sensations in the child. 3e: The BALI-
.bus does not reflect 00 life. and thoUght of the :student or his
environment. 4. It invalidates the child's curiosity by curbing

r desire .to express- and talk; 5. 'It 'is not basethon phonetics
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and does_not help in correct sound and,fluency of speech, So
The system dons not evolteinterest in the child for the
language, 47, It fails to recognize that the child is the
'centre of the learning activity, 8. There is a strong resistance
on the pakt of the child to accept new graded structures,
Though the supporters of this method hold the view, that it is the
best method to teach grammar as the Use of structures gives
a practical knowledge of grammar, it has been cor;+,ended that
anyone who can speak and talk in a language has a practical
command of its grammar, without a theoretical. knowledge of
the structures, Observing that annual written examination in
English espeCially for elementary classes should be avoided,
a.joint Board of Examiners, including teachers and inspectors
for oral assessment has been recommended.

442 SIVADASAN PILL.4.1 Kr Workbooks in the teaching of mathe-
matics. Mathematics Education 1969, 3(3,-, 104-7. .

Workbooks containing a set of problems to be solved by students
have become' popular for teaching mathematics in Kerala since
196647. The following are some of the findings" of a questionnaire
survey conducted among 25_0 mathematics teachers: 1) more than
60 percent of the respondents use work books; 2) workbooks
are more popular in urban areas than in rural areas; 3) pri.;
vate schools use them more frequently than the government
.schools; 4) the work hooks, are used for .giving home assignments,
for revision viork towards the end of, each unit,..for giving
tests;. etc; 5) the "majority of the teachers prefer the unit..
wise arrangement which is followed in most workbooks; '6) lack
of .t.ime to go through these books and inability- of some child.
ren;:to buy these books have been stated to be the reasons for
not using these books by some teachers; 7) most teachers
favour inclusion of sketches and graphs in the. workbooks;
lip some of the general suggestions offered 'by teachers are:
a) pricirig the books moderately, b) providing ,sufficient
working space, c) giving clues for solving difficult questions,
4), using these books for- Internal assessment,, .e) popularising
the work books among all mathematics teachers and appointment
of a committee to prepare workbooks for all classes,

443 4CNI B R: Formalism Wthe teaching vd.algehra in school .
its causes and remedies. Mathematics Education 1989, 3(2), 68-73.

_Lack of spontaneity_ among "students in putting into practice the
secured. imawledge and skills, and lack of scientific outlook have
been, attributed to the forialism in the teaching of algebra. The
main .causes of formalism are: 1) absen0e,of any, link between the
school course of elementary "algebra and arithmetic or higher
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mathematics; '2) teaching of the various concepts ,separately
under different dub-heads like directe&numbers; simultaneous
equations; indicess.surds and elimination without showing
the de*elopmental"pictures of the various concepts; 3) teaching
of algebraical transformations without indidating their signi
fiCtice; .40 quick introduction of a large number of concepts
to unprepared children; 5) absence.of.direct and inverse re-
lationship between eleinentary algebraical concepts and
corresponding-arithmetical concepts; 6) passivity in teaching.
The .suggested remedies'ares 1) initiating the study:of algebra
from the 5th class; 2) framing an integrated programme of

arithmetic and algebra for classes; 3) slow intro-
duction of elementary concepts and spreading thiiir study through
a longer period; 4) concentrating on the study of equation in
V.VIII classes and on the concept of functions in IX.4 classes
and starting a preparatory course in function from the 5th
class; 5) adopting the activity method of teaching which
stimulates active thinking awing students inunderstanding the
concepts and solving problems,

.444 SRINIVASAN K Si Study on the use of field tribe in upper
primary schoo1i. in T. Nagar range., Madras. Tamil Nadu Education
1969, 3(3), 45.50:

The purpose, of thi study is to assess the use of field trip
as a UP:aching:device-with particular reference to the teaching
o0iStOry,' Copies of d'OeStionnaireregirding the use of
field trip lithe teiching*of.Upfer primary schools =were
'Beni-to the heads of 14 schools selected ao:a saMple. All
except three schools "had condUcted.field tripe for history
subject alone. They felt the need .to organise Sueh'tripe
subject;wise.: The main suggestions given with regard to
planning and conducting field trips arerl) conducting more
field trips .within the city and' outside;- 2) planning the trips
according to the syllabus and specific topic in hietory relating
to a.partidular standard; 3) evaluating the trips more
effectivdly and comprehensively; 4) maintaining eublect.wise
central field trip files.

445 UDANI P M: Role of hospitals in teaching of ,preventive and
-" sdcial paediatrics. Indian Journal of Medical Education 1969,

6 (3), 14944,

DesCribes the follOwing teaching methods which are-in practice at
4 4

tlielPtiediatric Centre, J.J. Group of Hospitals, particularly in
relation to-emphasis on preventive and 'social aspects of paedia.

.

trids: 1) intensive case discUisions in the in-patient department;
-1-
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2) clinico-socia'.. conferences for discussing various ,diseases
of children.; 3) neonatal conferences consisting of ,FreeSntation
of clinical data, in brief .and detailed,data on the social,
economic, environmental and cultural aspects of the family;
4) discussions at the Maternal and Child Health Centres on
the various problems of pregnant mothers, particUlar1Y affecting
the child, Various difficulties in the Organization of
the teaching of preventive and social pediatrics- are' enumerated,

TJSTS AND MASOREMENTS

446 CHAWLA T R: Evaluative study of new culture-free intelli-
gence test (Kit : Stip), Journaz. of Psychological Researches
1969, 13(2), 74.4 12' ref,

1;

447 .

The Khan intelligence test: experimental form (Kit : Exp) is

designed to measure development levels of normal children as
well 0 children and adults handicapped' by verbal and visual
defects, A study was undertaken: 1) to find out the test-
retest reliability of Kit : lip. and 2) to validate this test
with Wechsler intelligence. scale fo :* elildren 016C/. The
test wan_ kadOinietered to 154 children (82 boyar and' '?2 girls

Of mean age 117 months)' twice with a gap'. of 2 months, then the
WISC was administered for estimating validity 'coefficient of
the test, The findingOof the present stUdi'gave COtivincing
evidence. that the Kit Stp provided scores which' osiers similar

to those, of WISC. The tesi4etetit.274tability was 'also found

adequate. Hence it is suggeited-that Kit:: E'ER could be fruit-
tullY,emplOyed for the assessment of intelligence,

DATrA Empirical 'study on the comparison oillifferent
method of Obtaining aingid.trial reliability estimates.
Journal of ltychological Researches 1669' 13(2)', 67.70. 9

rof.

A study was conducted to compare 7 methods of estimating reli
ability under less than perfect theoretical conditions and to
obtain empirical support in favour of the methods requiring less
computation. Data were Collected' from two samples of 200 Btu...-
dents, each selected frad'grade 8 - of higher
secondary achoOlifin: 'TirUOurao *bid meaning teat in Bengali
which formed part of the Holzinger - CrowtlGr. U if actor tests as
adapted and standardised by the.author was administered. The
test aimed to measure 'verbal ability' and the factorial validity
was reported tO be 'high. 4rhe. reliability of the test was deter-
mined. by utirizing the following 7'ilethodat I) oddrieen split.
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half; 2) Quttman formula '144'; 3) Ra0-auttian'tormuli;
.Kuder Richardson formula '20"; 5Y-Kuder RiChirlson formula

'21'; 6) Soups formulatR20*#; 7) Soups. formUla 'R20'; The

two samples,showed"no,significant ditterinces in means and
standard deviations for the total test acid the split-halves.
The two halves had equal variances for the boys unlike in
the case:of the 'girls. It was'observed that although, the
basic assumptions underlying the 'use of some of the techniques
were not satisfied in the present test situation, the variations
in the obtained coefficients were small. With regard to com-
putational ease, short.cut techniques of Saupe appeared to be
superior to other techniques which rest on much restrictive
assumptions,

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL. EDUCATION

448 :SANER* pf Technical education at the university level.

. Engineering News of India 1969, 21(2), 83 -7. 7 ref.

The are given,: 1) technical education
should be plcinmedin accordance iiith manpower needs'of the
country; 2) in'traming curriculum, due weightage should be
given to fundamentals witholt losing sight of the requirements
of the,indtrtry;*3) course duration ehouleheither be too

. short nor too long; 4), expansion of educational facilities should
take,into consideration the-shOrtage of qualified teachers; 0
5) there,. should be flexibility in the pattern of cOurees so
as to, facilitate. change over .from one stream to AnOther;
6) the course could be split into 3+2 years: the first 3 years
leading to B.Sc (Technical) degree, and the subsequent 2
years leading to a professional degree w B.11.. The first
.degree holders can be employed ip, engineering management,

cost accounting, supervision, shop.floor 'Wary etc.
B.t. degree holders can. be employed in engineering planning,
design and development; 7) pure science graduates With one
year extra course in engineering sciences and pradtide may be
admitted into the professional degree .course.

.

449.. RAO. yitRI/:, Progress. of technical education., Searchlight
26 September 3009;A:44, Ocils. 4.6; 27 SeOtember 1089,:p.4, Cols.
3.5t 30 SepteMber 1969, p.4t Cols..3.6, I, October, ile:19 Case
3.51 5000 ivordi..
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The. author, who is the Union Minister for Education and Youth
-Service*: in his address to the 20th meeting, of. the India
Council for Technical Education stressed the need for consoli.
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dation of technical education and improving its quality. The
propoded following programmes, it has been mentioned, would .

achieve the desired result: 1) in-service training of .teachers,
in addition to summer institutes, for faculty-development;
2) 28 curriculum development groups for degree and diploma
courses that would be set 'vat selected centres. The folio/zing
suggestions have been given: 1) carefully.planned Atcheme of
industrial experience for teachers at selected industrial
organizations; 2) cooperation between polytechnics_aml,indus
tries which are located near each other, in organizing sandwich
courses to produce the correct type of technicians. It is

reminded that in designing curricular offering to suit
various specializations, the technician's horizontal mobility
should ,be ensured in addition to facilitating:his vertical
mobility. It has been agreed to set up a high power committee
consisting of experts in technical education and industry to
examine the entire system of polytechnic education.

450' SSW B: Philosophy of technicians' education. Manpower
Journal 1969, 4(4), 21-41. 6 ref.

Clear understanding of the functions of the technician and
of the required skills and qualities to be imparted to him
are the prerequisites for planning the curriculum for
technicians' education* The education component is more
important than the training component to produce a worthwhile
technician. Nevertheless the training component is comparatively
more important than is necessary for a degree programme* The
following basic structure of education is proposed: A. General
subject group; Be Science subject group. C. General technical
subjects - 1) drawing, ii) applied mechanics sn_ d. theory of
structure, in) materials, iv) hydraulics, v) basic civil
engineering, vi) basic mechanical engineering, vii) basic electrical
engineering, viii) basic survey, ix) workshop technology.
D. Special technical subjects, group -theoretical kn&41edge
necessary fOr a particular field of specialization.- E. Work-
shop practice. Theoretical courses should; be baCked by labors.-

tory practices. Training component of any technical education
consists of two parts: a) institutional tratnIng,-b). industrial
training. Industrial training includes' botbenvironmental
acclimatization and job orientation. The most InPOrtant part
of the training IS job orientation in industry after-the cam-.
'pletion of the institutional studies. The duratIOn-of job
orientation may be for one or two years. -Banes, there is need
for complete cooperation from industry.
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451. TRIVZDI R Vocationalization of schools. -quest in
Education 1969, 6(3), 138-41.

452

7

VocationalsChools require an administrative handling altogether
different tient non-vocational schools. The following.consp-
deratioris should be kept in view while' starting vocational
-schools: 1Y industrial'iond agricultural. potential: -of the area;
2) review of mechanical jobs and allied 3) a five-
year plan of industrial, agricultura develophent: of the area;
*4) anticipated demand of job skillit in the existing factories
and farms. Minimum requirement for admission to vocational

_ schools should be _junior elementary school certificate. The
following are the curriculum areas: 1) work-orientation

"Where learning of theory .should evolve from practice; 2)

mother...tongue and 4nglish; 3) elementary kflowl-e410 of science
and mathematics. ,Facilities should be provided to vocational
school students for further education - both technical. and
general. The cooperation of nary industries and agricultural
agencies should be sought in framing the syllabus, provision
of facilities for apprenticeship and financial. help. A
centrally located school should provide for complex of villages.
The school Could also run parttime classes to train adult
workers in modern job requirements.

WASTAGE AND STAGNATION

,GbiCHAIE D N: Summer school - a remedy on stagntition and
wastage .S.C.E. by parts; SubjeCtLeiie -promotions. Maharashtra
aducational Journal 1969, 17(11), 298-300; 17(12), 313-17, 318-29.

The Committee an Examinations appointed at the Mahabaleshwar
Seminar, in May last, by the Maharashtraltate Federation of
Headmasters'I-.ASSociations suggested the, following"reforms in
order to reduce wastage and stagnation; '1) . organising summer
schools for the failed students land prcinoting them .on the- basis

. of the- marks obtained. in the examination, held at the end of the
seaSion; 2) ,allowing students tp *appear for the S.S.C. examination
by'perts first part in X standard and second part in xi
standard; 3.)introducing..a. scheme - of subject-wise promotions.

.A/1 the proposals are described in detail. The organizational
set up required and other changes to:..be effected. in accordance
With the suggested reforms. have been. given in detail.
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453 KALE J D: Retention rates in education. Progress of
Education 1969, 43(12), 41622.

Retention rates at the primary and secondary'stages of edu.
cation for the years 1959-60 to 1965-66 in Gujarat have been
computed by the method of curve fitting. The regression analy-
sis carried out enabled to. get the retention rates for

earlier Years for which data were not available. The sets
of retention rates worked out for boys and girls separately
bring forth the following results: 1) the retention rate among
boys in primary stage was.about 2596 and:among

girls about 18%4 While the retention rate in the case of boys
was stagnant, in the case of girls, it was slowly increasing;
2). the retention rate among boys in secondary. stage (VIII - XI)

was around 62% and was-on decline whereas among girls it was
around :609 but showing an upward tendency. The small proportion
of retention rate at primary stage. stresses the need for
consolidating the expansion of education, in subsequent years

' after the eqrolment in standard 3.

454 BARRA. C L: Wastage and stagnation in elementary schools.
:Nloraftikshak (Teacher Today) 1969, 12.(1), 44-569. 4 ref.

Definition of wastage and stagnation and the various methods
of measuring these phenomena are discussed, The combined rate
of wastage and stagnation calculated for the years 1950.57, has
been 78,35%. The rate is highest in class I, which decreases
as pupils move to higher classes. The rate is ;higher among

.-girls, The following causes are attributed: 11 socio-economic--
poverty and low-social status of rerents; 2) educational -
wastage caused by stagnation, absence of schooling'. facilities,
poor school environment,' faulty admission policy; 3) miscell.
aneous - death of a parent, illness of pupil, heterogeneity
in the.ege-composition of pupils in a class, Irregular attendance.
The following remedial:measures are suggested: 1 survey, to
be made by teachers,.-of children of school-going age in the
neighbourhood of the school and. reminding the concerned
parents to send the children. to .school; 2), restricting the
admission to the first 2 or 3 months of the academic session;
3) trying out the method of 'ungraded unit' as suggested by
the Education Commission:(1964-66); 4) introducing play.. way
techniques of teaching to attract children to schools; 5)
providing financial assistance to needy children;' 6) adjusting
school hours and vacations to meet the economic needs of the
community; 7) remedial teaching for weak students; 8) improving
school.00mmunity relations, Adult literacy campaign, appoint-
ment of school mothers.and women teachers in rural areas are
suggested 'to reduce the wastage and-stagnation among girls.
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'OWN 'S EDUCATION

455 KAI 8 D: Contours of female education and age at
marriage in urban India - a distriot level study. Journal.
of InstitUte of Economic Research 1969, 4(2), 3449.

The crude"literacy rates as available from the 1961 census
have heentconsidered in studying.the relationship of. female
age'at marriage and education in urban India, at the district

Three hundred and twentyone districts, or units for
the whole of India have been7studied. The main purpose of this
note is to bring out the homogeneity with regard to .age at
.marriage and literacy among contiguous districts, cutting
"across inter-state boundaries. It is observed that, the urban
population along the entire western coast, 'north - eastern and

north-eastern regions had uniformly a high age at :marriage
(over 19 years) and also high literacy rate. .ThesoregiOns
could be termed as.homogeneous regions...'The following are
the possible reasons attributed for.the.highAlteracy rate in
these regions: 1) the western coast regions have developed
in the past as well as in the present on account of trades
and missionary activities; 2) same private institutione such
as Nair Service Society in Kerala, Rayat Shilathan samstha in
Maharashtra, Ebalsa institution in Punjab, have played Important
roles in promoting education; 3) the internal and international
migratory flows of population have provided motivation for
education.

456 KAU 8 D: Admatioh and age at marriage of females in India.
Journal of Inititute of Economic Research-1969, 4(1), 59-

An attempt is made to pinpoint the relationship-of education
with age at marriage from the 1981 .census data. The method
given by Najnal has been followed. in computing the mean age
at marriage. In general, the age at marriage in urban areas
is higher by 1.5 to 3.0 years than that in rural areas of
different States. Innotze of the States the mean age at marriage
in urban areas is less than 15, the minimum7fixed by the law.
-*waver, in the rural areas in seven States, the mean age at
marriage is less than 15. It is found-that differences in the
spread of education seemed to explain, the regional variations in
'age at marriage to a very large extent, and that larger the
number of years a girl spends in the school the more likely it
is-that she would be married at- <a higher age. It is concluded

.that if the literacy rate for femalesaged 10 years .and
over

could -be raised to 60% the mean age at marriage would rise above
20 and to above 21, if the literacy rate could be raised to
70%. In termsofschoonrgif the average number of 'school years
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completed could be raised to 4 or 5 years, the age at marriage
is likely .to rise. above 20 or 21 years. As .raising the age
Of marriage has profound implications on the birth rate, it
is suggested that attention should be given to,women's edu-
cation,

457 RAI 8: Female education in .villages. Social Welfare
1969, 16(6), 12,

In view of the poor state of female education in villages
the following remedial measures have been suggested: 1) start-
ing separate schools for .girls or staffing the schools
with equal number of male and female teaChers; 2) keeping
single teacher schools under the charge of female teachers;
3) providing a two-teacher school with a married couple or
utilistrig the services of the wife of the teacher in the
form of school-mother, in case she is not qualified to work
as a teacher; 4) increasing the age limit for recruitment
of women teacherS to attract bakirained women who have
earlier given, up their jobs to devote thein8elves to their

faMilieS.

WORKERS' EDUCATION

458 Vbdagogic aspects of workers' education. 'WOrkgrs' Education
1969, September, 122.5,

The four stages followed in planning a training programme are:
1) formulation of syllabus; 2) working out details; 3) pre -
paration of time table; 4) drawing up of work - chart and
check-list. After planning the programmes to ensure effective
teaching particularly in unit level classes, the following two
rules: a) the teacher must have knowledge, b) the class must
have desire to learn, are combined with the foliating basic
principles: 1) ultimate objective of developing the mind and
character of the worker by realising a series of immediate
objectives; 2) planning the teaching by taking into account the
factors like accommodation, class arrangement, lighting, seating,
aids to be used, etc; 3) preparing a systematic lesson plan;
4) utilizing the methods like lecture, discussion, debate,
seminar and buzz session to sustain trainees' interest in the
class; 5) making maximum user of audio - visual aids to add interest,
to save time and make teaching-learning process simple and
effective; 6) offering opportunities to the .class to be mentally
active through techniques of questions and discussions; 7)
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459

'following simplicity in teaching; 8) adopting humane approach;
9) checking.from time.to time the extent to which the teaching
or the knowledge has been absorbed by the class through questions
and tests like: a) true or false, b) cluster true or false,
c) multiple-choice.

SINGH J: LAtepcy for industrial, workers. Education
Quarterly 1968, 202), 21.2,

Industrial' workers should be ,imparted functional literacy,
related losely to their. respective jobs. The reading maerial
shOuld be based on'theired.attng knowledge and familiarity
with the technical terms of the professions An whickthey are
working. .h[cdern.techniques supplemented with audio-visual,
aids Should he evolved for developing quick: methods of teach..

ing to read and write.. Besides, lessons should be in the spoken
language of the workers. Educated or.even semieducated
workers would be the most suitable ,worker teachers. They
would cOrrelate their reading and .writing to the professional
needs of the workers. Education of workers should be made
a statutory obligation on the part of each industry and gro.
fession. This would imply that the working hours in each
industry are so arranged that the education of employees is
a part of the schedule. A tripartite agreement to this
effect should be made between the employers, the workers
and the government.

1
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SPECIAL SRCTICJN

TEACHER EDUCATION I

A70 ADAVAL 4 B :. Teacher education, . ( In _National. Council of
Educational Research and Training. Third Indian Tear Book
of Education. Delhi, the Council; 1968. 136-49)*

The paper presents a survey of researches on teacher .educgtione
&brief .description. is given of the two doctoral works which
trace :the. historical develop ant of teacher ,eduCation in the
States of it.:ahz.rasttr%and.Mysore. .0ther studies on -teacher
education are classed under the following- :4 heads.: .l)- attitudes,
2). economic, social and' personal ,problems of teachers;
. 33 qualities, :; for .success and -actually found in
school. :' teachers:, Selection and evaluation. of School .teachers .
:and Student4eachers; and 4) .main interests and. pursuits of
teachers. 1,..All the studies indicated that the attitude, of
teachers to .their profession. 'is ,not favourable. .The...peasons

. for taking up this. profession.-are generally :its being.consiw
dered ,a respectable: profession; interest in children, opportue
nities for ;lifelong learning, Promise:Of ..leiSure. etc* Pri s.

!ate' tuition is favoured. by a .ccnsiderable. numbers .:Dissatissi:.:
factior4 with pay scales' and.status in, society' are -also men.
timed, 2. Majority, of teachers suffer from.financiakworriess
'Other- problems .arer:sOcial; rsycholOgiCal and professional.
To, eadMasters have problems._, of 'shortage 'of teachers, inter_ w.
Terence of magiavral:r.t,etc. In.:general". the .scicioseconomic -

condition.. of tesdhers at - all levels .1s.highly Unsatisfactory
which! is an. important cause .of the pear quality of_teaching,
.3* Social., =Oral and .aesthetic. interests., intellectual pro..
ifibiency .ani.i. professional _skills are the.'necess.ary.qualities
for teachers 4. The need for' objective and-scientaic-method
of selection for admission: to-teacher training' iiiistitutions,
is' 'stressed., .44. Malotity of teachers spend 'their .leisure time
.in reading, aesthetic pursuits; craftsi tikes eta,: -Teachers
Usually do 'not take part in -activities' in 'which they 'want
their .students to participate. Many. teachers am:engaged
'either in some: work to.'supplement their' inComet: -or, in preparing
for..some:examination (*strict intermediate or B..1143. This is
'the. reason '.why -many teachers... are unable to 'attend refresher
:courses; seminars-, social service camps' etc; -.Hardly any of
them :read educational journals.



A71 ALL INDIA COUNCIL FOR SLWEINTARY pucgioN. STUDY GROUP
CE THE. TRAIN DIG OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS IN INDIA: Report.
Delhi, Manager Qf Publications, 1963; 72p. L Chairman:
RV R0y8.inght.

.

. .
. . . .

The important recommendations are i_1) giving high priority to
the' programme of imbrove3iient-of teaoher. '44Ucaticin.*at the
elementary stage in the:remaining period:Of the Third, Plait as
well ites in .the -Fourth. 'Plant. 2) adopting s,pecial:meaSOree .1ike
correspondende courses for ,clearing the toaCklog-',of untrained
to ache' re t "' eipansion of training facilities.. "such a way
that the annual output of training institutions would match
the.arni4.1; requireMent of additiOnal teachers; '4)::4pointment
o 4,tiitudy .Group in each State ithdc.Urtiori Territory to a) work
out iier,tailsof.estimates. of the 'add'it'ional enrolment the,.
fileyiientarytsChd011 tvo:.19'15

anniaiiYr* b) assess -the:a#:6'; of 'the- a:OklOg"...of
,,tra4nedteacteiS and prepare a detaijed..so ifad. or. clearing

6rexaiiire the .poSSibiliiieS bieXpanding, the
capacity,~ .of eicistilig-institutiOnei .det..erpti#e- theadditional
**failing instlikittioni;t6.""be'Ciotaatedis' assess the: Tequirements
'of teachers for ti!*.i1V61411:-.eeiefiro#P4i. 049."Iv91110111;30"40hers.
pilignseerlror tribal aibas,_ if)- Work out the estimattia-;of the

`$OitV:and.'26he: priadingsfog'the::whole.programme:- The :plans so,.: :14;e'piiie& should be "combined for. V)O.' overall :Dior ot;teAcber
-editatiioaof th":" adOPting the fofloWirigygeneral.-.. -...""s.'"!pr4ncip/ee' for .the- location and: planning .of trainine:insti.

- "ie" a) ".dietrictshould be thif. Unit of planning,. ,
=b):"..,104ut.kix.u.:41:xtio: of ...the training.dnstitutiOntk,Shciuld,

a, .4)ei .located" in eteafi",. , c): an ideal. 100fitien :for .:11t training
instittitiCii-Wtiuld" be a tov,riehip with a poiiilation;:lietween 5,000

"... :and :d) the institutions Should be 'eas11&.':OCeSSible
: frinaalli*te of thedistrict; 6) the duratioiror the training

course :Ahouid: years :for these who :have -t omileted secondary
-the higher :secondary and torthofier who:-have not

::: "coaipleted -the s econd ant :sChoOl; it should he thief,' years which
::ehottid. lae.'dividedAnto two periods -COntiltUoUs 'pre-service

of two yeartA! followed
4; VrOgraMple! of one Tear 7Y revision -.01. the; existing

., Isgillabteg,trainirig.InstitUtions via basis: Otiafoodei
syllabus that should be prepared by. Inititute of
BduCatiaryf 8)' arg fuzing special;"inservice,:tfainitig..-courses for
teacher= education;: 9) dtiyalcipingi .nation.4/160 :network of in..

- 'Service- training programmesii. 10): increasing the .number of
extension-Pervice centres: to 240 at least by the tend. of the
Fourth Plan; 11) establishing State- Institutes, of elementary Edu-
cation; 12) provision of adequate incentives and' facilities to
elementary school teachers for further education; 13) production
of educational literature in Indian languages; ,15 creating a
permanent organization at all levels which woUld be responsible
for improving teacher education; 15) setting :up in ,every state
a State Council of Teacher Education: to deal with teacher
.education at all leveIs; 16) appointing in every state a
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Pec.14:offiger .0;T any Sher suitable ,administrative machinery}
whose, whole-time responsibility would, be., for the programmes
of training institutions; 17) .provision of a sum of Rs.20 ":44
crores in the Third Plan and about Its.60 crores in the Fourth
Plan,.for the implementation of this, programme.

r
R

A72... ALL INDIA icoxpicp, Al* sicomiRi:EpititriaN; Recamplendationg
-on.-teachers (in India. Ministry of Education. Reconstruction
of secondary education. Delhi, .Manager of Publications, 1987.
1 -11)

r ..

Some..ef .the. recommendations are 4956: ./),.a. committee might
be appoip,ted to advise on th#,,tr.aining of teachers, for higher
.secondary.-and pultipurposeschooigi 2) ;.A.t was reso/yed,. to
...refer the question of the period of training..for tile,..teachers
4 .'7111.glier secondary schools and the minimum qualifitation
required. of the :teachers .selected for -such training, ,A o the

rr. POIRIA-t99:4RPOI4ed.IV the 1411.1.14r1/ of #44CAt.#41. for the
examination of the curriculum and, the pattern .of training

=
secondary ,colleges; 3) regar.ding the rfroblem..tof
,training. teachers vocational subjects.,. it was ;decided that,
where facilities, did .not,exist. ,or. ..providing practical training

, vie workshops, :of ,technical schools, ;various alternative
measures would have to be devised by the staff the _training
college in cooperation witk:technical and profeeteitinat. experts;
4) the Council welcomed the..schene fOr strengthening" the
teaching of science in secondary schools by .deputing training
college. :lecturers .ang _secondary .-,schoo/ teachers Ainder the
Pc4e4c9:*IAPhglr....?#1.19ws_ 413.9 PrOgramlile.g and
the UK: ./954 fP.11 .teachers,.gor: OtfiCtical
subjects in multipurpose .the training colleges and
universities should be requested ,to include these prabtical

.rsubjecte-411...he r@gui4r ,training ,programme, the.H.AD, or
41,4114t, 947.4...T. degree course. OPecial.training courees,miglit be
..organized -by the training ,colleges tor. dipiAlma.,ipMess. leading
to adiplcsia in the teaching of smo.volici technical:rop practical
,subjects;. 18624. 6). the services of the personnel trained in the
titrmonth course of the-Central Institute of English,. Hyderabad

,; .:should;,beutilized as ;key, personnel in teacher, training pro.
:" -1963 ;7) the -.,scheme,: of. condensed courses .of.- -one: year

..,duration. for .eacist.ir.graduate.,teachers. would -.h elpeconsiderably
...,-,An!meet 44g. the shortage of---science..teachers.for,409!.,higher second.

eary.:,cly.oses And :the NC Err should evolve a, model syllabus for such
-condensed .courSee.; ,a) in-service. training shguld.be.provided to

-teachers_- 40,41. train,inucollegee.rshOuldcigradually have
-extension departments for this PurP009.. ,
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A73 , 1311ATTACHAItyAY G Cs Plea for development of met hod'ology
by the teaChei'ii' training college. Edudational Miscellany

'1967-68, '4(3-4)',' 156-4. .1-,

It has been urged that the teacher-training colleges' should
take lead .in conducting experiments towards improvement of
teaching .in.primairy end secondary schools. and that the

t.
theories 'which are discussed in a training college. should
have a practical and experimental bearing, sip that -the teacher -
trainees are inspired to make further ,iinprovement..-in effective
teaching and try.neW methods and approaches for advancement
in methodology after leaving the training college, ; The
teacher-educators should demonstrate various techniques,
innovations and experiments in teaching like Project Method,
Problem SolVingl.Unit -Method and Heuristid Methods before.

trainees Start. teaChing'-practic'e, It very con-.
tenient it' an experfmental school* .is-attached to a training

eo that the teadher-educatori *Can experiment -Ian various
OohniqueS in the presence of thetraitieeti The .4614tionq
to the Class room ,pilobleilt should 'be Verifi4dbefoke recommend-
ing,them to the edhi$Ols, Comparative Utility';ilt ;various techni.

-*"queld like translatiOn--inethOd'-and structural approach- ,of
`''.4teaching linguaged -Shauld be irerified after .uSing theM for
''''sopte- time in sepaiate*-groupe. of akchool childref4.- The teacher..

irainees shOuld'be'endouraged acid All.'help by the
'teacher educators experiment with the' various techniques

'."113x"of - teaching durin0,teachtinga.practice,
e I

A74 `dait *1114eiii!iCe. eduaticiri :6± primary 'school
teachers = special , present 'Otitis: arid tie* dimens ions
taUC4iiituip. Miscellany 196748;' 4(3-4), 26:41g:

. - r..r;

`In- service 'education of primary 66h661 tear iersi ilefinificantly
'''iMpOrtant and it needs Special: attention, cis ing "tacilitiee
of iri-;service growth of teadheri .ard not ordy'lltadireiXiiite,

to day* a smtil fradt ion 'Of -the
' "i'"A ;feadher- pbpulat ion. In order totarry olit'the.re6dettendation

'"*`".- -of theL'Kethari COliMil.Eieion'regardisteuziivekiializing the pro- .

'of in-service edisdaion to'10.1*typiiii of teaChels, it is
fiedeSkiavy..td find out thw.dianengiOns,'Of the4.i.ogreidati.: Important
&acing. theite'limenia ides aro to -6f' Programme

-and inforMa activities,.-,eredit; non
Ockfree0,.'bOkiespondence seiviada'and"tdatie 'or-individual

.institOtibii:gtOvitt e ;To carry' out this ittIde Of activities,
it--viilrb'edeseary the-000iietatioli of 'maximum number-
of agencies concerned, with:the eaohekit ..0116tth!.eudh-as super-
visory staff, training institutions, teachers' associations and
State Institutes of Education etc, Even the present extension
services departments might be reorganized to provide greater
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benefits. Again, independent centres may be set up with these
fmctions. All these steps will help a lot in promoting acade-
mic and professional growth among primary teachers*

A75 CHILANA M R: To step up primary teacher education - basic
issues: related proposals. Teacher Eduction 1969, 3(3), 3.8*

. .

The following proposals have been made while referring to the

efforts of other countries in this respect and to the role
in this task of different agencies like State Institutes, of
Education and National Council of.riducational Research and
Training: 1) raising the level of teacher education; 2) uni.
versalizing the swovision of in-service education to primary
school teachers by.introdUcing.a variety.of programmes for the

purpose; 1).paironizing production .of literature on ,primary

education, and primary "teacher training; 4) establishing centres
for the special training of primary teacher-educators; 5) _pro.
Yi4ing necessary facilities, both physical and personnel to
primary training .institutions; 6) establishment of pilot insti-
tutions for preparing primary school ,teachers;, 7) introduction
of guidance services to pupil teachers ;..8) Impro Ylgg.e.yaluation
procedures in InlmmTyteachereducatioq 9) promoting research
in elementary teacher education;. 10) evolving a programme
of built-in extension for every primary training institution.

.

A76 COPAIONWEALTEWCATICN CONFERENCE, 2ND, NEW DEW, 11.25
JANUARY,. 1962, .compirrzp ON THE TRAINING AND ORM OF TEACSRS.
NOort):(In Commonwealth Education Conference, .2nd, New Delhi,
11-25 January, 1952. Report. Delhi, Manager of RUblications,
1962* 3345).

. .

The imPOEIPt recommendations are: 1) more detailed:information
about the needs of recipient countries and the resources of
donor countries in trainingteachers should be colieCted and
made available and the countries .that have given assistance
should consider publishing progress reports on their training
schemes. 7* Commonwealth Sducation.Liaison Unit should 'coordinate
such information; 2) a number of bursaries or training grants
.should be provided in rural and sodiAl education and similar dis
ciplines* as well as in the subjects and courses mentioned at
Word Conference; 3) special note-should be taken of 'the deve.
loping countries' 'requirements on the training of technical tea..
there, and priority should be given to strengehening4xisting
departments or institutions which ,train tecbiticail-:teacrPers;

4) .teachers should have working experience of ichoolgi or
training. colleges in the country where,they are studying and
emphasis should be placed on training, women. teachers;

5) arrangementskshould be made for institutingorientation.
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courses- for candidates selected for study abroad; 6 developing
countries should consider providing in-service courses
organized by visithvteams of experienced teachers and
lecturers.

A77 DiSAI K G: Evaluation in teacher education. NIE Journal
969, 3(6), 38-41.

The total evaluation in teacher education at B.Ed, level should
consist .of evaluation in the following areas:,1. Learning of .

theory The essay -type examination should partly be replaced
by short-answer and objective tests. In addition to the final
external examination, there should be 3. or 4 periodic testp.for
the internal evaluation. 2, Practical work.related to theory -
Case studies, experiments'in psychology, achievement and intelli-
gence testing, study of educational developments during the
Five Year Plani, vreparation.of teaching aids, statistical
analysis of examination results, .study- of school. plant, records,
etc. should be assigned to students .which shOuld be evaluated
on a 54.7 or 9 point scale, 3, Student teaching -.The
evaluation of student teaching.has to be,-.done by a) 'the student
himself,;b).other fellow, students observing the lesion and
c) the supervisor, keeping in view' the objeetiteS -of the

-esson unit.. The external examination should consist of 2
lessons .in the ,two optional subjects offered by the student.
4. Co- curricular activities participation.of student in such

-adtivities.as talks, debates, symposia dramatics,.:exhibiti)no
and other .school functions should be evaluated. .The. external
examination should consist of examination of i) .theory, and

'ii) student teaching, while the internal asdessmentwill
comprise i) evaluation of practical work related to theory,
ii) evaluation of co-curricular activities," iii) periodic
student teaching and iv). periodic theory tests:

A78 D K L: Remedial:English for teachers - basic consi-
derations. Maya. Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1969, 12(1), 23.7.

'The following faCtors have to be taken into consideration: 1) the
different "Scopes of remedial work for trained and uutrained.
teachers; .2) the role aid uses to which English is to be put to
in India ;. 3) the need for tackling various age groups- of trainees
*differently because of different 'degrees of Motivation;
4) to base the remedial work on psychological, pedagogical and
linguisticprinciples of foreign language teaching as:vell as
on the difference between the two language skills; --speech and
writing. The following programmes of long-iange and immediate
actions are suggested: I, Lang -range view: a) setting up a national
coordinating machinery with regard to the teaching of English;
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4). improving teacher training progragmes and improving
curriculum and teaching methods in schools; c) redefining
the role of foreign ,agencies in the teaching of English
and teacher training; d) a.general _survey of English teaching
needs of the country. II* Immediate action plan: a) syste.
matisati6n of errors committed by teachers throughout the
country; b) building a suitable remedial course accordingly;
.c) adequate grants from the central government for this
purpose,.

. . . .

DIKSHIT 8 S: Teacher education in modern democracies,
. Jullundur, Sterling publishers, 1969, xii, 106p.

. . .

The "newdtme1opments and trends in the:fieldof teacher
education in four leading democraci;siksof the modern times
-England, France, :United States and India - against the
backdrolvof their traditional systems are presented; .It is
believed that this would.be useful_ for reorganization of
teacher education on sound lines, The following are ihe

5. chapters in the book: 1. England; 2. France, 3. United
States; 4) India; 5. The new horizons.

INDIA. CENTliAL. ADVISORY BOAR Ole EDUCATION. Recommendations'
In. On teachers ( India. Ministry of Education., -Reconstruction

of secondary education, Delhi, Manager of Pdblications, 1967.
1.11).

Some oi.the.recomendationsmade.bi the loard = in itsAdifferent

meetings are! 1959: 1) the. training required for;te-teachers
of multipurpose schools_should.be evolved by.experts_in
particular spheres of technical education and they should work
with experts in ,pedagogy from the training colleges; 2) .all
heads of departments at the higher secondary stage should he
li.As orldAcs. or should.possess a Diploma Certificate from
the university indicating .their competence to teach at the
higher secondary stage, while the others should have. undergone
Ha, training; 14 a certain number of teachers. fram different
institutions should be deputed for a period: of one. year to a
university for practical training in approved laboratories
for science subjects and in the otter approved departments for
the other subjects, At the end of the course .the deputed
teacher should-either take the M.A. or LSc. examination to be
held for the regular students or a diploma examinations-the
details of which should be worked out by the university; 1962:
4) teacher training for secondary schools should be examined
as smatter of urgency in consultation with the University
Grants Commission with a view to undertaking measures to meet
the requirements of secondary schools; 1964: 5) the teachers of
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A81

science who acquire higher qualification should get suitable
inoreise in their ,salary aid an.appropriate machinery should
be evolved to ensure the follow.up of the spE dal training
giyen to science -teachers; 196503) the Board -accepted the
following recomkendations of the Committee on School..Edd.
cation: .,a) 'all teacher training institutions should be
strengthened and improved which would include reorganization
of curricula, establishment of special model .schools for
practice-teaching, extension work and provision of necessary
physical .facilities and. finances for organizing community
activities and other.programmes, b) the duration of the
teacher training course, which is one year at present may
have to be increased-.

IND/A4, corm 1'1R OF IiihatERIS OF RikilLIAINSN'T ON EDUCATIO.I.
1961! T-jechers -.status and education. its keport.
National policy on education, New Delhi, Ministry' of
1967. 11.13)

. .

Some of the recommendations are: 1) the training of school
teachers should be brought within the broad stream of university
life and the training institutions should no longer.. be
isolated from the schools. Schools of education should. be
established in universities. Each State shouldprepare and
implement; -on a priority basis) a plan for the expansion and
improvement-of teacher education at all stagef-.;1) the ..
academiC freedom of teachers to pursue-,and publish their .

studies and researches and to speak and write about -signi.
ficant national and international issues should be protected;
3) the improvement in the status of -teachers should .be accompanied
by a corresponding deepening of the awareness of their crucial
role in moulding the life and character.of therliing generation;
they should pursue learning and excellendeiiith dedication.

INDIA. BDUCArICIN morass ION (1964.66):: Teacher ,education
(k Report of the- Education COMMISS1011 {19644.66) educatidn
and national development; New Delhi, 'Manager of Publications)
19664 67-88 622.4) _

L see' Indian .Rducational Material.V.1). abstract nog. 190.j.
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A82 INDIA. PLANNING cogmtssume, comma ON PLAN PRWECTS.
STUDY TEAM FOR SELECTED EDUCATI11AL SCHEMES: Report on .

teacher training. New Delhi, the Commission, 1964. 411. 206p.

.

A. study team was set up to study among other.things the teacher
training.programmes from the point of view of Wenforcement
of compulsory education for.the.age-group.6.11; 2)-expansion.of
middle/junior, high/senior basic education for.the age -group
1144.and.expansion of secondary education, and.tonmke relevant
recommendations. The following aspects are covered in the
report; Wabjectives of teacher .education and trends of
development;.2) Procedure and preparation; 3) present position.
4) some asyects.of teacher education; 5 problems-of teacher '

educatiOn; q, teacher education-suggestions for.administration
and organization; chapter 8 gives summary-of conclusions and
recommendations. The appendices give detailed information
regarding the following: 1) institutions; 2) trainees; 3) curri.
cula; 4) staff of the training institutions; 5) provision for
teacher training *programmes; 6 cost pattern and other items.

t 1

,

INDIA. .PLANNING ccsidgisioN:.EDUCAT* MVP*: Teacher
education in the:Fourth:Plan% Planning_Commisslon.
Planning Group on' EduCationi.. Steering.Conosittee. Educational
development In the Fourth Plan. (1969.74) - report .of
New Delhi, the Commission, 1969. 102.116)

insee Indian Educational. Material V.4,abstract now A60.7

A83 INDIA. SECONDARY EDUCATION COMMISSION (1952.53)2 Teacher.
training (X its Report. 'New Delhi, Manager of Publications
1965. 134.41, 143)

The recommendations are: 1) there should be only two types of
teacher-training institutions 'a) for those with School Leaving
Certificate -or Higher Secondary -School Leaving Certificate for
whom the training period should be two. years, and b) for gradu
ates for whom training may be for one year' but extended later
to two years; 2) graduate' teachertraining institutions should
be recognized by .and affiliated to the universities which should
grant the degrees, while the secondary grade training Institu-
tions should be under a separate Board appointed for the purpose;
3) training should be. given in. extra -curricular- activities;

4). the training colleges.should arrange refresher courses, short
intensive courses in special subjects, practical training in
workshop and professional conferences, and conduct research work
and should have an experimental school for this purpose; 5) no
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fees should be charged and stipends should be given to stu-
dents and adequate residential facilities should, be provided;
6) only trained graduates with three years of teaching experi-
ence _should be admitted to.the Master's Degree in Education
7) there should be free exchange of.ideas between professors
in training colleges, selected -headmasters of schools and
inspecting officers; 8) special part-time training. courses
should be conducted to meet the shortage of women teachers,

A84 INDIA.. STATE EDIJC/XION MINISTERS' CONFERENCE;

1963.65, .Recommendations on teachers (In India. Ministry of
Education. Reconstruction of secondary education.. Delhi,

Manager of Ablications, 1967. 1.=11)

The recomaendations.made in its :different meetings are: 1963:
t) immediatesteps should be taken to raise the standard and
quality of .secondary education by raising :the Terio&-ot teacher
training to 2 years and including content education in the
'syllabus; 1964: 2) the headmasters of middle schools and
large primary,schools should mostly be trained graduates and
elementary teachers should be matriculates; a programme for the
-expansion .of training facil"i"ties for secondary school teachers
should be. drawn up and implemented; .A system of correSpondence
coqrses.should-also be started with :a view to clearing the
backlog of untrained teachers and also to provide. opportunities
for further edOcation; 1965: 3) intensive and well planned
efforts on the requisite scale should be initiated to meet

. the shortage of teachers of English and science subjects.

A85 INDIA. STATE EDUCATION MINISTERS' CONFERENCE, 10TH, 1967.
TeaCher0' status and education. Cln its Proceedings. New
Delhi, Ministry of Education, 1968 27-30)

The f011oiting points regarding teacher education have been
discussed by the ministers: 1) ein..7,lishment,of the State
Boardi of Teacher Rducation;-2). prelaration of 'comprehensive
-State plans for: the improvement -of teacher education; 3) emphasis
on in.eervice-edUcation Of teachers; 0 development ;of
programmes-of.part-time education' in urban areas and of
correspondence courses, especially to clear -the backlog of
untrained teachers at an early date:; and 5). improvement of
training institutions; in particular, improvement in the quality
-of teacher - educators through the establishment of Schools of
idudation in selected universities.
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A86 . INDIA. :UNIVERSITY EDUCATION COMMISSION (1948-49):. Education
(In its Report 'Vol, 1. Delhi, Manager of fUblications, 1962.
210A117)

. .

It has been recommended that 1) .the courses be remodelled and
imre'time giveg:to school practice and more weight given to
practice. in assessing the students' performances;.2),suitable
schools be used for practical training;; .3) students be

encouraged to fall in with the current.practice,of a school
and make the best of it; 4) the staff of the training college
-be recruited from people who have first hand experience of school
teaching; 5) the courses on the.theory of education be flexible
and adaptable to local circumstances; 8)' students be encouraged
to proceed to the Masters' Degree only after some years of
experience of teaching; 7) -original work by professors and
lecturers be planned on an all-India basis.

A87 .LBORAMp .E5merimentax-plans for the' 'education-of an
increased number of secondary school teachers for India.
Journal of Education and Psychology 1969, 27(2)* 138-40.

. . .. .

is suggeited,that the .possibilities should .be explored

1) to find a way, to.involve the teachere.in service.inthe
supervision of practice teaching and in assisting.theu.training
college in,the training of teacher-s-; 2).to. enlarge the.staff
of the training coueges by .utilizing teachers-in-service and
thus relieving.the training college:staff.for research', curri
culum improvement., keeping abreast of their fields etc,;.
3) to enlarge the number.of students in training colleges without
adding to the,physipal facilities and with a minimum. of addi-
tional staff. If the intake of students in a given institution
is doubled, it is suggested.that half Of the students .may be
placed in the training college sand the other talf -in. practice

teaching schools. After cne half of the ,school year the.two
groupe.could exchange positions. For this it is suggested that
a group of secondary .teachers should be trained to, direct the
student teaching in their respective schools*.

A88 - LULLA B- P: Reshaping curriculum in teacher education.
JOurnal of Education and Pitychology 1069, 27(2)1 41-6* 5 ref.

The following postulates are given fox -reshaping the curriculum:
1.* The theory of teacher education should be: in-accordance-with
the purpose and function of education in India-as.derived from
the national goals of democracy and planned-development. 2. The
trainees should beigiven the required job-skills.personal and
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social, professional, conceptional. 3. The course should impart
general education as well as teaching competence. It is

stressed that the curriculum should give equal.weightage to
all the skills for the total development of the teachers
instead of overemphasising professional skills. .It is
suggested that a.national committee should be- Set up, to formu-
late the fundamental objectives Of teacher education and the
varied responiibilities expected of trained teachers.

A89' MATHUR V S: Centres for teacher education. EdUcational
India 1969, 36(3), 37-3.

The following :two suggestions have been made for improving
the teacher education programme: 1) laying down judiciouoly
Worked out criteria for granting affiliation to new training
colleges and for allottment of new units to the existing
colleges, Instead of having a number of tralping colleges
in a small district or division, the resources ,could be pooled
to. form a single, large institution with better facilities to
cater to the-whole.area; 2) formation of,regional centres Of
teacher education by selecting one of the existing training
colleges in every state or region and giving it a.special
character. These centres should cater to aboutonwthousand
students each and the staff should-be of a ;Asher Iowa :)oth in
emoluments and in qualifications and experience,, Anational
committee may be appointed to go into details:; of the above.
.scheme so that at leagit some of the institutions may start
functioning -as regional centres of teacher. education, from the
next academic yeat,

A90 MISRA R C: Selective admission in teacher 'education, Nays
Shikshak(Tdacher Today) 1969, 12(1), 9-24 46 efv.

The-importance of selective admission totraininvinstitutions
is stressed.: The 3 important considerations :discussed are:
1. Qualities required in a teacher: a).generil".. physical fitness,
good moral life, emotional stability, sociableness etc; b)
specific knowledge of the subject, teaching ability, keeping

4 oneself professionally up-to-date. 2. Academic ualifications,
In this regard At is suggested that schools and-colleges should
be persuaded to maintain elaborate records of students' all-round
achievement and such records used at the time of selection of
teacher trainees, 3. Method of selection., A. comprehensive test
Scheme similar-to the by the Central Institute of
-Education-, 'Delhi, should be formulated to aesees.the suitability
of the candidates. The-heads of the training, institutions should
also have powers to weed out-unsuitable candidates, The following
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A91

allied suggestions .are made: 1).the school teachers should
identify prospective candidates, for teaching profession from
among the students; 2) these students, should be giVen opportu.
nities to assist the teachers; 3) guidance programmes should
be:organised; 4) e long-term programme of teacher training
should be evolved; 5) a state advisory committee should be
set up to advise upon programmes of selection,

. . .

MUJJU M L: Priithamik our midhyamik salayom ice adhyiipaicoM
ke. vie: an mein vies taiyarl ek yojan'a (c Special
prepok, "z, 4 on in science., A scheThe for primary. and secondary
school teachers) L Hindi_/ Naya Shikshak (Teacher Today)
1969, 12(1), 80-4.

In-,view .of the paucity of .s.cience.teachers:i introduction of .

correspondence course in: science (secondary school ,examination
level) with provision for holding practical ,classes. during
vacation, fOr ar_ts.teachers tkás been .urged.. Time to be alloted
for theoretical and .practical classes; qualifications for
admission; method of select-ion; ,manpower and financial re-
quirements for the organisation. of practical. classes. have
been des'cribed,

A92 NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND; rAgtilitiG.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADMIN IC RATION: .Training, course for
principals of .secondary teachers' colleges L held ind
Taradevi (Simla) L from72nd to 16th June, 1965 Delhi
the Council, 1965. 143p.

L

The course was organized with a view to bringing -together .the
heads/principals of secondary training colleges of Delhi,
Panjab, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh, plibing before them the
main problems confronting the training of. -the .secondary teachers
of the region and providing a forum for finding out workable
solutions for the problems. The following.workinir papers have
been discussed.: 1, Training. of secorplary. teachers.,,in-India
8.14 Mtikerii, .2, Teachers we need for our secondary..schools

Mulcerji, .3.. Trends in teacher education in the fin ited States
R, Bell. 4.. Analysis of the r.rogramiges for the. ProfeSpional
preparation -of 'secondary twhers ..K.P. SUrendranath and
JC.No-Eiriyanniah. 5. 0.Ed.. programme and new techniques of
learning » P.D.. Sharma. 6. Planning of 'a new teacher. education
inst-itution w 3.N. :Mukerj.i. 7 Role and responsibilities of a
secondary teachers' college: .. R.C. Sharma:. ST, edu.
oation: and training of teachers (primary -and. secondary) - W. .
:Griffin.. 9. Teacher training in .U.K. r 84.4.:9Apt41.1, 10. Student
teaching Chauras ia. 11. Maintenance of 'accounts .in a
secondary teachers college v S M.S. Malkani, 12. -StUdents in
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training Colleges -.P..X; Roy i. The suggested .recomMendat ions
'are grouped 'under the following heads: 1) shortens, of trained
teachers; 2) 13Ed. programmes; 3) .research; 4) new- techniques
of learning; 5) planning of .a new teacher. education Institution;
6) roles and responsibilities of principals of secondary
teachers Colleges; .7) in- service' education, and training of
teachers.,

A93 NATIMAli EligNAR THE-EDuctiTioN OF PRIMARY TEACiERS IN
INDIA. IST, DELHI, 3-10 OCTOBER, 1960, RepOrt, Delhi, Manager
of Publidations, 1964, i, 263p,

Recommendations have been made on the following aspects:
1) targets to .be reached at the end of the second and third
Five-year Piens; 2) duration of the training course; 3) levels
and typed of training to be provided; 4) -optimum.,size- of a
training institution; 5) recruitment' of women, teacheri and
provision for their training; -6)- supervision of training
institutionut7) standardised expenditure. returns;- 8) 'grant-in-

tO 'private training institutions; 9). service conditions
tof primary- teachers; 10) teachers" organizations:; 11) select ion
of teachers and freshmen for admission to. training: :institutions ;
12) in-service training of primary. teachers; 13) staffing of
training institutions; 14) syllabus; 15) methods of teaching;
16) examimations;..17).orgenization of extension. services;
16)-iteielopmeint of a few .seleCted training sthOols. as experi-
.Mental.'sinstitutionst; -19) wastage in traininf.: nstlt-Utions.

A94 PAISANE M N: Educational psychology in teacher preparation -
a point of view. Journal of Education and Psychology 1969, 27(2)1
154-60.' '7 ref..

It is Suggested that the course in educati6nal psychology should
be &oblem-dentred to make it 'more logical :and Meaningful,
Educational psychology .should enable -the 'teacher to :.' '1) see the
;relation between' the educational aims on the toe hand, and the
na.ti.ire'" of the editcand;"2) get familiarise Vith. the4cientific

..;,:iiiethoda, and procedure .needed in applying.the..psyoliOlogical
--;'''faCtS and principles tO educat ion; 3),.-appreCiate'the importance

of theAthowiedge of individual eduCandlei.abilitiesr and interests,
ViOvnedge of learning printiPles., psychOlogY.-:cif small
groups ete.; 4) 'get familiarise With 'various assesstient pro-

'5) relate the knoviledge of -growth anddefielOpuent tocedur s=;
learning -tasks; 6) -relate the .curricular' and ',CodtutriC4lar programmes
to'the"individual needs of -develOpment; 7) tiiiderstand his .role
"-in the process of Character formation and deveidOnsintI 8) under-
-Stand the' problems of adjustment among pupils; 9) Vox* out
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effective methods of study baped on efficient methods of
learning and inculcate them in

. .

.S#AH. M Mt Aptitude test for secondary school teachers,
Baroda, iaharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, 1965.
XI, 140p.

An aptitUde test has been constructed so that it may be use,r
ful.in selecting candidates for teaching profession, The test
consists,of the following 5 factors,(sub.tests) as indicative
of the aptitude for teaching: 1) aptitude towards children
(35 items); 2) mental ability (26 items); 3) tnterest in pro-
fession (9 items); 4) adaptability (20 items); 5) professional
information (30 items), Sound knowledge of the subject matter
which is an important factor. and otfier.factorssuch as health,
industry, and sincerity have been ,, left out from tha test
items. Al sample of 530 graduates and postgraduates, had been
.given the test for construction and.standardisatioh, .

reliability and validity of the:test.werefound to be sails.
factory. The forecasting efficiency of.the test .battery, is 16%.
It is observed that candidates who'score,.on this aptitude
test, 58 or below should be considered unacceptable:.to the

profession. However,,it is suggested that ,together with this
test, information about the candidates' subject knowledge,
health, .their sincerity and industry should be collected
through proper techniques and considered while, seleCting the

candidbies,

/
.SMARMA, 8 K: Elementary teactier education in Rajasthan

Ammated.. practical considerations in new syllabus. Teacher
Education' 1969, 3(3), 9.11,

2:

Describes Rajasthan's endeavour to revise the syllabus of
elementary teacher education In.the,State. Ajobrchart of a
teacher in the state, a .few .case studies ofthe.existing
syllabus in the training institutions and the experiments carried
out in a-few elementary, teacher training institutions regarding
'the major .changes- desired in the syllabus, the Opinions and
responses of the field workers in the State, forMed the basis
for the revision of the syllabus. A fel assumptions on which
the work was given the final shape are: 1) the teacher education
programme should take the form of a continuous'process at
suitable intervals during the whole service period of a teacher;
2) the teacher training programme, to be more mallatic should
reflect the field conditions; 3) the extension service programme
should become an essential and integral pfeature in.every train-,
ing institution; 4) the knowledge of subject content is the
material, and methods are the means; 5) the theory should
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evolve out of the needs.of practical work in the classroom;
6) however ideal a scheMe may be; its success .depends solely
upon its implementation; 7) no teacher training programme
can be successfdl so long as it does not provide' for proper
motivation of ,the trainees to adopt teaching as their pro.
fession for life; 8) the training school. should demonstrate
the workability of the programme by organizing itself.on the
lines advocated 'as also through the life, habits, behaviour
and approach of the members of the staff. The salient
feature of the new syllabus and its structure have been given,

A97 .:.SRIMALI P L: How to make our teacher-training programme
effective. Journal of Education and Psychology 1969, 27(2), 188914
188 -91,

The following suggest ions are given: 1. The whole course should
be fOrmulated in accordance with clearly spelt out objectives,
2, To establish close relationship between theory, and practice
the following should.be done: a) the thetry papers .should be
reorganized according to the actual needs of the teachers and
'school's, b) each .subject specialist should give at least 10 or

15, lessons and then build up hid theory lectures on methodol,cy
Ch the foundation of what he -has demonstrated.. The trainee
shOuld also teach in actual school conditions and their lesson
plaOs should reflect the modern developments in evaluation
techniques and the actual time that ordinary teachers get _for
preparing' their lessons. Each lesson plan should -be first die.
Cussed with the lecturer concerned, then the entire lesson
should be supervised and it should be discussed once.. again.,

Senior school teachers. should assist as part-time lecturers
in methodology of teaching. The students should give at least
60 supervised lessons and work for.a fortnight as a regular
teacher taking part in all aspects of the school work under
the joillt supervision of the headmaster concerned and one of
the lecturers. 3. Reading assignments should be-given to students
and made a part of internal assessment to stimulate the reading
interest: 4, The duration of the course should be extended
so as to include instruction in subject, contents,. 5.'Ttere
should be an integrated progratme of training, research and
extension. 6. The candidates for training Should. be judiciously
101ected; 7, Every training college' should. have an-experimental
school attached to it. 8. The training college must have a
laboratory for guidance work and PsychOlOgical experiments and
.a science laboratory,
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A98 TRIVEDI R 8: In- service programme for teacher educators.
Journal of Education and Psychology 1969, 27(2), 185.7.

The need for a dynamic programme of in-service education for
teacher educators is stressed. Inclusion of the following
broad areas is suggested in such.an in-service programme:
1) specific competencia*required for an efficient teacher;
2) fundamentals in the psychological and sociological found-
ations of education; 3) practice teaching; a) aspects of
teaching-learning process, b) teacher preparation, c) making
practice teaching meaningful, d) evaluation. TO; make the

pedagogical content more meaningful, the in-service. programme
may include activities such as workshopel_seminar readings
ea4 discussions, brain-storming sessimIlbook reviews and.
topics pertaining to educational psychology and sociology,
new experiments and appro%ches. Besides, discussion groups
should be organized on some of the new ideas such rs: 4mlit
1) innovations and change in teaching, orcmUationmind)sitAaaa..
tion _practices; 2) instructional material; 3).currici:lum-
changes and evaluation; 4) conceit of learning; 5) concept
of discipline and democratic practices in classroom teaching;
6) instruction and guidance in educati9n; 7) parent-teacher
conference; 8) educational measurement and testing.

A99 UVASANI N g4 Changing objectives of teacher education in
India. 'Journal of Education and Psychology 1969, 27(2),
115.18.

The need to atune the teacher education programmes to the
special. requirements of independent India is stressed. The
folowing 5 guiding principles for teacher preparation are
given: 1. The teacher must have a. sound educat49nal.philosophy
Be must inculcate in the young loyaltY to the. principles of
freedom, .social justice, equality and benevolence. 2. He
must have an adequate functional psychology tO motivate children
for productive purposes, 3. The teacher must have a dynamic
sociology' to enable him to perform a double role as educators
among children and as community leaders. 4. Teacher education
must create in teachers a desire to keep abreast of new develop-
ments. Thera should be provision for inservice _education.
5. The teacher needs to be prepared for his role of promoting
international understanding. The two major objectives of teacher
education institutions are: a) preparation of young men and
women for wholesome satisfying and productive life activities;
b) preparation of teachers for instructional or supervisory
assignmefls in schools.
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WORLD CONFEDERATION OF ORGANIZATIONS OF TEACHING PROFESSION:
Professional preparation of.elementary teachers (In its

Status of teacher3 in India, New' Delhi, Asia Office of the
Confederation, 1967, 36.61).

State.wise'information on the foll3wing aspects has been
presented: 1) trained elementary teachers, By .1963.$4, 66,3%
of primary school teachers and 12% of middle school ,teachers
were trained; 2) elementary teacher training institutions
0985); There were 1,499 institutions; 3) enrolment in training
institutions (General) (1963.64). A total of 1,75,852 students
were under training of whom 48,024 were women; 4) duration of
the courses and minimum. qualifications required:, general
teachers; 5) courses for special teachers; 6) levels of
training; 7) selection procedures for admission to teacher
training schools; 8) tuition fees and financial assistance
(1985)k 9) cost of -training; 10) in-service education;
11).growth of 'teachers' training schools (1948.62, 1964) .
while there wera 720 training schools in 1950, in 1964 it is
1:09 with an 'enrolment 1,27,628 mcml and 48,024 women. Some
of .the problems facing elementary'teacher education and the
needed improvements have been given: 1) it is necessary to
determine the reasonable size for an institution; so that
costs may be reduced and efficiericy improved; 2) many of the
institutions are located in urban or semi ...urban areasoespecially
in the case of institutions for women teachers. An effort
should be made to locate these institutions in rural areas;
3) there is dualism in the training of teachers with the
conversion.of several training schools' to the bisió type.
An early decision should be .taken in regard- to the proper
course of training for elementary teachers; 4) it :might be
desirable to provide separate courses..of training for
Candidates With qualifications lower than matriculation;
5) there sheuld be a certain uniformity in the duratiOn of
training course; 6) in many cases buildings are inadequate
and unsuitable; 7) the syllabus Should be made mote- balanced
and effective; 8) there are wide variations in the practice.
teaching, and supervision of school practice also needs
considerable improvement.

WORLD CONFEDFAATION OF ORGANIZATICHS OF TEACHING PROFESS

Professional preparation of secondary teachers. (1Wits Statue
of teachers in India, New' Delhi, Asia Office of the Confederation,
1961. 82.81)

Secondary school teachers are, as a rule, trained in institutions
of the post-graduate standard. Only graduates are eligible for
admission to these institutions. Training for teachers of art,
music, crafts, etc. is provided along with the teachers of
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vocational, technical and special schools in special training
colleges, State-wise information on the following aspects
has been given: 1) types of postgraduate teacher education
institutions-for men only, for women only and co-educational-
the total number is 275, 217 being co-educational, 39 for
women only and lg for men only; 2) types of institutions
offering post-graduate teacher education courses; 3) types
of.post-graduate teacher education institutions according
to managements 11.2% of institutions are managed by universities,
30.2% by the State Governments and,58,6% by private or
autonomous bodies; 4) number of students in teacher.training
institutions (general) (1964), 5) teacher requirements for
secondary education during the Fourth Plan period, 1966-71;
6), courses in teachers' training (for graduates); 7) number
of universities with percentage providing various subject
areas under the compulsory group for the Lied, and equivalent
programmes;.8).selection procedures for admission io training
colleges; 9) stipends and financial assistance; 10) cost
of training; 11) in-service education. Some of.the.problems
of teacher training.for secondary schools as identified
by a committee appointed by the Government of India, are:
1) forty nine percent of the-colleges did not have sufficient
strength equal to their admission capacity. Small ,colleges

are inefficient and costly; 2) only 15% of the colleges pro-
viding basic training have proper workshops or craft sheds
3) colleges attached to high schools or arts and science
colleges cannot provide the necessary professional atmosphere
for efficient training; 4) the candidates undertaking post»
graduate training and research do not have adequate.grop
of the subject, There is great variation in the standard
of admission, curriculum and type of research work required
of students,
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